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ABSTRACT
The demand for energy from developed and developing economies of the world is
driving the search for energy resources to more challenging environments. The
exploration and exploitation of hydrocarbons now requires the drillbit to hit pay zones
from drillships or platforms that are located on water surfaces below which is, possibly,
in excess of ten thousand feet of water above the sea bed. From Brazil, to the Gulf of
Mexico and the Gulf of Guinea on the western coast of Africa, hitherto unfamiliar, but
now common, concepts in the drilling parlance such as ultra-deep drilling (UDD), ultraextended-reach drilling (uERD) and slimhole drilling, are employed to reach and
produce reservoirs which a few decades ago would seem technologically impossible to
produce.
This is expected to exert tremendous demands on the physical and mechanical
properties of the drillstring components. Limiting factors for reaching and producing oil
and gas resources hidden very deep in the subsurface are both the capacity of the
drilling rig to support the weight of the drillstring, which in some instances can be
several kilometres long, and the bending, tensile and impact stresses the string has to
withstand in well trajectories that are getting both longer and more tortuous.
Associated with this increased well depths and complex well trajectories is the
prohibitive cost penalty of a failed drillstring. The in-service failure of drillstrings has
always been an issue in the industry long before the wells become this deep and
complex. The global oil and gas industry estimates the cost of string failure to be in
excess of quarter of a billion dollars annually.
Researchers are continuously looking for ways to design against string failure and
improve the level of confidence in drillstrings. Defect-tolerant design, tooljoint geometry
modification and surface coldworking are just a few of the ideas that have gained
mileage in this effort. Others that are now in consideration are the use of nonconventional materials such as aluminium and titanium alloys for drillstring
components. More novel, still, is the use of a combination of two materials - one ‘softer’
than the other to form a hybrid string of two materials of unequal moduli of elasticity.
This is done to make the string lighter, reduce stress concentration factor at the
connections and place fatigue resistant materials in areas of high well bore curvature.
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In this work a computational technique in the form of two-dimensional finite element
analysis is used to develop a robust model of a drillstring connection and to analyse the
stresses on the model of a threaded connection of standard drillstring tooljoint made
from alloy steel. Further comparative analyses were undertaken on models of
drillstrings made from a newly developed drillstring material for ultra-deep drilling, the
UD-165, aluminium and titanium alloys and, finally, on hybrid drillstrings made from two
different materials of unequal moduli of elasticity.
The aim is not only to develop and validate a better method of computational drillstring
analysis but also to use the model to investigate and suggest areas of optimisation that
will benefit industry especially in the areas hybrid strings.

Keywords:
Hybrid Strings, Computational Mechanics, Fatigue, Ultra-Deep Drilling, ExtendedReach Drilling, Unconventional Drillstrings, Aluminium Drillstrings, Titanium Drillstrings
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1 Introduction: In-Service Failure of Oilwell
Drillstrings
1.1 Introduction
Because of the seemingly insatiable demand for energy from advanced and
developing economies, the search and exploitation of new hydrocarbon
resources is taking place in an economic climate characterised by rising oil
prices and challenging environmental concerns. Production from new fields and
(re)development of mature reservoirs that require creative well trajectories and
deeper offshore developments, sometimes under water depths of over ten
thousand feet, also require longer, and thus heavier, strings.
In the fifteen years from 1995 to 2010 the number of wells drilled in the U.S. that
are deeper than 4500 m (15000 ft) have more than doubled. This is a reflection
of a developing trend globally where ultra-deep drilling (UDD) and ultra
extended-reach drilling (uERD) are becoming the norm rather than the
exception. Projects under execution or in the planning stage in areas such as
Gulf of Mexico, Brazil, Gulf of Guinea, Trinidad, Malaysia and the ultra-deep gas
recovery project beneath the Caspian Sea all point to a drive by the industry to
push the limit of existing drilling technologies [1.1].i
Since the advent of deepwater drilling, a major challenge in the drilling industry
is the capacity and mechanical properties of the engineering materials in use to
withstand high operational demands in terms of their stress and fatigue
resistance. This is more apparent in oilwell drillstrings that are not only expected
to retain their designed mechanical properties, withstand additional hook loads
(i.e., the hanging weight of the string in the well) due to the additional string
weight occasioned by deep and ultra-deep drilling, but to also withstand
bending stresses and fatigue occasioned by uERD and tortuous well
trajectories. Clearly, there is a need for robust engineering investigations and
analyses for the development of drillstring materials that can serve as an

1

alternative to carbon steel from which almost all conventional drillstrings are
made.
Environmental considerations may require wells to be designed to hit reservoirs
that are located stratigraphically under a surface location that has a fragile ecosystem with the drilling rig located on a remote and less environmentally
sensitive location. Lakes, National Parks and onshore remote areas and other
environmentally sensitive locations can thus be protected using ERD and
horizontal drilling technologies. When considering cost of field development, the
operational footprints of oilwell drilling can also be minimized using such
technology as there will be less requirement for drill sites, artificial islands and
offshore platforms as the lateral extent of the reservoir can be accessed from
fewer surface spud points than in conventional straight hole drilling. This has a
huge impact on the economics of field development.
Titanium as a drillstring material comes with the advantage of higher strength
and light weight. Because of its durability and toughness it is mainly used in
ERD projects that expose the string to high bending and cyclic stresses. But
because of its relatively high cost, most titanium drillstrings are of a smaller
diameter and have found wide application in slimhole drilling.
In-service failure of a drillstring is normally due to high stress concentrations at
the root of the threaded tooljoint connections when subjected to fatigue due to
cyclic loading. This is normally exacerbated by the presence of dog-legs, which
are measures of the deviation of the well trajectory from the 0o vertical direction.
This deviation from vertical produces a tension/compression cycle at points of
stress concentration that will accelerate the initiation of fatigue cracks or the
acceleration of the cracks towards a critical point that will ultimately lead to
sudden fatigue failure in the string. Macdonald et al [1.2]iibelieves that an
understanding of the interaction between the local stresses at the tooljoint and
global tensile stresses in the string will also contribute to the design of a failsafe string.
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Oil wells are drilled with a drill stem that consists, normally, of a series of 10m
long hollow steel tubulars that are joined at threaded connections called
tooljoints. The stem transmits rotary and vertical motion to the drill bit. The
cyclic stresses due to fatigue that the drillstem undergoes gives rise to the
initiation, and eventual propagation, of fatigue cracks that will ultimately lead to
the failure of the string in service, which will, in turn, lead to days of costly
retrieval operations (termed “fishing” in industry parlance) and other remedial
operations before normal drilling activities can resume. Considering that the
current daily hire rate for deep water drilling rig is over $400,000.00 it is not
difficult to see why drillstring failure in service costs the global oil and gas over a
quarter of a billion dollars annually [1.2].	
  
Various methods and procedures are used to prevent this failure. Principal of
these include material choice and treatment to delay the onset of crack initiation
and proper and systematic tubular management through non-destructive
inspection and the maintenance of an up-to-date service record.
This work aims to develop a fully validated and robust finite element model that
will look at the response of the various non-conventional drillstring materials to
preload and applied axial load in relation to the materials’ wide applicability as a
stand-alone equimodulus strings or in a hybrid string configuration where one
material is used as the pin (male) material and the other as a box (female)
material in a drillstring connection.
Various methods of applying preload to a mating thread finite element model
were considered and compared before one, considered to be a more robust
method, was chosen for the study of loading and stresses in an oil well
drillstring connection. The method so chosen uses the FEA code’s contact
algorithm to mimic frictional contact and the cantilever effect of the lead angle of
the thread flank. The axial load on the model was introduced using a simple pull
action at the top of the string while the string is restrained from upward axial
movement through the use of boundary conditionals applied to the bottom of the
string. Because the elements used in the simulation are the CAX4 axisymmetric
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quadrilateral elements that mimic a fully revolved model, there was no need to
restrain the radial ends of the model.
The work succeeds in presenting a finite element model for the analysis of
drillstring-threaded connections. The model was used to study the application of
alternative and hybrid drillstring materials to the current industry need of deeper
and longer reach well trajectories.
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1.2 Trends in Ultra-Deep and (Ultra) Extended Reach Drilling
ERD evolved from simple directional and horizontal wells. The current rise in
the study and application of Extended-Reach Drilling (ERD) and Ultra-Extended
Reach Drilling (uERD) is not unconnected with the need by operators to access
hitherto unreachable or commercially uneconomical reservoirs by extending the
lateral departure of the well trajectory. A major area of concern in ERD is
drillstring reliability. As stated earlier, ERD is undertaken using expensive rigs
where an unplanned trip, or pulling the string out of hole, due to string failure
can have a huge impact on the project because of costs associated with the
daily hire rate of the rig, other ancillary services and the depth of the wells.

[7.1]

Figure 1-1: Horizontal and Multilateral Wells [1.3]iii

Lateral, or multi-lateral, extended reach drilling has the advantage of drilling
laterally (horizontally) into a reservoir thereby increasing production from a
single well by enlarging its drainage area. An enlarged drainage area can swing
a reservoir or field from being economically not viable to viable. Achieving such
technical or commercial viability is connected to concerns that range from
5

environmental to the physical limitations of the drilling rig or drillstring
components.
However, high energy prices occasioned by an increased energy demand has
brought about a push by oil and gas companies to seek ways of drilling deeper
high-displacement wells to access these reservoirs.
In this work, ERD wells are defined as wells with a horizontal throw versus true
vertical depth ratio greater than 2:1 [1.4].iv UDD wells on the hand are defined
as wells that are deeper than 7620 m (25,000 ft) and a horizontal reach versus
true vertical depth ratio of less than 1:4 [1.5].v Clearly, from this definition it can
be seen that while the major area of concern in ERD wells will be high torque
values, in UDD wells high tensile loads are likely to dominate as the major
concern. Because of torque and drag management tools and techniques that
have proven to be cheaper and more successful in preventing string failure in
ERD wells, most of the current interest lies in the search and application of new
materials that have higher strength (as in the case of the high strength steels) or
high strength to weight ratios (as in the case of composites, aluminium and
titanium alloys [1.4]. From a drillstring design point of view, the major difference
between UDD and ERD wells is the manner in which the string is loaded.

1.2.1 Demand Versus Capability for Deep Offshore Drilling
Global trends in deep offshore drilling show a steep increase in activities. Since
1995, wells drilled in the U. S. with vertical depth of over 15,000 ft have more
than doubled and the number of rigs capable of drilling deeper than that has
nearly tripled. In September 2009, BP reported drilling the deepest well ever
drilled. The well, which extends about 12 KMs from the rig floor, was drilled in
the Tiber Prospect in the Gulf of Mexico [1.6].vi
Figure 1-2 below gives us an indication of where the industry is headed in terms
of rig and tubular requirements. It can be seen that in 2009/2010 alone more
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than 150 major discoveries were made globally in more than 4500 feet (1370m)
of water. A drillship with a capacity to drill that deep will have a hook load
capacity of over 1250 tonnes. Nearly twenty (20) newbuild rigs of such capacity
were ordered in the first for months of this year at a cost of over 13 billion
Dollars [1.7]. vii

Figure 1-2: Major Oil and Gas Discoveries from 1995 – 2010 [1.8]viii

A study of the industry database, as shown in Figure 1-3 below, indicate that
the capacity to drill long horizontal departures is stronger than the ability to drill
deeper wells such as the Tiber Prospect well. However, global demand for
energy and the industry’s new-found interest in deposits locked very deep in the
earth indicate that it is just a matter of time until the UDD envelope gets
extended again.
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Figure 1-3:Extend Well Departures (ERD) Vs Ultra-Deep Drilling Envelop
[1.9] ix
In light of the above, the industry is already in search of technologies that will
extend the capacity of the rigs and strings to explore much deeper than we are
currently doing. While it is possible to build higher capacity rigs, a more
appropriate technology will be the extension of the capacity of the existing rigs
through technologies such as slimhole drilling and the use of hybrid and lighter
drillstring materials.
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1.3 Failure Mitigation In Drillstrings
Drillstring operations to enable exploitation of hydrocarbon reserves are an
essential part of the worlds largest industry. As the more extensive reservoirs
became fewer, more drilling operations than ever are required to tap wells
previously

considered

economically

marginal.

In

addition,

demanding

operations such as slim hole and directional drilling techniques are employed to
an increasing extent thereby affecting the designed capabilities of the drillstring.
These ‘unconventional’ operations have the net effect of increasing the stresses
experienced by the string and accelerate the time to failure of the string [1.10].x

	
  

Figure 1-4: Drillstring Components in Straight Hole Configuration
At the lower end of the drillstring are various components plus the drill bit that
9

are collectively termed the bottom hole assembly (BHA). These include thickwalled drill collars that are used to add weight to the bit and the heavyweight
drill pipe (HWDP) that is used in the transition zone between the drillstring and
BHA to reduce the severity of the effects of stiffness change [1.11].xi The
transition zone is where tension in the string in the shallow end changes to
compression of the string at the deeper end. Figure 1-4 above shows a
schematic of the components that make up the drill stem. The term “drillstring”
is used universally in the industry to mean the drillpipes and the BHA [1.12].xii
In the Fatigue Analysis of Drillstrings - (FADS) – investigation [1.13],xiiia joint
industry project carried out at the NDE Centre of the University College London
in 1990, an analysis of failure history showed that most failures occurred about
300 feet from the bit, i.e., in the BHA area. It also showed that the last engaged
thread (LET) of the pin or box carries the highest stress peaks and thus a higher
SCF and susceptibility to crack initiation. Other analyses conducted, [1.14],xiv
[1.2], [1.15]xv suggested that the location of the maximum stress in a threaded
connection is in the thread root of the first fully engaged loaded tooth of the pin
and the first fully engaged loaded tooth of the box depending on the presence of
preload. These location are shown as (a) and (b) in Figure 1-5 below
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Figure 1-5: Last Engaged Thread (LET) on (a) Pin and (b) Box
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1.4 Controlled Failure Design Applied to Drillstring
Connections
In controlled failure design, limited failure is deemed acceptable as a warning
of, or precursor to, a catastrophic failure. As early as 1967 Irwin, et al.
[1.16]xvi proposed the leak-before-break (LBB) criterion as a means of estimating
the necessary toughness of pressure vessel steels so that surface crack could
grow through the wall of the vessel before catastrophic fracture. This design
technique has grown to include various methods that can be used to encourage
a component to fail in a ‘friendly’, non-critical manner. In the analyses of
drillstring fatigue failure, two failure types were identified, a twist-off and a
washout where the former is the parting of the string catastrophically which will
lead to massive costs to the operator and the latter is the gradual loss of the
integrity of the string which can be detected on surface through loss of pressure
and will call for an action to be taken to prevent total failure of the string
[1.17].xvii One of the methods used in controlled failure design is the introduction
of surface compressive residual stresses to harden the surface of the
component.
Specialist inspection and monitoring regimes are then built into the maintenance
programme to monitor the initiation and growth to near-criticality of defects. The
applicability of controlled-failure design methodology to drillstrings has the
potential of saving the global oil and gas industry massive sums of money by
arresting the failure of drillstring components to locations and times that are not
operation critical. This is shown in Figure 1-8 below. Oil well drillstrings are
joined at threaded tool joints that are made up or broken up as the drilled depth
increases or the downhole tools are pulled from bottom. Conventional wisdom
calls for the modification of a threaded connection’s stress distribution profile to
reduce or eliminate peak stresses that are usually found in the last engaged
thread of the pin or box connection. Controlled failure design on the other hand,
understands the inevitability of some failures and so encourages the
concentration of peak stresses in a particular, predetermined part of the thread
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(in this case, the pin) that can be designed to give a leak-before-break (LBB)
warning.

Figure 1-6: Applying Controlled Failure Design to Drillstring Components

Some technologies and processes applied in controlled failure design work on
the material at microscopic levels.
According to Toor [1.18],xviii this design method attempts to use ingenious ways
to prevent sudden catastrophic failure in components. These ways include:
(1) Use of material that are as flaw-tolerant as possible
(2) Innovative design concepts such as multiple load paths
(3) Stress level selection and control which lead to slow progression of fatigue
cracks during service life
(4) Inspection procedures that lead to defect detection prior to impairment of the
structure’s load capacity
(5) Process control - during manufacturing and processing so that the initial flaw
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is small and the basic fracture properties are not impaired by the manufacturing
processing.
Controlled failure design looks at innovative ways to use 1 to 5 above in
determining not only how a component can function with sub-critical flaws but
also how growing and advancing defects can be made to behave in ways that
are beneficial to the engineering process the material is or will be engaged in
and also to lend itself to evaluation and monitoring regimes that will help in
knowing when to withdraw the component from service before it fails
catastrophically.

1.4.1 Inducing Compressive Residual Stress Through Cold Working
The fatigue life property of a material is influenced by an induced residual
stress. Residual stresses are internal local structural stresses in self-equilibrium
through the cross-section. While residual stresses will not lead to plastic failure
of structure, they contribute significantly to the stress state near the crack tip.
Residual stresses can be classified into microstresses and macrostresses
[1.19].xix
Microstresses are only present in two-phase materials where they maintain
balance between the phases. Although they are evenly distributed over the
entire cross-section of the material, their value will be different in the phases
present. They do not influence fatigue crack initiation or the propagation rate.
Macrostresses, on the other hand, are the same in all the phases present in the
material. They are introduced to a macrostress-free structure after solidification
or by the introduction of plastic strain gradient locally through overload or
surface preparation at a temperature below the metal’s crystallization
temperature. In controlled failure design residual stress refers to a material
macrostress [1.20]. xx
The benefit of residual stresses is due, primarily, to the observed effect it has on
a material’s fatigue life properties. Tensile residual stresses are known to
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decrease fatigue life while compressive residual stresses are known to increase
fatigue life. Shot peening is one of the methods of inducing compressive
stresses in materials and the magnitude of beneficial compressive residual
stress produced using this method can be as high as 50-60% of the material’s
Ultimate Tensile Stress (UTS) [1.21].xxi
The beneficial form of residual stress, also known as strain hardening, can be
quantified by calculating the degree of plastic deformation, or percentage cold
work (%CW) in the worked material [1.22].xxii

%CW =

Values obtained from the solving for %CW in Eq. (1.1) are then read on a curve
pertaining to the material on a special chart to obtain the increase in tensile
stress.
Germany’s Wohler Institute first investigated the benefits of thread root cold
rolling in the 1930s when about 20-65% improvement in fatigue strength was
observed. By mid-30s the American railroad industry was practicing surface
stressing of components to reduce fatigue failures [1.23].xxiii The first reported
investigation into thread rolling in the UK was by the British Shipbuilding
Research Association (BSRA) in the 1950’s [1.19].
Kristoffersen [1.19] reported from several investigations on the increase of
fatigue threshold in materials from the application of residual stress while Ngiam
and Brennan [1.24]xxiv reported the application of stitch rolling to control the rate
and shape of crack propagation.

1.4.2 Drillstring Defect Inspection
The two widely used drillstring inspection methods are the American Petroleum
15

Institute Recommended Practice 7G: Recommended practice for Drill Stem
Design and Operating Limits and the DS-1 Volume 3: Drill Stem Inspection
standard. The former is known simply as API RP7G while the latter is known as
the DS-1 standard. As expected with other engineering and technical standards,
these

standards

are

used

to

ensure

reproducible

results

during

inspection/testing, no matter when, where or who conducts the inspection. The
reliability and acceptability of a drillstring inspection depends on these and other
less known standards [1.25].xxv
Generally, Non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques are limited by the time it
takes undetected cracks to grow to critical size and, consequently, cause
failure. In the absence of a better method to address this limitation, a
maintenance regime that incorporates defect assessment and a reliable
inspection technique is invaluable to the continued fitness-for-purpose of any
structure especially if the defect-tolerant design approach is considered
Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) methods in common use in the inspection of
oilwell drillstrings include visual, magnetic, ultrasonic and electromagnetic.
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1.5 Research Methodology
Investigations into failures of drillstring components will naturally and logically
gravitate towards fatigue and stress concentrations. An overwhelming amount
of academic and technical literature all point to fatigue as the primary cause of
drillstring failure. While stress concentrations in standard bolt and nut
connections have elicited a lot of interest, very little work has been done in the
analysis of stresses made from non-conventional materials or when the string is
a hybrid of tubulars made from different materials.
The methodology used in this work breaks down the research investigation into
three main parts that are chronologically executed:
I.

A critical study of earlier research work done in the area of thread load and
stress distribution.

II.

The development of an alternative and more robust method of using finite

element analysis to simulate loading and stress response in threaded
connectors. In particular, emphasis is made on developing and validating a
unique preload modelling technique and using the technique/model to
investigate stress response from non-conventional materials.
III.

The possibility of the application of various non-conventional types of

drillstring materials as oilwell drillstring tubulars. This is undertaken to verify
the advantageous properties of the materials under investigation.

1.5.1 Stages of the Simulation
The stages required for the simulation process and the software code required
to achieve each is shown in Figure 1-12 below. The design of the simulation
process takes into consideration the need to make the input/output parameters
of the simulations completely independent and easily variable, thereby making
the process entirely parametric such that sketching, meshing and input file
modifications can be used to obtain unlimited number of geometries, material
types and elastic properties as inputs in the simulation.
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Figure 1-7: Stages of the Simulation

Once a benchmark model, which in this case is a standard NC46 connection
made from AISI 4145H carbon steel, is sketched, meshed, fully solved and
18

validated - the model can be modified at any of the three (3) input stages to
reflect varied tool joint geometries and material elastic properties. That way the
entire simulation process can be made fully parametric.
A schematic of the simulation workflow can be seen in Appendix A: Simulation
Workflow
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1.6 Scope of Thesis
This chapter introduces the current trends in oil and gas exploration that have
forced the industry and researchers to re-think conventional and routine
methods of exploiting hydrocarbon resources, particularly in the area of the
drillstring operating envelope. Drilling tubulars and their properties which, as it
currently stands, are some of the limiting factors of how deep and far from the
spud point a well can be drilled, are discussed. The research work then aims at
developing and validating ways of simulating loading and stress response of
these strings and applying this new method to both conventional and nonconventional drillstring materials.
In Chapter Two a detailed literature review looks into the work undertaken by
various researchers in load and stress distribution in threaded connections
generally and oilwell drillstring connections particularly. Work done using
various stress analysis techniques by various analysts is then discussed. The
effect of the environment in which the string operates is then discussed noting
in particular the importance of fatigue, well tortuosity, preload, corrosion and
thread/string geometry. The chapter ends with a look at the work done using
finite element analysis in the study of drillstring stresses.
As the analysis tool used in this work, Finite Element Analysis (FEA), is
discussed in Chapter Three. The understanding of the theories and principles of
the FEA method and its history and the governing equations of stress modelling
are explored. The governing equations in stress modeling in FEA are discussed
and the possible sources of errors in any given solutions are discussed.
Chapter Four then goes on to show how the axisymmetric two-dimensional FEA
model used in the work was developed. Results obtained from the earlier model
are compared to those obtained from a benchmark study using the model
developed in this work. The loads and stresses in the connector and the
working limits that form the operational boundaries of the connection are also
discussed.
20

In Chapter Five, the results of the simulations undertaken using the 2-D model
are presented. These include the results from the benchmark parameters used
to validate the model and also those of the comparative studies undertaken
using the elastic properties of high strength steels and various other ‘nonconventional’ drillstring materials. The model is further used to investigate the
effect of using hybrid, non-equimodulus strings where the connection is a
combination of two different materials – one hard and the other soft. Using this
latter study, it is shown that it is possible to obtain beneficial reduction in stress
concentration in the connection when the box material in the connection is
softer than the pin material. This is an FEA validation of an earlier work by
Dragoni [1.26].xxvi
A discussion of the results including their operational relevance in today’s
oilfields is presented in Chapter Six. Fatigue and its effect on the life of
drillstrings is discussed and the fatigue life of the connections studied is
compared. The results from the simulations are then looked at in relation to the
fatigue and stress performance of the various hybrid configurations studied.
In Chapter Seven the findings are then looked at in relation to their operational
impact on drilling operations. A conclusion is then drawn from these finding and
suggestions proffered for future work.
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2 Literature Review: Load and Stress Distribution in
Threads
Threaded fasteners are important in engineering design because they provide an
economical and non-destructive means of assembling engineering components.
Investigations have shown that the first few threads near the loaded face of the
connection may carry as much as 60% of the total load carried by the entire
connection thereby giving rise to high stress concentrations at the root of the first
engaged thread [2.1].xxvii
Threaded fasteners influence the strength, durability and reliability of some
assemblies and, in light of this, analyses of loads and stresses in bolts and nuts
remain a very important part of fastener technology and has been an area of
intense study for nearly a century. This chapter aims to present the various
research work undertaken in the area of stress distribution in threaded fasteners.
Industries such as aircraft and aerospace are concerned with both weight and
reliability. In these and similar industries the cost of R&D for a new fastener
technology is insignificant compared to the cost of failure. The aircraft industry
led the way in the development of standardised fasteners in the decades before
the Second World War and since then the aerospace industry has been the
leader in the development of high-strength fastening systems and engineered
joints [2.2].xxviii
A few physical and geometrical improvements that have been attempted with a
measure of success include the use of preload to modify load distribution in the
connection [2.3],xxix cold rolling of the thread roots to induce compressive residual
stress [2.4],xxx asymmetric thread forms to modify point of thread shank contact to
keep the cantilevered bending moment down [2.2], the introduction of stress relief
features [2.5],xxxi modification of the taper angle in conical threads [2.6],xxxii and
improvement of fatigue life through control of bore eccentricity [2.7],xxxiii etc.
Future trends in fastener technology will see the use of different materials for the
25

nut or bolt as simulated mathematically by Dragoni [2.8],xxxiv through the variation
of the nut’s Young’s Modulus and the use of shape memory alloys in minimizing
the tendency to loosening in mating fastener parts [2.9].xxxv
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2.1 Early Studies on Thread Load Distribution
Numerous investigations of threaded fastener load distribution that were carried
out between 1918 and 1960 still govern the theory and understanding of how
stresses, load distributions and deformations interact in a threaded fastener
[2.10],xxxvi [2.1], [2.11],xxxvii [2.12],xxxviii [2.13],xxxix [2.14].xl Almost all of the studies carried
out concentrated on the optimization of the loads and stresses in a bid to obtain a
more uniform distribution and thus reduce peak stresses on specific areas of the
fastener, which will in turn reduce the susceptibility of failure due to fatigue.
Various models were suggested on how to correct for the non-uniform distribution
which sees threads farther away from the free end of the connection bearing the
highest loads and thus more likely to be locations of peak stress and failure
initiation.
The first recorded attempt to understand the stress distribution in threads was
undertaken by Stromeyer in 1918 [2.10]. He used the Bernoulli-Euler beam
theory for the calculated deflections and the stresses.
There are many reasons why the Bernoulli-Euler bending theory cannot be
applied to the classic thread root stress problems. One is the nature of the
geometry of the thread as a load bearing projection. As can be easily
demonstrated, the Bernoulli-Euler theory is more applicable to straight, long
beams. In situations where the beam is curved and short, as in the case of
threads or contacting gears, an alternative theory must be developed to address
this peculiarity. However, the most important reason why the Bernoulli-Euler
theory cannot be applied to thread root stress problems is that while linearity is
one of the main attributes of the Bernoulli-Euler theory - thread loading is not a
linear problem as it comes with issues of contact and plasticity.
In the same vein, because stress concentrations arise when uniformity of
geometry is disrupted, a study of thread stresses and loading will involve
considerations of geometry that are beyond those accounted for by the classical
beam theory.
Stromeyer worked out a parabolic distribution of the stress in the threads by
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relating it to riveted joints, in which case, for rivets on a plate in shear, the highest
load is borne by the rivet that is farthest from the free end of the plate in shear.
As stated above, the deflections in the member were calculated using the
Bernoulli-Euler bending theory while stresses were calculated in the same
manner but with some refinements and arbitrary assumptions in the theory. To
calculate the stresses, Stromeyer neglected the effects of friction, also
compression of the nut and recessions due to radial displacements were
neglected.
Stromeyer’s work showed the difficulty in modelling thread load distribution
because threaded fasteners, unlike simple geometrical models, have very
complex geometries. In a bid to simplify the model and arrive at an acceptable
mathematical solution, the three-dimensional problem of load distribution in
thread geometries was reduced to a two-dimensional planer problem of riveted
joints with considerations based purely on elastic extensions. Since the aim of
the model was to optimize the distribution of the load by making it more uniform
across all the threads in the connection, it was acknowledged that exponential
distribution of the curve would only exist if successive rivets were placed infinitely
close together. He suggested differential pitching between the nut and bolt to
correct for this non-uniform distribution. Stromeyer also observed that the
bending of the threads affected the overall load distribution.
Stromeyer’s work was important in anticipating, in general terms, some of the
conclusions reached by later researchers such as in the understanding of the
effect of variable pitch and variation of the load carried by a tooth to the distance
of the free face of the nut.
In 1929 while discussing the elastic theory of bolt construction as part of his work
of the analysis on stresses on plate rotors in turbo generators, Den Hartog
presented a similar parabolic solution for this stress distribution as Stromeyer.
According to him, when a nut and bolt of equal pitch are tightened the bolt
elongates and the nut is compressed. As such, the mating pitches are no longer
equal and thus the distribution of stress will also not be equal [2.1].
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Studying an ACME threaded bolts of turbine plate rotors, Den Hartog thought of
the contacting faces of the bolt and nut as two faces of a contacting cantilever.
He considered only bending deflections and not axial recessions due to radial
compression in threads and to radial displacement in bolts and nuts.
Figure 2-2 below shows, according to his analysis, the percentage of load carried
by threads a distance

along the length of the nut and it showed that about

60% of the load was carried by threads that are a distance of less than 25% of
the length of the nut from the loaded face of the nut.

Figure 2-1: Percentage of Load Carried by Threads [2.1]
The results were obtained based on the assumption that the material of the nut
and bolt is non-yielding such that the peak stress of the seat of the nut is nine
times as the average stress - the average stress here is the stress calculated
under the assumption of an equally distributed load along the bolt.
Den Hartog went on to show the effect of a uniform difference in pitch as being
parabolic with the highest load concentrations at the bearing and free faces of the
nut and the lowest load on the threads at the mid-distance of the connection.
According to him, it is possible to obtain a difference in pitch by tapering the nut.
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He showed that, theoretically, a uniform load distribution can be approached by
making the nut slightly paraboloidal in shape.
Using a purpose built mirror extensometer to measure radial displacements,
and a Martens extensometer to measure the axial displacements,

,

, Goodier

[2.11] proved Den Hartog’s observation in 1940 using actual bolts and nuts under
loading.
Goodier measured the axial and radial displacements of a loaded circular nut
from which he calculated the loads at various sections of the nut. He discovered
that load distribution in a circular nut approached uniformity at higher loads even
though at low loads it is concentrated at the loaded end of the nut. He showed
the presence and magnitude of various strains contributing to the relief of load
concentration. The experiment was carried out with a standard 1-1-1/4” bolt and
nut subjected to a load of 11.3 kN (25,000 lb) and 22.6 kN (50,000 lbs) where it
was estimated through stress analysis that yield would occur at the latter of the
two loads and not the former.
For Goodier, the contention was that the threads can be regarded as a cantilever
“gallery” built into the walls of the mating parts of the connection. The threads will
bend under load and the displacements and stresses can be obtained roughly
using beam equations and these values so obtained will have an order of
magnitude as those due to simple stretching of the bolt and compression of the
nut.
The bending in the cantilever can then be assumed to have taken up the gaps
due to this elastic action of stretching and contraction. Goodier broke the total
deformations in the connector into three mechanisms, namely;
1. Axial contraction of the nut wall and extension of the bolt core,
2. Bending of the two threads as cantilevers, and,
3. Circumferential stretch of the nut wall.
4. Circumferential contraction of bolt.
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Because thread contact requires the same deformation of nut and bolt along the
bearing surface of the cantilevers, the axial contraction of the nut wall and the
extension of the bolt core (mechanism ‘1’) has to be explained in terms of other
type of deformations. Thus it was deduced to be primarily responsible for the load
concentration and can be shown to cause complete concentration on an
infinitesimal length of thread at base.
Although Den Hartog’s calculation may show that thread bending (mechanism
‘2’) can turn this into a smooth distribution with concentration at the base (by
incorporating variable pitch), circumferential stretch of the wall (mechanism ‘3’)
also has an effect similar to that of thread bending by creating an axial tensile
strain at the threads which offsets the compressive strain in the nut wall. Which
means that, although both mechanisms ‘2’ and ‘3’ may help in some way towards
reducing the effect of load concentration due to mechanism ‘1’, mechanism ‘1’
still remains the primary culprit.
Goodier then suggested means of reducing the load on the connection. If

and

denote the axial displacements of a point on a helical middle line of the thread
surfaces in contact at a distance

from the baseline, then the condition of the

two points remaining on contact is given by;

Any of the three mechanisms that contribute to either of the two derivatives
above will be important in determining the distribution of load in the connection.
Mechanism ‘1’ will contribute to

by a value equal to the axial strain of that particular thread in contact. Axial strain
is the strain in direction of the applied load, or,
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As it has been determined that the main source of load concentration is axial
strain of the thread and the positive modifying influence of the other mechanisms,
then any situation that increases thread bending, thread recessions and wall
bending will have a favourable effect on load distribution. A reduction in wall
thickness may bring about an increase in all three but it may also have the
negative effect of increasing the axial strain.
Reduction of friction in the thread areas in contact and the abutment (shoulder)
will bring about more radial expansion that should improve load distribution.
Other methods expounded by Goodier include the modification of the axial
bending of the wall through the reduction of the area of contact at the base of the
nut which will bring about an approach to zero bending moment, making axial
cuts into the external surface of the wall to improve bending flexibility and
increasing the fineness of the threads which may reduce the thread bending but
since finer threads will have more helical length it will have less deflections under
the same load.
Using photoelasticity, Hetenyi [2.12], in 1943, undertook a study of six (6)
threaded nut designs to determine the effect of different bolt designs on the value
of the Stress Concentration Factor (SCF).
In the photoelastic stress analysis method, components to be tested are cast in
photoelastic material, normally Araldite or Bakelite. The model is then statically
loaded then heated and cooled in a controlled manner. This has the effect of
freezing in-place photoelastic stress patterns in the specimen. When examined
under polarized light the frozen stress patterns are revealed. Hetenyi undertook
his studies to determine what role fastener dimensions and designs will have on
the value and location of SCFs in the models.
Hetenyi’s results, as shown in Figure 2-3 below, confirm the location of the peak
SCF in all his models to be at the root of the first engaged thread with SCF
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values ranging from 3.85 for the conventional nut type and the lowest observed in
the nuts with the tapered thread (3.10) and that with the tapered lip (3.00). The
three other nut types used in the experiment, namely; nuts with outer supports,
with spherical washer or double thread give similar SCF results as the
conventional nut. The results of Hetenyi’s study were later used by Sopwith who
showed good correlation between experimental and theoretical thread loads,
except on the loaded face of the nut.

Figure 2-2: Hetenyi’s Results Showing Kmax for Different Nut Geometry
[2.12]
Sopwith [2.13] agreed that the uniform load distribution obtained by Goodier at
the higher loads was because yielding has occurred. He also confirmed Hetenyi’s
observation of the location of peak stress on the bolt as being the first fully
engaged thread of the nut.
He carried out investigations that expanded on Den Hartog’s solution. In his
experimental work he studied the actions of axial strains within a threaded
connection by assuming the treads to be contacting cantilevers - an assumption
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carried over from the work of Den Hartog and Goodier. He proposed that the
relative displacements were due to tooth bending and axial strains in bolt and nut
body; an axial recession due to the radial compression of threads in the nut and
bolt, and an axial recession due to radial contraction of the bolt and expansion of
the nut caused by radial pressure between the nut and bolt. Recession, here, is
used to refer to the axial separation of two threads originally in contact.
Sopwith further went ahead and proposed methods that can be employed to
improve on the load distribution in the connector. He showed the effects of
varying the ratio of length of the thread in engagement to the mean diameter of
the thread
thread

, the ratio of the pitch of the thread,
, the thread angle,

concentration factor,

to the mean diameter of the

, the coefficient of friction,

, etc to the thread load

. The thread load concentration factor,

is defined as the ratio

of the load carried by a particular thread to the average load per thread. The lower the
value the closer the load distribution is to being uniform.

Understanding the limitations of Sopwith’s model due to the many assumptions
employed to arrive at a theoretical solution - which many thought renders it
unusable for the determination of the precise load distribution in a practical
sense, Heywood used photoelastic method to investigate bending stresses at the
root (or fillet) of the tooth and he proposed an empirical relationship based on his
observations that is robust enough to be applied to almost all cases of loaded
projections including cantilevers, gear teeth and threads.
Heywood [2.15]xliconsidered an earlier solution for the fillet stress of gear teeth
provided in 1893 by W. Lewis. Lewis’ solution as published in the Proceedings of
the Engineers’ Club, Philadelphia in 1893 [2.14] which arrives at the fillet stress
from the consideration of bending moment applied to the tooth. Heywood, was
able to show from his photo elastic study the presence of a tensile fillet stress at
the root of the projection, which goes on to show that the stress concentration
factor does not remain constant but varies according to the position of the
application of the load on the flank.
Heywood’s analysis was able to show that the nominal stress obtained from his
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photoelatic results is considerably higher than the nominal stress as obtained
using a simple bending moment formula. To correct for this, a term which
depends on the proximity of the load to the fillet, was added to the nominal
bending moment term M such that the calculated fillet stress,

was

shown by Heywood [2.15] as;

Where

is the load applied to the flank,

the dimensions

, , ,

and the angle

is the thickness of the projection and
are as shown in Figure 2-4 below.

Figure 2-3: Parameters Used by Heywood for Calculating Fillet Stress
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In eq. (2.17) above,

is the geometric stress riser (or stress

concentration factor),

;

is the bending moment term,

is the fillet proximity term,

; while

;

is the load term.

It can be seen that this formula allows for extremes in geometry and loading. For
example, in the case of a long cantilever subjected to uniform bending moment in
which the term,

can be eliminated or for a projection with large fillet radius,

,

in which the stress concentration factor approaches unity.
Kelly and Pedersen [2.14] presented a revised form of the Heywood formula in
which the fillet stress,
where

, is no longer shown to be equal to
is the bending moment, and terms

but to
and

are

associated with the proximity of the point of loading on the flank.

Definitions of the terms used in the above formula are shown below in Figure 2-5
below.
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Figure 2-4: Parameters used in the Kelly-Pedersen-Heywood Formula
The combined stress at the root of the thread is a combination of the bending
stress

as shown in the Kelley-Pedersen-Heywood formula in eq. (2.18) above

and the thread axial stress,

, as depicted in Figure 2-5 (MAX. AXIAL STRESS)

above, these two stress values do not occur at the same location on the root. The
axial stress,

, at the roots is the local load at the thread in question plus the

load from the threads upstream from it, i.e., passing through it to reach those
threads all divided by the root area. From the foregoing discussion, at the first
thread, the load is understood to be the total applied axial load on the connection.
It depreciates linearly to zero as it reaches the thread farthest from the point of
application of the load.

can then be said to be a product of the nominal axial

load and the axial stress concentration factor.
Through photoelastic study Heywood was able to show this combined stress to
be [2.15]
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Where

is

From eq. (2.19) it can be seen that fatigue failure is more likely to occur at the
first engaged thread because not only does it have the highest combined stress
value but also because the thread loading is highest at that point and the axial
load is equal to the total load carried by the connection.
Published work by Stoeckly and Macke [2.16]xlii shows the effect of introducing a
taper to the threads of the bolt or the nut. Their results, obtained through
theoretical analyses, experimental work using a similar setup as Sopwith and
backed by ten years’ experience on high pressure/high temperature turbine
bolting, show that introducing a taper will have the effect of reducing the total
load carried by, and the stresses on, the bottom thread and those on top thread
are increased. They also show that by introducing a taper, load distribution
across all threads is now influenced by the magnitude of the load. Other variables
such as bolt diameter, thread pitch, coefficient of friction, nut length and nut
diameter are generally unaffected by the introduction of a taper.	
  
In a series of experimental and theoretical analyses, Junker and Wallace
[2.17]xliiiobserved that tightening a bolt to a stress equal to the material’s yield will
bring about better reliability and fatigue resistance through the increase of
minimum preload in the bolt. This can be achieved through a method they
described as “yield control” in which the connection is tightened to the yield of the
fastener material using automatic or manual wrenches calibrated to detect the
material yield.
Following in the footsteps of Den Hartog, Goodier and Sopwith, Dragoni
undertook a theoretical study of the effect of nut compliance on the load
distribution profile of a thread [2.8]. Noticing that most of the theoretical works
undertaken in the area of thread load distribution assume material homogeneity
between the nut and bolt, he sought to obtain further beneficial load distribution
profile by varying the compliance (or stiffness) of the nut. He achieved this by
varying the Modulus of Elasticity, , of the nut. He extended Sopwith’s thread
load equations to incorporate a case of elements in the connection having axially
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variable moduli of elasticity. The advantage of a stiff bolt in a soft nut has been
addressed earlier so he was able to show the theoretical possibility of achieving a
uniform load distribution by making the nut progressively softer as the load
bearing face is approached.
What has been shown by the foregoing early works on thread load distribution is
that:
1. The greatest single cause of elevated load and stress concentrations is the
elongation of the bolt core due to tensile stresses and axial contraction of the
nut due to compressive stresses.
2. The highest load is carried by thread farthest from the free end of the
connector. This is normally the first engaged thread of the nut which exhibits
high SCFs and becomes the most likely point for the initiation of failure. This
load is normally in the region of three times the average load. Within elastic
limit, changes in the magnitude of loading have little or no effect in this
distribution.
3. In case of ductile materials yielding at the locations of peak stress leads to a
more uniform and favourable distribution of stresses in a connection
subjected to static loading and unfavourable when the connection is in
dynamic loading such as in cases of impact or oscillating loads.
4. As could be expected, geometry plays a critical role in the location of the exact
areas of these high stress concentrations.
5. For the purpose of theoretical estimations, loads and stresses on threads of
the connector can be approximated to mating cantilevers and as such
variations of the Bernoulli-Euler beam theory can be used to calculate forces
and stresses in the connector.
6. Factors are identified that can be used to achieve (theoretical) a more uniform
load distribution in the connection if that is what is desired.
7. It is possible to achieve a more uniform load distribution by varying the
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geometric, loading and material parameters of the components in the
threaded connection.
To summarise the above, Den Hartog developed a relationship between the load
distribution and applied load, the geometry and chemo-mechanical properties of
the connection. He also went ahead and looked at the effect of pitch on load
distribution and how varying one will affect the other. His observations were
validated through physical observations of the axial and radial displacements of a
loaded connection using extensometers by Goodier. Sopwith then undertook a
detailed theoretical analysis of the loads and stresses governing thread load
distribution. Stoeckley and Macke (introduction of a taper), Dragoni (variable
nut/bolt materials) and Wallace and Junker (working limits) would later test and
modify these theories. However, Heywood contended that a critical factor
influencing the failure of a threaded connection, or any loaded projection such as
cantilevers and gear teeth, is the maximum fillet stress. Working from an existing
flllet stress formula known as the Lewis formula, he used photoelasticity to
develop a robust and more acceptable formula known as the Heywood (later the
Kelly-Pedersen-Heywood) formula that can be used for the determination of fillet
stress on a tooth and thus the load bearing capacity of the same projection.
From the earlier theoretical and experimental works discussed here it can be
seen that a groundwork has been laid in the deterministic study of not only load
and stress distribution but also load bearing capacity of a threaded connection.
The theoretical models discussed here can be used as the background to further
studies in root stress criticality in the presence of external factors such as fatigue,
operating environments, and operational modifications such as preload and
friction. The results so obtained can be used to optimize the geometry or chemomechanical properties of the connection or as input parameters into fracture
mechanics calculations and stress analyses.
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2.1.1 Photoelastic Models
As mentioned in the preceding section, major investigations were undertaken by
researchers such as Hetenyi, Sopwith and Heywood to validate earlier works in
thread root stress analysis undertaken by earlier researchers using other
methods.
Photoelastic method allows for a three dimensional study of load and stress
distribution in photoelastic models of components. If carefully and correctly
applied it can give results on stress concentrations with errors not exceeding +/3% [2.14]. It takes advantage of the principle of birefringence, exhibited by
certain transparent solids in which light passing through a birefringent material
experiences two refractive indices as shown in Figure 2-6 below. Many optical
crystals exhibit the property of birefringence, or double refraction. For most of the
experimental photoelastic work carried out in the area of thread stress analysis,
the material used was Araldite or Bakelite.

Figure 2-5: Example of Birefringence [2.18]xliv
When a ray of light is passed through a specimen, it gets resolved along two
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principal stress directions and each of the two components experiences a
different refractive index. When the two waves are brought together in a
polariscope a fringe pattern is observed that is a function of the relative
retardation. By studying the fringe pattern, stress states in various parts of the
specimen can be determined [2.19].xlv
By their geometry and application, threads, especially in the theoretically
expected areas of peak stress to be analysed, are inaccessible to be subjected to
the conventional experimental stress measurement techniques such as strain
gauging and also because mathematical solutions in such an analysis easily
become cumbersome due to the number of variables that must be factored in,
photoelasticity remains one of the most important tools that can be employed in
3D thread stress analysis.
In 1972 Weiner and True [2.20] xlvi conducted one of the first photoelastic studies
of drillstring threaded connections.

They modelled an API 4-1/2” IF DC connection under bending loads, and they
were able to observe the varied stress distribution within the connection. They
concluded that there would be little benefit in modifying the thread design.
However, they did argue that the joints must be made-up sufficiently tight to keep
the connection together at the shoulders under the expected bending loads.
In an attempt to compare Sopwith’s theoretical load distribution to an
experimental load distribution obtained directly - as against being deduced from
stress concentrations on nut deformations, Patterson and Kenny [2.21]

xlvii

developed a technique using three dimensional photoelastic method to study
loads in small components. They reported that the results obtained for tests
undertaken on an Araldite bolt model compare favourably with those obtained
from Sopwith’s theoretical distribution. Using two full scale models of 30mm nuts
and a bolt made from Araldite, and applying the same frozen - stress method as
Hetenyi, they were able to show that it is possible to directly determine load
distribution in a threaded component using photoelasticity. They also suggested
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that stress concentration distribution should not be used to predict load
distributions.
In a later study they [2.22] xlviii replicated Hetenyi’s work using an Araldite model of
a bolt. Using photoelasticity as the main method of investigation in combination
with the finite element method to determine the deflection factor of the thread,
they observed that the nut thread run-out region influences the root stresses at
the loaded end of the bolt. The incomplete thread exhibits a lower stiffness and
load bearing capacity than a fully formed thread, hence the only discrepancy
between their experimental observation and with Sopwith’s theoretical solution.
Broadbent and Fessler [2.23] xlixstudied load distribution in photoelastic models by
taking accurate measurements of shear stress distribution across the roots of the
threads. The obtained values were then integrated between adjacent fillets to
obtain the load carried by the thread. Models were loaded with preload, axial
tension and a combination of the two loads and studied to see the effect of
distribution of thread loads due the different load setups. Using an automatic
micropolariscope to study the shear force concentration in specimens with a
frozen stress state, it was observed that a maximum value of shear stress
concentration was observed in specimens that were subjected to preload only as
against tensile loads only or a combination of tensile loads and preload.
In 1990 as part of the FADS study at the Non-Destructive Evaluation Centre of
the University College London, Fessler and Buchan [2.24] lproduced three
photoelastic models of an NC-50 DC connection and subjected them to pre-load,
pre-load and bending and pre-load and torsional loading. They found out that for
each loading scenario, the maximum stress occurred near the thread root of the
pin and was within one pitch of the start of the connection. This conforms to the
known and established theory of uneven load distribution in threaded
connections, and confirms that the first loaded tooth of the connection to be most
critical.
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2.1.2 Strain Gauged Models
Before the use of electrical strain gauges became widespread, stress analysis
experiments were done using extensometers. Electrical strain gauges use the
principle of the Whetstone Bridge to measure the strain (elongation or
contraction) in a material. Since a change in electrical resistance of a conducting
wire is directly proportional to its extension, a wire bonded to the surface under
investigation will give accurate readings of strain on the surface of the material
through changes in the electrical resistance of the wire.

Figure 2-6: A Simple Whetstone Bridge

The sensitivity of a strain gauge to strain is known as its Gauge Factor (GF) and
is normally 2 for most metallic gauges. Gauge factor is defined as the ratio of
fractional change in electrical resistance to the fractional change in length
(strain), which is mathematically expressed as [2.25];li
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However, from the configuration of the bridge shown above in Figure 2-7, it can
be said that the output voltage,

of the bridge will be equal to

From eq. (2.21) above, when the voltage output equals zero the bridge can be
said to be balanced. Any change in resistance in any arm of the bridge will result
in a nonzero output voltage.
Therefore, if we replace R4 in Figure 2-7 above with an active strain gauge,

,

any changes in the strain gauge resistance will unbalance the bridge and
produce a nonzero output voltage. If the nominal resistance of the strain gauge is
designated as

, then the strain-induced change in resistance,

, can be

expressed as

Assuming that
express

and

, the bridge equation above can be rewritten to

as a function of strain.

Although due to the nature of threads it is difficult and impractical to attach strain
gauges on them many experiments were reported to have been carried out to
determine the distribution of stresses on threads. Smith and Carlin [2.41]

lii

employed the use of strain gauges in the performance study of a new thread
design, the Super Strength Threads (SST), on an NC-46 drill collars. The gauges
were attached on both a standard NC connection and on an SST connection.
After making up the connection, it was found that test results indicate that the
SST connection could be made-up to higher torque levels than the standard NC
connection. However, no detail was given on how the strain gauges were bonded
to the connection neither was any strain gauge data presented in the report.
Brennan and Kare [2.42] liiisuccessfully used gauges to study the overcoming of
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make-up torque on a rotary-shouldered connection (RSC). They successfully
bonded gauges to the external surface of a made-up 6-5/8” REG drill collar. The
specimen was axially loaded to study the overcoming of make-up torque, which
can be detected by the opening of the rotary-shouldered connection (RSC). The
results showed no opening thereby indicating that the RSC retained its integrity
at that applied axial load. Bending loads were not considered in this experiment
as it was carried out using purely tensile loads.
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2.2 Operational and Environmental Effects on Drillstring
Integrity
In the course of drilling operations, the drillstring connection is expected to
withstand tensile, compressive and bending loads occasioned by the
requirements of the drilling operations. This is further complicated by the
wellbore, which may not be rectilinear, may contain corrosive drilling fluids in
the drillpipe and annulus and abrasive formation solids in the annulus and on
the wellbore wall. The combined effect of this is the introduction of further overtorquing of the string due to friction between the string and the wellbore and
additional load on the connection due to drag will be experienced as the string
is pulled. Reductions of fatigue life and stress corrosion cracking (SCC) in the
presence of high temperature corrosive drilling mud are also a factor [2.28].liv

2.2.1 Reasons for Failure of Drill Stem Components
Pitts [2.29]lv estimated that 73% of drillpipe defects found were due to fatigue. In
a similar study, Hill [2.30]lvi gave a general estimate of the impact of fatigue
failure to the industry and concluded that fatigue causes 65% of failures and
has significant impact on 12% more and that combined excessive tension and
torque led to failure in 13% of the cases.

2.2.2 Influence of Dog-Leg Severity (DLS) on Drill Stem Fatigue
A dogleg is a location in a well where the trajectory of the wellbore in threedimensional spaces changes very rapidly. This is a location where the wellbore
is no longer considered to be rectilinear and will, thus, impose cyclic bending
stresses on the section of drillpipe currently situated and rotating there. Dogleg
Severity (DLS) is a measure of intensity of the dogleg. It is normally reported in
two-dimensional angular degrees per 30 metres (or 100 ft) length of the
drillstem.
To determine a component’s fatigue strength at any given point, the maximum
and minimum stress values at that point are calculated then used to obtain the
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average stress and the stress amplitude. Where average stress,
and the stress amplitude,
and

is

is

. By plotting a point of

for a particular location on the component on the Goodman

diagram it can be ascertained whether that component will have infinite life at
that location or if it will fail at that location [2.31].lvii
Lubinski [2.32]lviii used a modified form of the Goodman Diagram, shown in
Figure 2-8 below, to propose a method of determining a permissible dogleg
severity (DLS) below which fatigue damage will not occur depending on the
tensile load and pipe’s characteristics. In his submission, the maximum
allowable DLS is reported as being dependent on axial tensile load, weight on
bit, weight on hook, bending moment, length between tool-joints and the
reaction force on the string at wall contact points. Lubinski’s work is the basis of
the American Petroleum Institute Recommended Practice 7G (API RP7G)
[2.33],lixwhich puts forward practical analytical and graphical methods to ensure
good and safe working conditions of drillstrings.

Figure 2-7: Lubinski’s Modified Goodman Diagram [2.33]

While the Lubinski method can be used in all locations on the drillstring, another
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method recommended presented in the API RP7G for the optimization of stress
response of the Bottom Hole Assembly (BHA) section is the Bending Strength
Ratio (BSR), which is the ratio of the section modulus of the box to that of the
pin. Higher BSR means the connection is pin weak and lower BSR means the
connection is box weak. The best-shouldered connections to be used in the
BHA are selected or optmised using the BSR which basically compares the box
and pin stiffness.
If the outside diameter of the connection is
, the pin thread root diameter is
the section modulus,

, the box thread root diameter is

and d is the inside diameter of the pin, then

of the box and pin will be

and

respectively. Which makes the bending stress ratio,

While API RP 7G recommends a BSR range of 2.25 to 2.75 with the optimum at
2.5 [2.33], Baryshnikov [2.34]lxand Hill [2.35]lxiproposed BSR ratios of 1.9 to 3.2.
Figure 2-9 shows a typical BSR diagram for a connection illustrating values of
pin and box weakness.
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Figure 2-8: Bending Strength Ratio Criterion

2.2.3 Influence of Preload on Drillstem Stress Distribution
Preload is achieved by the application of torque, which involves converting
angular (rotational) motion to a linear axial motion. This motion is converted into
a pressure force as the contacting thread flanks (cantilevers) and abutment
(shoulders) as the bolt and nut press against each other. According to Baha’i
[2.36]lxiithe application of preload increases the amount of load carried by the
LET of the bolt and has little effect on the tooth at the opposite end (the FET).
A discussion on the theory of torque and preload is presented in Appendix B3 –
Theory of Torque and Preload.
Preloading, or tightening after make-up of the connections, directly affects the
static stress distribution within the connection. Using a bolted joint diagram as
shown in Figure 2-11 below, the force-deflection state of a preloaded joint can
be illustrated [2.37].lxiii
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Figure 2-9: Bolted Joint Diagram

When the connection is made up, the pin extends by OLBolt and joint reduces by
OLJoint. The tension in the pin is opposed by an equal and opposite force in the
joint, and the connection is said to be preloaded, FP. Upon the application of an
external tensile load, the pin further elongates to ΔLJ and the joint is
compressed to OLJ, but since the pin and joint have different stiffness values,
equal changes in deformation result in unequal changes of force. The net result
is that the load in the pin only increases by a proportion ΔFBolt of the external
load P. The remainder is a reduction in the compression force, ΔFJ of the joint.
Tafreshi and Dover [2.5] reported that for the standard NC46 connection with
preloading, the maximum SCF at the unengaged teeth of the pin and box is only
8% lower (from 3.97 to 3.65) and 4% lower (from 5.80 to 5.57) than the
maximum SCF for the engaged teeth of the pin and box, respectively. But for
the standard NC46 without preloading, the maximum SCFs at the unengaged
teeth of the pin and box are 13.5% lower (from 15.10 to 13.06) and 18% lower
(from 7.53 to 6.18) than the maximum SCF of the engaged teeth of the pin and
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box, respectively.
Using FEA Macdonald and Deans [2.3] investigated the relationship between
the nominal applied load and the resulting peak and local elastic stresses at the
critical thread roots and observed that at the peak stresses at the pin and box
converge at higher stresses; concluding that the benefit of reduced SCF
afforded the pin is lost once the preload is overcome at higher stress ranges.
An assembly that is not properly made-up will lead to instability in the
connection which may bring about the separation of the seal at the shoulder
which may, in turn, allow drilling fluids to seep into the threads and across the
torque shoulder. It could also cause downhole make-up or wobbling in the
connection – the former may lead to galling, or cold welding, and the latter may
lead to the separation of the connection [2.38].

lxiv

To avoid this, a design torque

value is always kept lower than make-up torque value. A safety margin of 1% is
recommended by the API in API-RP7 [2.33].
It is worth noting here that factors which influence preload such as high
downhole pressures, severe bending and vibrations are not adequately
compensated for with this low safety margin.

2.2.4 Influence of Drilling Environment on Drillstring Material
Two undesirable effects of corrosion reported by Hill [2.30] are the acceleration
of the crack initiation phase by creating high stress areas and the acceleration
of the crack propagation phase by attacking the newly exposed metal at the
crack tip. High SCFs are known to occur in the areas of no apparent stress
concentration when tiny pits due pitting corrosion occasioned by reaction
between the pipe material and drilling fluids act as stress raisers or Sulfide
Stress Cracking (SSC), which occurs when H2S from the drilled formation
reacts with the iron in the DP to form atomic hydrogen which may diffuse in the
pipe and collect at high stress locations. This is further aggravated by the high
acidity and temperature in some drilling fluids [2.28].
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Lopez, et al. [2.39]lxv reported enhanced metallurgical properties in API X-80
steel exposed to a H2S saturated aqueous solution after heat treatment. Various
heat treatment scenarios were tested with water-sprayed, quenched and
tempered specimens exhibiting better SSC resistance than others. They
discovered that under similar corrosive environments and stress intensity
factors, crack propagation in the ferritic matrix (heat treated through water
spraying and quenching) was severely limited when compared to a cementite
structure (heat treated through quenching and tempering). In a closer look at
the effect of microstructure to a metal’s resistance to SSC, Zhao, et al. [2.40]lxvi
subjected metals of three different microstructures to bent-beam test in aqueous
H2S solution and confirmed the superiority of an acicular ferrite-dominated
(needle-shaped) microstructure over ultra-fine ferrite and ferritic-pearlitic
microstructure.
Generally, corrosion has been known to reduce the endurance limit in any S-N
curve. Corrosion fatigue cracks seem to invariably start at the corroded
interface between the MnS inclusions and the matrix and then grow under cyclic
loads [2.41].lxvii However, the susceptibility of the string to corrosion can be
reduced through surface treatment of the exposed pipe body such as
nitrocarburizing and coating the pipe body to prevent abrasion from the sands.
Coatings such as aluminum or zinc can act as sacrificial cathodes that diminish
the potential difference and increase fatigue life. Corrosion resistance and
fatigue strength has been seen to improve after oxidation treatment and
nitrocarburization [2.39].
The benefits of thread root cold rolling were first investigated by Germany’s
Wohler Institute in the 1930s. Ifergane et al. [2.42]lxviii studied the effect on fatigue
lifetime of the manufacturing sequence of aeronautical bolts made from AISI
4340 alloy steel. Their results showed that maximum fatigue life is obtained in
bolts that are cold-rolled following heat treatment and not vice-versa.
Kristoffersen [2.43]lxixreported from several investigations on the increase of
fatigue threshold in materials from the application of compressive residual
stress. In his investigations, full scale tests were carried out on pipes cut from
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drillstrings and incorporated with a thread. The threads were cold rolled and
fatigue tested in a full scale four-point rotating-bending fatigue test rig. It was
shown that cold rolling has brought significant fatigue life improvements.
The application of the newly-developed technique of stitch rolling to control the
rate and shape of crack propagation was reported by Ngiam and Brennan
[2.44].lxxThe experiment was carried out on three Grade 275A mild steel plates
subjected to different cold rolling procedures and subjected to medium cycle
fatigue tests under bending. While cold rolling was seen to have a positive
effect on the crack initiation and propagation of all the specimens, the fatigue
life of stitch rolled specimens was seen to have significantly improved.

2.2.5 Influence of Thread and Connection Geometry
In 2004 Majzoobi, et al. [2.45]lxxi studied the effect of thread pitch on the fatigue
life of ISO (10 – 24 mm dia.) and (unified bolts 7/6” -1” dia.) threads. They
concluded that in both cases (ISO and Unified), the coarse threads have a
better fatigue life performance than the fine ones. Observing that in the case of
the unified bolts, this only holds on the basis of equal stress and not equal load.
Knight and Brennan [2.7] used the FEA method to investigate the effect of bore
eccentricity in a drill collar connection under various stress levels and concluded
that a significant reduction of fatigue life is attributable to it. With a 3.5% bore
eccentricity, 7.36% and 7.32% increase of maximum SCF at the pin and box
were reported for the un-preloaded and preloaded connection respectively.

2.2.6 Stress Relief Features and Failure Mitigation
Stress Relief Groove Pin (SRGP) and a Bore Back Box (BBB) are features
sometimes introduced to reduce these peak stresses. Both features involve the
removal of metal at predetermined locations on the pin and the box to eliminate
the stress concentration effects on unengaged thread roots. Both have been
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shown to result in longer fatigue life for the connection.
Macdonald [2.46]lxxii undertook an investigation into the effect of stress relief
features on stresses at the critical thread roots and pin bore of an API NC-6I
NMDC connection. For a 50 MPa tension loading, peak stresses in the pin were
significantly reduced by the presence of SRGP (-26%) and increased (+75%) in
the box; although in absolute terms, the peak stresses in the pin are still higher.
Tafreshi and Dover [2.5] reported that for a preloaded connection, SCF
reduction of 23% and 7% was observed in the case of a bore back feature on
the box a stress relief groove in the pin respectively when compared to a
preloaded connection with no stress relief features in the box and pin. Without
preloading, the pin SCF was reduced by about 14.5% but the box SCF was
increased by about 13% when these stress relief features are incorporated as
against a standard connection with no stress relief features.
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2.3 Finite Element Investigations Undertaken on Drillstrings
Burnett [2.47]lxxiiidefines the finite element method (FEM) as “a computer-aided
mathematical technique for obtaining approximate numerical solutions to the
abstract equations of calculus that predict the response of physical systems
subjected to external influences”.
Finite Element Analysis is a way of getting a numerical solution to a specific
problem involving field quantities. This is done by breaking up the continuum
into substructures called elements which are joined at points called nodes. The
elements and nodes are based on a global/local coordinates on which a
response to an applied load can be deduced.
Pick and Burns [2.48]lxxiv performed a finite element analysis of the stress
distribution of a thick walled pressure vessel threaded connection in 1971. For
ease of analysis they assumed the model to be two-dimensional and to be
axisymmetric along its longitudinal axis. They also ignored the thread helix
angle. Brennan [2.49]lxxv observed that their result compares well with previous
load investigations, thus presenting the potential use of the method in stress
analysis of drillstring connections.
In 1981 Tanaka et al. [2.50]lxxvi used the FEA method to investigate the
applicability of the method in the study of bolt load distribution. Applying the
method to nut and bolt assembly with fastened plate, they developed a
numerical method of analysing these and similar joints with multiple contact
surfaces and with more complicated contact problems such as Hertzian
stresses. They also showed a way to analyse the ratio of tooth load to axial
tension by introducing pitch and flank angle modifications.
Observing that most of the earlier FEA studies in thread load distribution were
mainly limited to linear elastic deformation of the contacting members, Zhao
[2.51]lxxvii investigated the elasto-plastic stress distributions within straight and
tapered bolt-nut connectors using the virtual contact loading method. Using a
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simplified axisymmetric model, he used virtual contact loads to simulate the
elasto-plastic contact phenomena between the mating screw flanks and arrived
at detailed stress and load distributions along the threads. Like in other earlier
studies he was able to show that critical stress occurs at the thread roots and
the first pair of thread roots are the first to undergo the plastic deformation.
Earlier theoretical researchers such as Den Hartog and Sopwith agreed that the
near uniform stress distribution at elevated loads may be due plastic
deformation at the location of peak loading, Zhao’s attempt was to use the FEA
method to illustrate that.
Izumi et al. [2.52]lxxviii investigated the mechanisms of the tightening and the
loosening process due to shear loading using a three-dimensional finite element
(FE) method. In their study they did not look at detailed stress distribution but
rather based the investigation of the process purely on contact analysis. Their
study showed weak nonlinearity between tightening torque and obtained
preload which was attributed to the non-uniform distribution of the contact
pressure. Comparing their FE analysis to experimental results they were able to
show agreement in how the loosening progresses in the presence of shear
loading. Their work shows the applicability of 3D FE modelling in the analysis of
bolt design and operability.

2.3.1 Industry-Sponsored Investigations Undertaken at NDE-UCL
In a series of industry-sponsored studies undertaken at the Non-destructive
Evaluation (NDE) Centre of the University College London, namely FADS
[2.24], PDF [2.53]lxxix and RODS [2.54],lxxx an attempt was made to understand the
distribution of load in drillstring threaded connections using the FEA method
and, in some cases, a hybrid method that included FEA and other investigation
techniques. The investigations aimed to study means of optimizing the service
life of the threaded connections under study which may help in the reduction of
incidences of downhole failure. A summary of the three research projects
undertaken at the NDE Centre of the UCL are presented in Appendix C:
Summary of Drillstring Investigations Undertaken at the UCL-NDE Centre.
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2.3.2 Other FEA Investigations on Drillstrings
As stated in the discussion above on preload, Tafreshi and Dover [2.5]
undertook an FE analysis for the standard API NC46 connection under axial,
bending and torsional loads and reported that in both the preloaded and
unpreloaded cases the maximum SCF is in the threads of the box.
Also studied in their investigation was the effect of geometry changes on the
stress and load distribution in the connector. This was achieved by the
introduction of bore back, stress relief features and changes in the thread root
taper. Beneficial results were observed in the introduction of the bore back and
stress relief features where the peak SCF in the pin and box was reduced by
23% and 7% respectively. Using these features was shown to help in
overcoming the high SCF values observed at the unengaged tooth. Modification
of the thread root profile was also shown to improve the fatigue resistance of
the connector.
MacDonald and Deans’ [2.3] work as reported above used the FEA method to
investigate the relationship between the nominal applied load and the resulting
peak and local elastic stresses at the critical thread roots and observed that the
pin and box converge at higher stresses; concluding that the benefit of reduced
SCF afforded the pin is lost once the preload is overcome at higher stress
ranges. Their work was undertaken on an API NC61 connector with a V-Profile
thread form.
Although they reported the pin as having a higher peak stress value than the
box, like Tafreshi and Dover, they reported the box as being the critical
component even though the stress criticality is occasioned by considering the
effects of fatigue loading and by relating the individual preload and tensile load
cases to local and peak stress ranges and mean levels.
Two important observations were recorded in this analysis. Firstly, the direction
of maximum principal stress was shown to be tangential to the root, which is the
location of peak stress, but progressively aligns to the axial direction away from
the root. This is an invaluable tool for post mechanical failure investigation
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because it gives a curved crack propagation profile at the location of peak
stress. Secondly, notch stress at the root, known theoretically as the sum of the
linearised axial and bending stress components, displays a non-proportional
behaviour in the case of the pin where the local peak stress at the last engaged
tooth (LET) is shown to be a nonlinear function of the nominal pipe stress. The
box LET, on the hand was generally unaffected by the preload and thus exhibit
a linear response to the applied stress. The change in gradient of the local
stress response at a given nominal stress makes it possible to define exactly
where the tooth preload is overcome in compression and the shoulder preload
is released in tension.
Baragetti and Baryshnikov [2.55]lxxxi investigated the working limits of the API
NC50 connection by means of a numerical FE analysis. The aim of the study
was to investigate the influence of friction and fatigue resistance of the
connections at stresses that are at, or near, maximum levels. Their work was
backed up by tests carried out with full scale specimens with full reference to
API standards.
They were able to define working limits for the connections made up with low
make-up torque concluding that at higher values of torque considerations must
have to be given to the galling behaviour of the connection and, of course, to
the change in fatigue resistance profile.
In a follow-up study Baragetti, [2.58]lxxxii using the same technique of numerical
SCF validation with full scale tests, proposed means to quantify the effect of
varying the taper on the connection in terms of stress state, loads carried by the
threads and the pressure on the thread flanks. For this study, considering the
nonlinearity inherent in the problem due to effects of contact and the behaviour
of the material, an axisymmetric model was used as against a 3-D model. The
application of the make-up torque was simulated by introducing an axial load in
the box shoulder by means of an elemental thermal load. Analyses were carried
out to study the effect of varying the taper on the trends of the load carried by
each thread, the contact pressure on the flanks of the most stressed threads
and on the trends of the von Mises stresses in correspondence with the thread
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root of the pin.
The study showed that reducing the value of the taper of the pin element from
the standard 0.16667 m/m to 0.15667 m/m gives a better performance in terms
of thread load distribution and contact pressure on the thread flanks. A more
uniform thread load distribution was observed with the load carried by the last
engaged thread (LET) dropping from 33% to 11%. This is expected to bring
about a reduction in the peak and mean values of pressure on the thread flanks
and also lower plastic deformation at the root of the LET.
Baha’i [2.36] used a hybrid technique that uses an FE analysis to study the
variation of SCF in threaded connectors due to the application of external axial
and bending loads and then used the data obtained from the FE analysis to
obtain parametric equations describing SCF in terms of these parameters. He
then proposed the use of such equations in carrying out thread design
optimisations based on minimum axial and bending SCFs.
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2.4 Aims and Objectives
Load and stress distribution in a threaded connection is a complex
phenomenon. There are many factors at play and an analyses that looks at
these various factors in isolation is bound to miss critical elements that have, as
a result of these different factors, an influence on one another and in turn
changing the global and microscopic response of the connection in load
distribution and stress criticality.
While, due to the limitations of the tools at their disposal, earlier researchers
could be forgiven for approaching this subject in such a way that singular
parameters were varied, observed and reported, there exist now an array of
simulation tools that can be used to model - in one run - variations in more than
one parameter. Dragoni’s attempt to mathematically model the effect of varying
the material properties of the nut in order to obtain a more uniform distribution is
one case in point [2.8], as it can be the starting point in simulating various other
parameters in direct consequence of that variation in a material property.
What has been attempted here is the use of the finite element method to study
different materials in equimodulus and hybrid configurations to ascertain their
stress response in the presence of preload and axial loading. This is then
viewed in relation to the known fatigue properties of the various materials in
order to suggest the optimum application of the materials as drillstring materials
in extended-reach and ultra-deep drilling scenarios.
Using the Finite Element Method (FEM) it is possible to:
1. Model and analyse the effect of varying the coefficient of friction

in the

contact simulation to see how that will affect the stresses on the mating teeth
and preload shoulder of the connection. It is also possible to build a response
pattern of the connector to varying magnitudes of preload for a fixed value of
coefficient of friction and vice-versa. This was undertaken on an AISI 4145H
NC46 model for the purpose of model validation and convergence study.
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2. Track the effect of varying multiple parameters such as

,

,

, etc to the

integrity of the equimodulus and hybrid strings then use that to suggest
optimum values of a variable parameter such as string hookload load under
study for safe operation of the string. This is particularly true in the hybrid
string scenario where a trade-off may be necessary between cost and
mechanical benefits of the various materials.
3. Finally, because as discussed earlier in this chapter, most failures are due to
fatigue, the stress response of the various materials studied is linked to their
fatigue properties.
From the aforesaid, the aim and objectives for these investigations, and
ultimately, the research work is to:
A. Validate the developed finite element model of the string against earlier
literature and experimental work so as to give an indication of the model’s
robustness and accuracy.
B. Investigate and develop alternative loading or string configuration
arrangements that can be suitably applied to optimize life of the string,
especially in UDD and uERD applications.
C. Develop and undertake FEA stress analysis on hybrid string arrangements
in which tubulars or tooljoints made from two different materials are used
in a given string to take advantage of each of the materials’ beneficial
properties such as reduction of the string’s hanging weight (as in the case
of aluminium and titanium alloys) or enhance its stress response (as in the
case of the newly developed high strength steel alloys).
D. Determine which components should be placed in high dogleg locations or
placed deeper in the well due to the material’s fatigue strength or yield
strength respectively.
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2.5 Conclusion
Drillstrings are engineered to work in tension, deliver compressive load and
torque to the bit at depth and resist internal burst and external collapse
pressures due to the mud hydrostatic [2.57].lxxxiii The undesirability of mechanical
failures in the string is due mainly to the losses of operational time and high cost
of fishing operations that are required to remove the failed string from the well,
the cost of abandoned string in hole and/or the cost of performing remedial
actions on the well so that drilling operation can recommence. In most of the
investigations undertaken and reported in this work features of thread load
distribution discussed above such as the location of peak stress in a nut-bolt
connection, the effect of geometry and the ability to optimize the load
distribution by making it more uniform and thus reduce peak stress
concentrations, all remain true.
In the current operational realities of ultra-deep drilling and extended reach/ultra
extended reach drilling (ER/uERD) the drillstring is expected to withstand axial
tension due to a suspended string that may, in some cases, be longer than ten
kilometers and experience high bending stresses due to torsional loading
occasioned by tortuous well trajectories. Investigations into the importance of
operational factors such as dogleg severity (DLS) and corrosive drilling mud
and geometric factors such as the introduction of taper and stress relief features
have been undertaken by various researchers where it has been shown that
stress corrosion cracking and cyclic stress amplitude due to wellbore tortuousity
are all factors present in normal drilling operations that have a direct bearing on
the service life of the drillstem.
The finite element method was used by the NDE Centre of the University
College London and subsequently by many other researchers such as Tafreshi
& Dover, Macdonald & Deans, Baryshnikov & Baragetti and Baha’i to undertake
various analysis on stress and load distribution and to propose methods to
optimize the distribution and reduced the intensity of peak stress concentrations
at critical areas. Due to computational cost most of the studies were undertaken
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using elastostatic axisymmetric two-dimensional FEA models as they have
been proven to provide acceptable results in the study of axially and preload
connections. A three-dimensional model was used by Tafreshi & Dover to
analyse torsion and bending.
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3 Theory and Principles of the Finite Element Method
3.1 Theory of Finite Element Analysis
Finite Element Analysis, FEA, is a branch of computational solid mechanics that
deals with the application of loads and stresses to a structure that is analyzed
for specific physical results. Burnett [3.1]lxxxiv defines FEA as “..........a computeraided mathematical technique for obtaining approximate numerical solutions to
the abstract equations of calculus that predict the response of physical systems
subjected to external influences”.

3.1.1 History of the Finite Element Method
When R Courant published his paper introducing the concept of FEA
[3.2]lxxxv little of it was noticed or found useful by engineers. Courant’s paper
utilized the Ritz method of numerical analysis and minimization of variational
calculus to obtain approximate solutions to vibration systems. In 1956 M. J.
Turner, et al. [3.3]lxxxvi used similar applications of numerical systems to study
and analyze the odd-shaped delta wings, which are too short for beam theory to
be reliable. The wing was modelled as an assemblage of smaller panels of
simple triangular shape. This was the first recorded practical application of the
FE method. To solve for torsion in elasticity, Courant defined piecewise
polynomials over a triangularized region and in a later paper by Schonberg in
1946, the theory of splines was introduced recommending the use of piecewise
polynomials for approximation and interpolation [3.4].lxxxvii
As early as 1941, Hrenikoff proposed the idea that elastic behaviour of
physically continuous plate could be approximated, under certain loading
conditions, to a framework of physically-separate, one-dimensional rods and
beams, connected together at discrete points [3.5].lxxxviii But engineers’ earlier
disinterest in the concept of numerically analysing discretised structures was
due to the unavailability of computing power to undertake such analyses. With
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the introduction of stored-program digital computers in the 1950s, several
scientists took the well-established framework-analysis procedures and
reformulated them into a matrix format ideally suited for efficient automatic
computation [3.4].
The term “Finite Element” first appeared in 1960 and by the mid-60s the
mathematical validity of the method was recognized and it was expanded from
its structural beginnings to include heat transfer, groundwater flow, magnetic
fields and other areas [3.6].lxxxix But up to early-1970s FEA was limited to
expensive mainframe computers generally owned by the aeronautics,
automotive, defence and nuclear industries. Because of the massive decline in
computing cost, robust general-purpose FE software became available. By the
late 1980s similar software programs were available for microcomputers
complete with colour graphics and pre- and post-processing modules. The
element concept, the matrix method and digital computers have been combined
to provide a powerful structural analysis tool for engineers.

3.1.2 Basic Theory of the Finite Element Method
FEA is dependent upon the discretisation of a structure into substructures called
elements attached to each other at points called nodes, and the physical
interrelationships between these nodes are then converted to equations and
solved mathematically.
This is achieved through the construction of a “trial” solution for a finite sum of
functions, applying an optimizing criterion to the functions and an estimation of
how accurately the trial solution approximates to the exact solution obtained
from a governing equation that mathematically defines the physical system.
To do that, a governing equation and boundary conditions that define the
physical problem are identified. The solution to the governing equations will give
an exact solution,

for a 1-D problem or
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and

for 2-D and 3-D

problems respectively, while the trial solution that approximates to the exact
solution,

, or

and

as the case may be is solved numerically using

the power of computing. The closeness of the approximate solution to the exact
solution is termed the Error,

, and is the difference between the exact and

approximate solution, or,

U ( x ) − U ( x ) = E( x ) ........................(3.1)
The governing equations for stress modeling are presented in Appendix B4:
Governing Equations for Stress Modelling.

3.1.3 The Steps to an FEA Solution:

Figure 3-1: Steps to a Finite Element Solution

As shown in Figure 3-1 above, there are generally five steps to an FEA solution,
namely, definition of the problem (A), reduction of the problem based on
symmetry (B & C), discretisation of the problem and application of boundary
conditions (D), solution of the problem and visualisation of the results (E).
However, in the computational FEA solution the above five steps are resolved in
eight different steps:1)

Derive the governing equations of the physical problem
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2)

Divide the physical problem into units called “elements” - a collection
of elements is termed a ‘mesh’

3)

In each element, the governing equations (normally differential
equations) are transformed into algebraic equations. These algebraic
equations are called element equations and they are an approximation of
the governing equations. The algebraic equations are also called weak
formulations.
(Note: Algebraic equations are easier to handle by computers than
calculus equations)

4)

The terms in the element equations are numerically solved by a
computer for each element in the mesh and assembled based on
element connectivity

5)

The result of the solution is compiled into a larger set of algebraic
equations called the system equations (characterizing the response of
the entire system to the external load)

6)

The system equations are then modified to include the boundary
conditions of the system

7)

The system equations are then solved again by the computer

8)

A result is then generated and viewed on a post-processor

The Finite Element Method is a numerical method that provides solutions to
problems that would otherwise be difficult to obtain. The method is currently
applicable to stress analysis, fracture, fluid flow, heat transfer and magnetic
fields. The mathematical principles that underlie the processes undertaken by
the FEA code are discussed below.
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3.2 Mathematical Principles of the Finite Element Method
The FE method can be applied to almost all problems of continua where a
physical quantity over an area (element) is to be deduced from a value of the
quantity at specific points (nodes). These include physical and thermal stresses,
strains, loads and moments. A simple three-member truss is sometimes used to
give an introduction to the mathematical principles of the finite element method
[3.7].xc
While the explanation in the reference above looks at a specific element, a
number of similar equations are generated by the FE software to solve for the
same unknowns in multiple elements that make up the mesh of a structural
body. FEA has the power to solve for both static and dynamic analyses in
consideration of whether inertial forces are a factor in the analysis or not [3.8].xci

3.2.1 The Trial-Solution Method
FEA uses the Trial-Solution method to derive the element equations and arrive
at this approximate solution. The Trial-Solution procedure is characterized by
three principal operations as listed below and shown graphically on Figure 3-2
below;
1. The construction of the trial solution;
2. The optimization of the solution; and
3. The estimation of the accuracy of the approximate solution to the exact
solution.
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Figure 3-2: The FEA Trial-Solution Method [3.1]

3.2.1.1 Construction of a trial Solution
For a one-dimensional physical problem,

, is the trial solution,

is

constructed with a finite sum of functions;
U ( x;a) = φ0 (x) + a1φ1 (x) + a2φ2 (x) + ..........+ aNφ N (x)..................(3.12)

Where

to

are known functions (called trial, or coordinate, functions),

represents all the independent variables in the problem and the coefficients
to

are undetermined parameters sometimes called generalized

coordinates. The trial solution works by constructing expressions for each of
the trial functions in terms of specific, known functions.
For the governing and boundary condition equations of stress modelling, if we
choose the first few terms of a polynomial as our functions, then our trial
solution will be;
U ( x;a) = a1 + a2 x + a2 x 2 + .........+ aN x N −1 ..................(3.13)
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3.2.1.2 Applying the Optimizing Criterion
As shown in Fig 3.2, the next stage is to apply an optimizing criterion on the
Trial-Solution. This is done through the use one of the two main criteria; The
Methods of Weighted Residuals (MWR) and the Ritz Variational Method (RVM).
The WMR has four methods of approximate solution; the collocation method,
the subdomain method, the least squares method and the Galerkin method.
The RVM is normally applied when the governing equations are variational
(integral) and for optimization it seeks to minimize some physical quantity such
as energy. The MWR method on the hand is mainly applicable when the
governing equations are differential and for optimization it seeks to minimise an
expression of error in the differential equation and not in the unknown value of
displacement,

. The Galerkin method, in which the weighted average of the

residual error over the entire domain is required to be zero, is the most popular
of the MWR methods [3.9].xcii

3.2.1.3 Estimating the Accuracy of the Solution
The last stage in the FE method is to estimate the accuracy of the solutions
obtained to see which one is most accurate to the approximate solution. This
aims to compare the various results obtained, which are then plotted on a chart
to see how close they are to each other and, more importantly, how close they
are to the exact solution.

3.2.2 Modelling Errors
As shown in eq. 3.1 and demonstrated in the preceding section, solution errors
are part of the algorithm of an FEA code and any solution obtained remains an
approximation of the exact solution. The approximate solution is optimized in
order to obtain a solution with an accuracy that approaches the exact solution.
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However, other type of errors exist that are occasioned by various factors
inherent in the FEA method used or in the definition of the physical problem or
the model. Therefore modelling errors can be classified into two main types;
those due to incorrect problem definition and those due to incorrect model
definition [3.10].xciiiExamples of these are:

3.2.2.1 Errors due to incorrect problem definition
Some of the errors analyst must be aware of are due to how the problem itself
is defined. Listed below are some of the more common ones.
a. Physics is not applicable or statics is not suitable
b. Problem cannot be isolated
c. Boundary conditions complicated
d. Linear materials are not suitable
e. Loading model not consistent or the load causes stiffening
f. Temperature effects are required
g. Solution varies with time
h. Friction dominates the solution

3.2.2.2 Errors due to incorrect model definition
Other type of errors are due to how the model to be used in the analyses is
defined. These include;
a. Units are not consistent or the origin location is incorrect
b. Geometry does not replicate problem or the mesh does not conform to the
model geometry
c. Mesh is too coarse in areas of interest or mesh is overly distorted in areas of
loading or response
d. Type of element used is not suitable for the problem
e. Missing constraints (geometry duplicated)
f. Loaded faces missing
g. Symmetry/asymmetry not defined correctly
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h. Incorrect material properties
The aim remains to eliminate known errors as part of the optimization process
of the model. One method generally employed to reduce errors that are inherent
in the system is the application of convergence studies to check the validity of
the obtained results or the closeness of those results to the calculated
mathematical response of the model [3.11.].xcivConvergence checks on the
element (type, density, etc) and applied variables (load, friction coefficient,
preload) are usually undertaken to study the suitability of an element type, the
validity of the results as the mesh gets finer or the limits of the effect of an
applied external load.
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3.3 Modelling Variables of the Finite Element Method
3.3.1 Nodes and Elements
Each element possesses a set of distinguishing points called nodal points or
nodes for short. Nodes serve a dual purpose; definition of element geometry (or
geometric nodes), and home for degrees of freedom (or connection nodes).
Geometric and connection nodes may be one and the same. In lower-order
elements, nodes are usually located at the corners or end points of elements,
but in the so-called refined or higher-order elements nodes are also placed on
sides or faces, as well as possibly the interior of the element [3.8].
Elements are said to be of a given order (linear, quadratic or cubic) in reference
to the interpolation of the element’s nodal results to the interior of the element.
This determines how calculated results can vary across an element, and is
important if you have high gradients of strain. A beam or plate in bending is a
good example of this phenomenon, where it is possible for the strain to change
from positive to negative over a small distance. Linear elements do not have
mid-side nodes [3.8].

Figure 3-3: Second- (a) and First-Order (b) Elements

Quadratic elements, on the other hand, have mid-side nodes. The shape
function for strains varies in some nonlinear fashion between the corner nodes.
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Whereas linear elements are flat on both the sides and in-plane, a quadratic
element can follow a curvature in both directions and is more accurate for a
given number of nodes in the model. For example, in a tube with a hole, as
shown on Figure 3-3 above, the curvature is maintained around the edges of
the hole as well as on the curved edge of the panel.
In picking an element order for this work the following considerations were
made:
1)

Computational efficiency and error sensitivity - because a linear
element is probably better in a mapped mesh than a free mesh.

2)

Linear bricks give good results due to the “extra shapes” (full
integration) if the elements are regularly shaped.

3)

For out-of-plane, plate type bending, there isn’t much difference
between linear and quadratic elements.

4)

In nonlinear analysis, as in the case of possible plasticity at the tooth
root on the connector, a finer mesh of linear elements is computationally
more efficient, robust, stable and more accurate than a coarser quadratic
mesh with a comparable number of nodes.
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3.3.1.1 Element Characterisation
a.

Family (Element Types)

LINEAR

QUADRATIC

CUBIC

1D
2D
2D
3D

Table 3-1 Element Types

Table 3-1 above shows the element families that are most commonly used in
computational stress analysis. One of the major distinctions between different
element families is the geometry type that each family assumes. The
categorization above shows the element types in increasing degree of
dimensionality and order [3.8], [3.12].xcv xcvi
Some Abaqus/Standard element families have a standard formulation as well
as some alternative formulations such as the hybrid elements C3D8H and B31H
that are identified by the letter H at the end of their names.

3.3.1.1.1 Degrees of Freedom (DOFs)

Degrees of freedom (DOF) of an element specify the state of the element. They
also function as “handles” through which adjacent elements are connected.
DOFs are defined as the values (and possibly derivatives) of a primary field
variable at connector node points. As illustrated below, each node has number
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of DOFs that is directly related to its dimension in space.

Figure 3-4: Nodal Degrees of Freedom (DOFs)

DOF 1
Translation
in the X
Direction

DOF 2
Translation
in the Y
Direction

DEGREES OF FREEDOM
DOF 3
DOF 4
Translation
Rotation in
in the Z
the X
Direction
Direction

DOF 5
Rotation in
the Y
Direction

DOF 6
Rotation in
the Z
Direction

Table 3-2 Degrees of Freedom (DOFs)

3.3.1.1.2 Number of Nodes

As stated above, displacements or other degrees of freedom are calculated at
the nodes of the element. At any other point in the element, the displacements
are obtained by interpolating from the nodal displacements. Usually the number
of nodes used in the element determines the interpolation order. Elements that
have nodes only at their corners, such as the 8-node brick use linear
interpolation in each direction and are often called linear elements or first-order
elements. Elements with mid-side nodes, such as the 20-node brick use
quadratic interpolation and are often called quadratic elements or second-order
elements. Modified triangular or tetrahedral elements with mid-side nodes, such
as the 10-node tetrahedron use a modified second-order interpolation and are
often called modified or modified second-order elements.

3.3.1.1.3 Formulation

An element’s formulation refers to the mathematical theory used to define the
element’s behavior. In the Lagrangian (or material) description of behavior the
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element deforms with the material. In the alternative Eulerian (or spatial)
description elements are fixed in space as the material flows through them.
Eulerian methods are used commonly in fluid mechanics simulations [3.18].xcvii
Stress/displacement elements in Abaqus are based on the Lagrangian
formulation.

3.3.1.1.4 Integration

FEA codes use numerical techniques to integrate various quantities over the
volume of each element, thus allowing complete generality in material
behaviour. Using Gaussian quadrature for most elements, the Abaqus code
used in this work evaluates the material response at each integration point in
each element. Some continuum elements in the Abaqus code can use full or
reduced integration, a choice that can have a significant effect on the accuracy
of the element for a given problem[3.15].xcviii In the Abaqus code the letter R is
used at the end of the element name to label reduced-integration elements. For
example, CAX4R is the 4-node, reduced-integration, axisymmetric, solid
element.

3.3.1.2 Element Choice
The work reported here was undertaken on an NC46 drilling tubular connection.
The revolved shape and the complicated geometry of the teeth area on the
NC46 tubular presents a geometric discontinuity that calls for a conservative
choice of elements. An earlier method of solving the problem encountered in
simulating these geometric discontinuities is the creation of adequately meshed
sub-models at areas of concern [3.16], xcix[3.17], c[3.18].ci
This, as can be expected, always turns out to be more computationally
expensive than using a single model.
While higher order elements and the use of hybrid of element types, for
example a combination of quadrilateral and triangular elements, can give
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adequate coverage of all parts of the model including the tight tooth roots and
thread run-out areas, the design approach adopted in this work is to use first
order linear quadrilateral elements all through the model but to make the mesh
finer in areas of interests which are primarily the tooth root areas and the
shoulder area.
The author kept an eye on the potential problem areas in the model and
ensured that an accurate load path is created in the model especially in areas of
transition from the fine to the coarse mesh and higher to lower stress gradients.
The work was undertaken using linear axisymmetric elements (CAX4) for the
two-dimensional analysis and brick elements (C3D8) for the three-dimensional.
The element choice is influenced by the requirements of the simulation and the
possibility of varying the mesh density in the area of interest in the drillstring
tooth geometry. In the two-dimensional analysis, the axisymmetric elements
used are seen to be ideal for the revolved nature of the physical model.

3.3.1.3 Solution Accuracy Checks
Solution accuracy checks are undertaken on an FEA model to map out likely
sources of errors in the model apart from solution errors which may be present
in the code itself. Convergence studies and mesh adaptivity (or mesh
convergence) checks, undertaken as part of the solution accuracy checks are
very important methods in the determination of the accuracy of a solution.
Convergence studies are done to understand the effect of varying the some
input parameters of the model to the analysis output. This could be due to the
applied input values being too high or too low for accurate analysis or the
design of the model in terms of finite element properties such as size,
dimension or aspect ratio of elements. Mesh convergence studies, on the other
hand, are undertaken to determine the physical size of the elements required in
a model to ensure that the results of an analysis are not affected by changing
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the size of the mesh. The two extremes of mesh density, i.e., very coarse to
very fine, can produce unequal and disproportionate results. For a very coarse
mesh there will be a likelihood of an incorrect solution and for a too fine a mesh
the analysis can end up being both computationally and financial expensive.
3.3.1.3.1 Mesh Convergence Checks

There are two types of mesh convergence checks that can be carried out in
relation to a given element. These are classified as “H” type convergence and
“P” type convergence. “H” type convergence of the approximate solution is
achieved by refining the element mesh density as parametrized by the mesh
size h. In contrast, the P method achieves convergence by refining the degree
of the polynomial approximation within each element while the element mesh
spacing h is held fixed [3.19],cii,[3.20].ciiiIn other words, by changing the number
of nodes (degrees of freedom) in a given element. Figure 3-4 below shows the
difference between the “H” and “P” convergence schemes.
However, only “H” type convergence studies were undertaken in this work as
the choice of element type and polynomial element order has been decided for
reasons mentioned in Section 3.4.1.2 above.
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Figure 3-4: Mesh Adaptivity Types

Since, as stated above, the extremes of mesh density can produce an incorrect
solution if too coarse and high analysis costs if too fine, a fine mesh is needed
in regions of high stress (and strain) gradient which occur at geometric
discontinuities, where a coarser mesh will suffice in areas of constant stress,
low stress gradient or of little interest to the investigation.

3.3.1.3.2 Convergence Study Results

In an earlier study, Macdonald and Deans studied the effect of varying the mesh
densities on a drillstring threaded connection FE model and found out that a
significant mesh refinement is needed to accurately represent the stress
distribution around the thread root radius [3.18]. They discovered that maximum
peak stress is only obtained with more refined meshes but an optimum mesh
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density had to be chosen such that optimized and acceptable results, with low
associated computational costs are obtained.
In this work, while undertaking validation analyses, various convergence studies
were undertaken to understand the effect a variation of some input variables of
the model have on the accuracy of the model’s output.
Figure 3-5 below shows the general trend obtained by the author when various
FEA output parameters were studied against an increasing element density in a
“H”-type convergence check undertaken on the 2D-axisymmetric model of the
NC46 connector. The mesh at the thread root represents a geometric
discontinuity and also acts as our principal area of interest in the study of peak
stresses and SCF in the connector.
The mesh at the thread root was progressively refined and made finer covering
a range of mesh density seedings (from 4 to 36) in a series of two-dimensional
axisymmetric models. The boundary conditions and loads were kept the same
for each of the models and each of the simulations.
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Figure 3-5: Mesh Convergence Results

Because stress concentration is a localized phenomenon that progressively
dissipates with distance, a graduated mesh that gets finer as it approaches the
areas of interest can be used. Also, since the local stresses at locations away
from the thread root discontinuity are not of primary interest, a coarse mesh was
used at those areas. Although accurate stress values will not be obtained at
these areas of coarse mesh, care was taken to ascertain that correct and
accurate load paths were obtained from the point of loading to the thread root
discontinuity.
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A convergence study was undertaken to determine the convergence values for
an assigned mesh in terms of the Stress Concentration Factor (SCF). As can be
seen from Figure 3-6 below, a convergence point, defined as the point where a
change in the mesh density will have no effect on the output values in the pin
and box threads was determined.

Figure 3-6: Root Stress Vs Mesh Density for a 2-D Axisymmetric Model

It can be seen from the chart above that convergence was achieved with a
given mesh fineness in both the pin and box threads. At the convergence value
increase in external axial loading and/or preload will have no effect on the
Stress Concentration Factor (SCF).
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3.4 Conclusion
The finite element method (FEM) is a widely used analysis tool that has its roots
in mathematical and engineering theories. The steps employed in obtaining a
finite element solution to a given problem involve the derivation of the governing
mathematical equations that define the physical problem, the transformation of
those (normally differential) equations into approximate algebraic equations that
render themselves to easy computation using a computer code that renders the
results to numerical or graphical output.

Solutions obtained from a finite element solution are affected by both solution
variables and modelling variables. While solution variables look at those factors
inherent in the mathematical solution based on which the finite element method
solves the problem based on the input variables such as loading, coefficient of
friction, stiffness, etc., modelling variables, on the hand, includes the mesh size
and density and element order (linear, quadratic, cubic).

Because of the complex nature of stress and load distribution in drillstring
threads convergence analysis and validation with earlier published theoretical
and experimental work was undertaken on the model developed for this work.
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4 Development of the 2-D Axisymmetric FE Model
4.1 Early Finite Element Models of a Drillstring Connection
As discussed in earlier chapters, a mesh generation program was developed
using the FORTRAN77 programming language to generate a two-dimensional
axisymmetric model of some selected drillstring connection types and
dimensions. The program is capable of generating an Abaqus input code for the
solution of two different loading scenarios, viz, Preload + Axial Loading and
Axial Loading only. The full FORTRAN77 code and an example of a generated
input file as well as input files for the developed model are presented as
Appendix F.

4.1.1 The FORTRAN77 Mesh Generator
From the various studies on drillstring stress and fatigue undertaken by UCL
NDE Centre a detailed FORTRAN program was developed by the Centre to
generate input files for the dedicated finite element analysis software, ABAQUS
[4.1], civ[4.2], cv[4.3].cvi
The developed program was adopted by the writer to generate a baseline mesh
and FEA result prior to the development of the writer’s own FEA model. The
program provides the option to model the connector with pre-load (make-up)
and axial load. By design, the connection is a taper jack screw that forces the
pin/box shoulder together forming a structural member by means of a metal to
metal seal. In doing so, an alternative load path is created through the shoulder
interface when the connection is made-up. This has the effect of transferring the
critical thread root from the pin to the box connector. In terms of FE modelling
this is achieved by connecting the nodes of the pin and box at the shoulder
interface, thus effectively welding the shoulder together.
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The program allows the user to input a number of variables such as type of
connector, joint dimensions, and the application (or not) of pre-load. To avoid a
situation where, upon the application of loading, the pin section goes through
the box section, contact must be simulated between the pin and box threads.
ABAQUS “Gap elements”, which consists of two-nodes and a separation
distance, are used to model this contact [4.4].cvii If the nodes are overlapped (or
the separation distance is reached) ABAQUS will disable any further
displacement at the specified nodal points. Gap elements use direction cosines
to define their direction of action using their pressure angle of the thread faces.

The program accepts the user input in the form of the variables listed below,
generates an input file in ABAQUS format and automatically exits. The input file
is then loaded and run on an FEA program.

4.1.1.1 Programmed Geometries
The program generates two-dimensional axisymmetric finite element meshes
for a range of different sized drill collar connections. It is able to produce input
files that model the NC26, NC38, NC-46, NC-50, API 6-5/8REG and API 75/8REG connections.

4.1.1.2 Variables
Although earlier versions use a Visual FORTRAN with windows-style dialogue
boxes and menus the current FE mesh generation programme opens on a textbased menu screen, shown in Figure 4-1 below, that is compatible with
FORTRAN77.
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Figure 4-1: The FORTRAN77 Mesh Generator User Interface

The input variables taken by the program are
Thread Type (IDST): These include the NC26, NC38, NC-46, NC-50, API 65/8REG and API 7-5/8REG.
Load Type: Two types of loading conditions available in the program; axial
loading only and axial + preloading.
Drillstring Data (OD, DI): The outer/inner diameters of either the pin or box are
selected in the text-based user interface and input through the keyboard.
Output File Name (FNAME, TITLE): The user is requested to enter the name
of the ABAQUS input file to be created.
Some input variable from earlier versions have been removed from the current
version. These are; Bevel diameter of pin and box shoulder (DR), Total length
of assembly (SLEN), Total Axial loading in Newtons (PFORCE).
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4.1.1.3 Limitations of the Generated Model

Figure 4-2: Generated FE Mesh of an NC50 Connection

From a line-by-line study of the mesh-generation program, it was discovered
that when the IPRE=1 is activated for an axial + preload simulation (IPRE is the
command that switches the analyses from axial loading to axial + preload
loading) the program simulates preloading by locking the box and pin at the
interface nodes. This has the negative effect of negating the principal
mechanism through which preloading works, which is the generation of load
transfer at contacting interfaces of the shoulder and teeth.

Also, the loading exerted on the string does not change in either the axial only
or the axial + preload scenarios. The stress distribution modelling does not also
change in either of the two scenarios.

The model generated is axisymmetric with eight-node quadrilateral elements for
the general mesh and two-node gap elements for contact between the thread
teeth. The program has the option to model the connector with preload. A
generated model of NC50 connection is shown in Figure 4-2 above.

Other practical limitations of the model make it imperative to develop new
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means of generating more functional models and meshes that are more robust
and that could lend themselves to modifications on the fly at the whim of the
stress analyst. Some of these limitations are:
1. While it is practically feasible, and it happens in most thread loading
scenarios, to apply an internal load (preload) to the connection and to
achieve and maintain connection integrity without the application of an
external tensile (or compressive) load, it is practically not feasible to
achieve such integrity in the presence of just an axial load, as suggested
by the mesh generation program when the axial-only loading scenario is
activated.
2. To achieve seamless interfacing between the pre-processing and
processing module in the FEA code, and to make the parameters easier
to modify, it is better for a model to be sketched, meshed and all
simulation input parameters (loads, BCs and contact parameters)
incorporated within the same FEA code.
3. Because, the mesh is imported into the Abaqus code as an ‘orphan’ mesh,
the stress analysts will have no means of altering the mesh for
optimization purposes. The mesh densities, element sizes and aspect
ratios are part of the program output and cannot be modified through the
available user interface or when the generated input file is loaded into the
FEA code.
4. There currently exists ample computing power to handle not only the
development of sophisticated models from the native sketching modules
of various FEA codes but also to build even more stand-alone parts from
non-native CAD and 3D modelling software and import same into the FEA
pre-processor for meshing and processing [4.5].cviii
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4.2 Two-Dimensional Axisymmetric Modelling

4.2.1 Modification of the FORTRAN77 Mesh Generation software
One of the major shortcomings of the mesh-generation software is in the
analysis of contact between the teeth and shoulder of the mating box and pin of
the tooljoint. On the teeth, gap elements (ABAQUS Keyword: GAPUNI) were
used to model the contact interaction and load transfer. On the shoulder of the
tooljoint, to model pressure load transfer due to preload, the software generates
a mesh in which the box and pin are joined as a single unit on the shoulder with
nodes permanently attached. Abaqus-generated visualisation of both scenarios
can be seen in Figure 4-3 (a) and Figure 4-3 (b) below.

Figure 4-3: FEA Meshes: Gap Elements (a) and Load on Shoulder (b)

Both situations are disadvantageous and may not assist us in developing a
robust FEA model for the various analyses we intend to undertake in tooljoint
stresses. Another disadvantage is the inability of the gap elements model to
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take into consideration the presence of thread compound (dope) and other
environmental “film” adhesions on the tooth that can modify the coefficient of
friction and affect the load transfer and frictional slip situation. It is proposed to
solve the gap element problem by using alternative element definitions that can
be simulated using the current versions of the ABAQUS code. This can be
achieved by switching from element-based contact simulation to surface-based
contact simulation such as friction modelling and defining points and reaction of
contact locations in two components identified as “slave” and “master” [4.6].cix

4.2.1.1 Elimination of Gap Elements

Gap elements are used in the 2-D axisymmetric mesh generated by the
FORTRAN77 program to model contact behaviour between nodes [4.6]. Unlike
the fixed constraints identified in the derivation in Chapter 2 above, where nodal
displacement, U , is equated to a fixed value, gap elements are multi-freedom
(multi-point) constraints in which the value of the constraint is a function of the
value of given nodal displacement components.
In earlier analysis carried out by Tafreshi and Dover [4.7]cxcontact gap
elements were used to model compressive forces between contacting teeth for
the analysis of load transfer and also in the shoulder area in the unpreloaded
joints in bending. Modelling with gap elements on axisymmetric solid elements
did not pose any problem but using the same gap elements with parabolic 3-D
solid brick and wedge elements was problematic because the finite element
method resolves pressure on an element into equivalent nodal forces. For
parabolic elements compressive surface pressure on an element can generate
tensile nodal forces at the corner nodes.
Current versions of most FEA packages now perform contact analysis using
frictional contact simulation across a “master” and a “slave” surface but it is still
advisable to model a representation of the contacting surfaces to save
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computational time. Yi-Cheng et al. analysed the contact interaction between
helical gears by undertaking an FEA analysis of only one pair of such gears
[4.8].cxi
So the first objective was to modify the FORTRAN77 program to generate
meshes that eliminate the gap elements and in place of them provide a
generated mesh that lends itself to the delineation of surfaces as ‘master’ and
‘slave’ on which a contact simulation can be performed. Lines in the source
code of the mesh generation program referring to contact surfaces were
modified to obtain surface elements with nil contact simulation.

4.2.1.2 Introduction of Contact Surfaces

The generated mesh was modified within the ABAQUS software to introduce
the surfaces on the teeth and the shoulder in which to apply a contact
interaction. Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5 below show a step-by-step procedure
used to achieve this on NC46 thread profile.

Figure 4-4: Introducing Contact Interaction; Breaking up the Model
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Figure 4-5: Introducing Contact Interaction; Re-assembling the Model

Step 1: After the modification of the source code of the FORTRAN77 meshgeneration software to remove gap elements and welded nodes, a mesh is
generated through an input file and the generated mesh is loaded into the
ABAQUS ‘Part’ module.
Step 2: The generated mesh is then broken up into two component parts,
namely, the pin and box.
Step 3: The two parts are then loaded back into the ABAQUS Assembly Module
and assembled as separate but mating parts.
Step 4: The parts are then assigned the necessary material, loading and
boundary condition properties. The contacting areas of interest, namely, the
pin/box teeth and the pin/box shoulder are given a ‘surface’ definition on which
contact properties can subsequently be applied to a slave and master surface.
Step 5: The two contacting surfaces can now be rendered to contact simulation
in which contact interaction properties can be modified parametrically and a full
study of the model vis-à-vis loading, stresses, reactions and contact simulation
can be undertaken.
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4.2.1.3 Replacing the Mesh-Generated Model
The challenge at this stage is to develop a two-dimensional axisymmetric model
that can better replace the mesh-generated model in terms of applicability and
robustness. Such a model can be developed native in the FEA code to be used
in the investigations or developed from external pre-processing program(s). For
better control of the pre-processing stage, an external file developed outside the
FEA code and imported into the FEA code should be of a stage that is before
the meshing stage, for example, an external sketch file to be meshed by the
FEA code. The model so created must be computationally efficient in solution
and validated with earlier FEA work and robust enough to be adaptable to other
connection types and loading scenarios.

4.2.2 Development of the Two-Dimensional Axisymmetric Model
4.2.2.1 Development of the Model
Figure 4-6 below shows a model sketched natively in the FEA code (a) and a
model obtained from the FORTRAN77 mesh generator (b). The sketched model
of the NC46 connector was dimensioned to a tolerance of 0.05mm with
dimensional data sourced from the Drilling Data Handbook [4.9]cxii and other
published literature [4.7]. The model can be seen to be meshed uniformly and
freely by the FEA code. At this stage it is meshed using quadrilateral plane
stress (CPS4) elements. As their name implies, the CPS4 elements do not
assume or recognize the existence of a third dimension and considers the
model as a thin plate of unit thickness (z value) [4.6]. The reason why CPS4
elements are used at this stage is to simplify the study of the behaviour of the
model in terms of loading, contact and boundary conditions. Ultimately, the
model will be meshed with CAX4 axisymmetric elements with a capacity to be
swept around all theta values of the connector.
As discussed in an earlier chapter, Pick and Burns used a 2-D axisymmetric
model in performing the first FE analysis of a threaded connection in 1971
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[4.10].cxiii A similar model was used by Tafreshi and Dover [4.7] in the analysis of
axial loading in connections and the analysis of SCFs. The assumption of 3D
behaviour in a 2D FE model is considered valid since in large connections with
relatively small pitches, helix angles are small. Also, Chen et al. [4.11]cxiv while
studying the helical effect on threaded connections using 3D finite element
analysis, concluded that axisymmetric 2-D analysis can give good estimation of
stress distribution in medium to coarse mesh threads. Since thread designs do
not use thread run out as load bearing section, the 2-D model can be assumed
to be accurate in modelling peak stresses due to tensile load, effect of preload
on tensile stress and the effect of friction on tooth load transfer. However a 3D
model would still be required to undertake analyses of torsional and bending
stresses in the joint.
At this stage it can be seen that the meshing will require a high level of
optimization in order to obtain optimum load transfer across the elements,
variable mesh density on opposing contacting slave and master surfaces and
fine meshing in areas of interest, especially at locations where peak stresses
are expected such as thread roots and the connection shoulder.
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Figure 4-6: Model Sketched from FE Code (a) and from Mesh Generator (b)

While a near-optimized mesh that shows good element choice and a clear load
path is obtained on the model generated from the FORTRAN77 mesh generator
(b), the issues aforementioned such as the inability of the analyst to modify the
mesh are still there. Therefore obtaining an optimized, variable mesh from such
a model will not be possible. Also, as can be observed in Figure 4-6 (b), the
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model was meshed with the use of a different contact algorithm in mind, viz.,
gap elements, and not specifically designed for surface/friction contact
algorithm. To simulate contact behaviour in light of input variables such friction
coefficient, ( ), and by extension, the drill floor action of applying a thread dope
and the presence of other lubricating media such as drilling fluids, there is need
to design the model to simulate contact using two contacting surfaces under the
action of friction.
In view of the above, the sketched model is subjected to iterative meshing to
obtain simulation parameters acceptable to the investigation. These include an
optimized load path, contact surfaces and load bearing faces. Figure 4-7 below
show an attempt to optimize the sketched model by creating better load path
and finer meshes on the teeth area, the shoulder and the thread roots. As can
be seen the tooth meshes still show a master/slave configuration as required by
the chosen contact algorithm. At every stage of this process, the results
obtained from the simulation are closely observed, recorded and validated with
existing literature.

Figure 4-7: Mesh Optimisation
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The next step in the model optimization process is the switching the model from
using CSP4 elements to the axisymmetric CAX4 elements since this element
type is the one ultimately to be used for the simulations. It is also at this stage
that the mesh and the geometry of the model are optimized and sets introduced
to properly delineate the model. The optimization of the mesh will entail further
fine-tuning the CAX4 elements especially around contact surfaces and areas of
expected peak stress. It will also involve the introduction of special geometric
lines to be used in the calculation of forces induced in the connector due to
‘tightening’, or application of make-up torque, on the connector and the
introduction of external axial tensile force. This is discussed in a later section of
this chapter.
Finally, the type and magnitude of axial loading selected for the introduction of
tensile stress on the connector is decided and applied. The magnitude of the
axial loading is determined in relation with the materials yield strength and
internal stresses due to the application of preload.
The part of the connector geometry that requires some modification is the
length of the body of the model itself. The lengthening is aimed at reducing the
localized effect of the application of the axial load on the top of the connector.
Figure 4-8 below shows the lengthened body, tooth area with element aspect
ratio transition and the thread roots with the fine mesh around the roots area.
The introduction of sets, as shown below in Figure 4-9, is not only to enable the
model to have variable meshing whereby the meshes get finer around the areas
of interest but also to provide a means of moving the teeth area of one
component relative to those of the other. The interference fit method of
simulating preload which will be used in the investigation requires moving and
overlapping one contact surface over the other and resolving the interference
(overlap) using the Abaqus keyword command, ‘*SHRINK’.
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Figure 4-8: Final NC46 Mesh
Finally, unlike the mesh generated model which uses concentrated loading
(Keyword: *CLOAD) on nodes at the top of the model to apply the axial pull, the
final model will use a distributed pressure load (Keyword: *DLOAD) in order to
avoid infinite stresses at the nodal point of load application that are expected
with a concentrated force.
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Figure 4-9: Sets: Body (a), Near Teeth (b) and Teeth (c)

4.2.2.2 Modeling with Axisymmetric Elements
The model using quadrilateral axisymmetric elements (CAX4) the freedom to
move in the axial (Z) direction only. This is because the axisymmetric elements
sweep out a full circle and the hoop stiffness of the connector will resists any
tendency to move in the radial (r) direction and/or rotate about the (θ) direction.
This is shown in Figure 4-10 below.
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The FEA codes understand that each quadrilateral axisymmetric element face
(CAX4) represent a complete ring that extends 360o about a given axis. The
ring is only free to move in the axial (z) direction. Attempt to move an element in
the radial direction will only expand the ring and cause stress in the ring from
that movement. The axial direction is therefore a direction of rigid body motion,
which means the model is free to move in the axial direction but it is constrained
in some way not to move.
The CAX4 element simulates a three-dimensional model swept about an axis
for all values of theta, ideal for the modelling a threaded connector.

Figure 4-10: Boundary Conditions of Axisymmetric Elements [4.12]cxv
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4.3 Comparison and Validation of Results
The model developed was validated using earlier work undertaken by Tafreshi
and Dover in 1993 [4.7]. In this validation exercise, the model was subjected to
the same loading conditions as Tafreshi and Dover’s model even though, as
discussed, there will be no application of axial tension in unpreloaded
connections in the actual investigation. Stress concentration factor, SCF, values
at the root of threads are observed and reported for the pin and box
components of the connection.
As shown in from Figure 4-11 below, the high SCF values at the first thread
root, which is the last engaged thread, LET, of the pin, observed by Tafreshi
and Dover and predicted from the literature and numerical investigations, was
replicated within minor margins of error by the FEA model developed for this
work. The model shows that in the unpreloaded case a peak SCF of about 12.9
is observed against the 15.10 observed by Tafreshi and Dover. While none of
the input parameters in the simulation such as the applied external loading were
modified, the lower SCF at the LET in the unpreloaded FEA model can be
attributed to the change in contact algorithm and the variable mesh seeding that
ensures, as recommended by NAFEMS, the professional body for finite element
practitioners, that a finer mesh is used at the thread roots or areas of peak
stress [4.13].cxvi
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Figure 4-11: Validating Pin SCF Value: FEA and Tafreshi-Dover

Similar to the expected physical behaviour described, stress concentration
factor values in a preloaded member will be lower than those in an unpreloaded
member. Both the pin and box exhibit high SCF values across all teeth in the
presence of axial loading and absence of preload. It is an expected physical
attribute of the connection that because of the introduction of compressive
stresses in a preloaded member, there will be a drop in peak tensile stresses
due to the application preload. Just like the Tafreshi and Dover model, the 2-D
axisymmetric FEA model exhibits this attribute in both the pin and box threads.
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Figure 4-12: Validating Box SCF Value: FEA and Tafreshi-Dover
Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12 above show the results from comparing the 2-D
FEA model to the results obtained by Tafreshi-Dover. Conclusively, it can be
seen that the use of surface contact modelling in the analysis software can be
used to replace gap elements in the analysis of stresses and loads in 2-D
axisymmetric FEA model. The enhanced meshing in the model also provides
the analyst with more flexibility as to where to use fine or coarse mesh in
optimizing the model.
It is important to note that both investigations are but an approximation of the
complex stress regimes that occur in actual threaded connections. They both do
not take into account the existence in an actual model of a helix and a thread
run-out region.
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4.4 Connection Nomenclature Used in this Work
The nomenclature used in this work is shown graphically below. The female
component of the connector is termed the BOX while the male component is
termed the PIN. The abutment, where the top pin of the pin meets with the top
of the box, is the termed the SHOULDER. The locations of peak stress in each
component in the analysis of threaded connections is the last engaged tooth of
the component. The last engaged tooth is termed the LET. The conventions
used in numbering the pin and box threads is to count downwards on a madeup connection. Connections made up on the drill floor have the box facing up
while the pin ‘stabbed’ into the box. As such, from the aforesaid convention, the
LET of the pin is at the first engaged tooth of the pin while the LET of the box is
at the last engaged tooth of the box. This is shown graphically in Figure 4-13
below.

Figure 4-13: NC46 Threaded Connection Nomenclature
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4.5 Loads and Stresses on a Threaded Connector
4.5.1 Numerical Determination of Thread Root Stress
Using the principles of mechanics and the Bernoulli-Euler beam theory, a
formula can be derived to calculate the total stress on the root of the pin and
box components. The formula will take into consideration the three stress
components acting on the root, namely; the bearing (or direct) stress, bending
stress and shear stress. However, it should be noted here that the use of the
Bernoulli-Euler equation is but an oversimplification of the of the stress state of
a threaded connection. This simplification lends itself to ‘field’ use where a quick
answer is sought to determine the effect of loading on a member. This method
is not suitable for detailed engineering design and research work.
From the dimension of the thread geometry, we can arrive at the correct inputs
for these formulae. The thickness of the cantilever (as an input in the BernoulliEuler equation) is related to number of teeth in the connection.
Dimensions of the NC46 Connector
Outside Diameter, OD
0.15875 m
Internal Diameter, ID
0.08255 m
Mean Thread Diameter, dm
0.10373 m
Diameter at Thread Root, dr
0.10373 m
Thread Pitch, P
Thread Depth, h
Width of Screw at Root, b

0.00633 m
0.0055 m
3/4 of P = 0.0047475 m

Threads Engaged, n

13

Table 4-1 Geometric Dimensions of the NC46 Connector
	
  

The total stress on a threaded connection can be found by calculating and
summing up the three main stress components; namely, the bearing stress, the
bending stress and the shear stress;
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where the moment is,

the distance of the centroid is,

the second moment of area is,

Therefore, eq. (4.2) becomes

Finally, the shear stress due to the applied load and the geometry of the
connection is

where;
applied,

= force applied on the connection,
= mean diameter of the connection,
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= area on which the force is
= diameter of the connection

at the tooth root,
of a tooth,

= thread depth,

= moment of a force acting on the flank

= distance of the centroid to the extreme fibre of the tooth,

Second moment of area,

=

= number of threads engaged.	
   The total stress at

the thread root is calculated as

If we apply an external axial tensile load of 2KN on the connector then ignoring
the effect of the taper and assuming that the mean thread diameter
as the diameter at thread root,

is same

then by substituting in eqs. (4.1), (4.6) and

(4.7), the calculated values of the three stress components above is;

σ bearing =

F
F
2E03
=
=
= 0.00472MPa
A π . dm . h. n π × 0.00010373 × 0.005 × 13

Substituting the above values in eq. (4.8), the total stress at the root of the
connector when an axial tensile load of 2000N is applied is;

However, as can be recalled from the discussion in Chapter 2, an alternative
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formula, the Kelley-Pederson-Heywood equation [4.14]cxvii could also be used
for the determination of the maximum stress at the root of the thread. This
formula calculates the root stress induced by a load acting on a very short
cantilever beam such as gear tooth, saw tooth or screw thread.
Through photoelastic study, Heywood was able to show that the total or
combined stress,

, at the root of the thread is obtained through the

formula in eq. (4.9) below, which is the maximum stress value obtained as the
combination, (not algebraic summation), of the maximum bending stress and
the maximum axial stress at the base of the fillet [4.15].cxviii

Where

is the axial stress, which is a product of the axial load and the stress

concentration factor, SCF, at the root. The SCF at the root can be equated to 3
because the axial stress is expected to act at approximately the centre of the
root of the tooth.
and

is equal to

(where

is the thread angle)

is the bending stress as obtained using the Kelley-Pederson-Heywood

formula as shown in eq. (4.10) below.
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Figure 4-14: Application of the K-P-H Formula for the NC46 Connector

Using the original model sketch of the NC46 connector the input values for the
Kelley-Pedersen-Heywood formula shown above were obtained for the
aforementioned quantities:

= force applied on the connection = 200N,

=

thickness of the cantilever - unrolled length of the thread = circumference of
thread (mean thread radius = 184mm) = 1156.1mm ,
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= the friction angle

which is the arctangent of the coefficient of friction value = arctan (0.08) = 4.5o,
= force angle = 90- = 90o - arctan (0.08) = 90o – 4.5o = 85.5o ,

= length of

line perpendicular to the beam axis from the root to the thread axis = 2.28mm,
= length of line from mid-section of the base to the load line = 0.28mm,

=

length of line from root of thread to the point of action of force = 1.46mm,

=

thread fillet radius = 0.97mm. These values were obtained by using a sketching
and dimensioning tool in the FEA software, Abaqus.

Subtituting the values obtained from the thread geometry into the KelleyPedersen-Haywood equation, we have;

Since, the constant,

Then the combined stress is equal to
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The above calculation takes into consideration the geometry of a single thread.
The Kelley-Pederson-Heywood formula is used to calculate the stress at the
root of a single tooth. Because we are looking at a single thread, the two
formulae do not take into consideration the gradual reduction of the intensity of
the load as we move farther away from the loaded face of the connection or the
shoulder.

The amount of load “seen” by the tooth closest to the loaded face of the pin, the
last engaged tooth (LET) in this case is 30% of the total applied load. In other
words, the load seen by successive teeth decrease proportionally with their
distance from the loaded face of the connection. To obtain the stress at the root
of each tooth, the load “seen” by each tooth flank must be determined and used
as the input load value for the stress calculation of each individual tooth. This
can only be iterated if the load at each thread root can be precisely determined.
However we can predict with mathematical certainty that unless a thread root
farther away from the loaded face is mechanically damaged and thus a location
of higher stress concentration factor is introduced in the tooljoint at that location,
the failure will be initiated at the point of highest stress concentration factor,
which we have determined to be at the LET of the tooljoint.

However, since in the Kelley-Pedersen-Heywood formula we are considering
stress due an axial load acting at a point in a single thread root, and since the
load is assumed to concentrate at a unit area (mm2) then the stress at that point
can be assumed to be the load (200N) acting on a millimeter square of the
thread root, that is 200 MPa. Furthermore, since the load is acting axially, the
stress can be said to concentrated at the root of the thread which forms a circle
whose radius is the fillet radius,

, of the thread. Because of this geometry, the

stress concentration factor (SCF) at that location can be assumed to be that of
a circular hole in a loaded plate [4.16].cxixThe applied axial load of 200N acting
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on a unit area (1 mm2) on the thread flank when multiplied by the SCF of 3 will
give a stress 600 MPa at that location.

The only difference between the derived formula and the Kelley-PedersonHeywood formula is that in the derived formula the load is assumed to be
applied across the length of the unrolled teeth of the entire thread where it acts
as a cantilever. While in the Kelley-Pederson-Heywood formula the load is
applied at a point in a single root of a tooth in the thread.

The importance of the finite element tool in this regard is the ability to discretise
the entire connection and calculate the peak stress values at each root node
and as such determine the value of stress at each root and thus identify the
location of peak root stress. This discretisation process will automatically take
into account the complicated geometry of the connection and, using an
optimized mesh, load paths and stress values at each thread root can then be
obtained.
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Figure 4-15: Numerical and FEA Syy Values for the NC46 Connector

Figure 4-15 above shows the results obtained using the two formulae compared
with the finite element results for the Syy axial stress values at the thread root for
an NC46 connector.

The FEA model shows a range of root stresses between 826.316 MPa in the
root of the last engaged tooth (LET) and 76.91 MPa in the root of the 13th tooth.
The value of the individual tooth stresses is shown as the black line.
	
  
Using	
   the classical beam theory (Bernoulli-Euler), the values obtained for a
representative average tooth root stress is lower at 345.785 MPa. This is higher
than the average FEA stress in the connection (182.77 MPa) but lower than the
FEA Syy stress value at the LET. But since it can be safely assumed that most
of the 2000N load is seen by the LET then it can be said that the stress value
obtained using the classical beam theory can be assumed to be acting at the
LET and as such the peak stress in the connection according to this formula.
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That makes it about 40% of the value obtained from an FEA simulation of the
same loading scenario at the LET.
The value obtained using the Kelley-Pedersen-Heywood formula for the same
representative tooth stress is 600.3 MPa. Following the same assumptions as
above, that equates to slightly more than 73% of the Syy value at the LET that
was obtained from the FEA simulation.
The low value obtained from the classical beam theory is the lowest of three at
345.785 MPa. This can be attributed to the few assumptions made in the
calculations above. Principal of these assumptions is that the load is not
concentrated on the flank of one tooth, that according to Kelley-PedersenHeywood formula can be said to bear the applied load singularly and directly,
but instead it is distributed across the entire length of the thread which is
assumed to be acting as cantilever or a bank of cantilevers [4.17],cxx[4.18].cxxi
The effect of the loaded shoulder (abutment) was also not taken into
consideration. The other reason is that the effect of taper and helix was not
taken into consideration.
At 600.3 MPa, the root stress value obtained using the Kelley-PedersenHaywood formula is also lower than the peak stress at the same location as
obtained using the FEA simulation. This is expected because a later work that
included the use of fatigue tests by Weigle, Laselle and Puertell proved, through
experimentation, that the Kelley-Pedersen-Heywood formula under-predicts the
actual stress values obtained [4.19].cxxii
	
  
The numerical analyses done with the two formulae above both ignore the
existence of helical and taper angles of the physical NC46 connection. The
taper, but not the helix, is incorporated in the FEA model. But in both the
numerical analysis and the FEA analysis the same geometric dimensions were
used and a load of 2000N was used to apply axial tensile pull on the connector
in the classical beam theory while a lower factor load of 200N was used in the
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FEA analysis and the Kelley-Pedersen-Heywood formula to take account of the
reduced dimensions in the model used.
Another factor not considered in the above comparison is that, while it is
possible to simulate an unpreloaded string numerically or using a computational
analysis method such as FEA, it is not physically feasible to axially load up and
retain the integrity of a connector without an internal load (preload) that ensures
compressive and tensile contact loading of the individual teeth, and thus the
integrity of the connection. Unlike oilwell drillstrings, most threaded connections
in service perform service using nothing but preload without the need of an
externally applied force. Application of an external axial load in a threaded
connector without an internal load (preload) is bound to cause the parting of the
connector at the abutment (shoulder) and thus render the integrity of the
connection to nil.
The aim of the analysis above is to provide a comparison between the results
obtained from a simple benchmark FEA study and results from two formulae
that can be used to calculate stresses in the thread root. This is a ‘first step’
validation of the finite element model developed.

4.5.2 Preload on the Connector
Good make-up should create optimum preload conditions in the connection.
This make-up will guarantee maximum connection reliability under applied static
or dynamic loads. The relationship between contact friction, make-up torque
and applied preload was well established in Farr’s

[4.20]cxxiiiand Brennan &

Kare’s [4.21]cxxiv work where the coefficient of friction,

, is shown to be a factor

in the amount of torque required to produce a given preload value. As for the
recommended

values in actual drilling operations, the make-up torque values

recommended for drillstring connections in API-RP7G were determined using a
coefficient of friction of 0.08. Bailey et al. [4.22]cxxv undertook 20 comparative
tests between lead-based, copper-based and zinc-based thread compounds
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and arrived at coefficient of friction ( ) values ranging from 0.08 to 0.12
[4.23].cxxvi
The coefficient of friction was also numerically shown, in the Kelley-PedersenHeywood formula in eq. (4.10) above, to affect the stress induced on the flank
of tooth (or short cantilever) where the friction angle,

, is said to be the

arctangent of the coefficient of friction ( ) value.

Stress analysis on drill strings is undertaken so the results can be used in
experimental and numerical operations such as in fatigue life calculations and
as fracture mechanics input parameters. But stress analysis on drill strings is
difficult because of the varying contribution of tooth geometry, tooth stiffness,
connection stiffness and the role played by preload all add to the stress
distribution profile and these contributions are not easily quantifiable. Any
method used in the simulation of load and preload application in the connector
must take into consideration these challenges. As will be discussed below,
while the application of load and subsequently obtaining stress, strain or
displacement results may seem straightforward, simulating preload is a bit more
complicated as it has to take into account that not only the materials in contact,
but also the geometry of the connector and the presence (or absence) of a film
of lubricant between the contacting surfaces, such as thread dope.

4.5.2.1 Earlier Contact Methods
Gap elements were used in the 2-D axisymmetric mesh generated by the
FORTRAN77 program to model contact behaviour between nodes. Gap
elements are multi-freedom (multi-point) constraints in which the value of the
constraint is a function of the value of given nodal displacement components
[4.24].cxxvii These elements were programmed to model load transfer between
contacting nodes. Abaqus defines the clearance between gap elements,
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, as;

where

is the initial separation distance,

is the contact direction,

and

are the total displacements at the first and second nodes of the gap element.
When

becomes negative the gap elements are closed and the constraint

is imposed.
While earlier FEA work used of gap elements in contact simulation, the writer
believes that better contact algorithms in the current versions of almost all FEA
codes have now superseded the use of gap elements in contact simulation.
Using this new contact simulation method, load transfer between nodes and
elements can be modelled using an algorithm that recognises one surface as
the slave and the other as master [4.25].cxxviii The Abaqus FEA code enforces
contact by forming equations involving groups of nearby nodes.
The contact algorithm in Abaqus/Standard, the FEA code used in this work, is
built around the Newton-Raphson technique. The technique examines the state
of all contact interactions at the start of each increment to establish whether
slave nodes are open or closed. If a node is closed, the code determines
whether it is sliding or sticking. It then applies a constraint for each closed node
and removes constraints from any node where the contact state changes from
closed to open after which it carries out an iteration and updates the
configuration of the model using the calculated corrections [4.6].cxxix
In this work, the application of preload in the simulation was obtained using the
interference fit method because it best mimics the actual load transfer scenario
in the physical connector. The slight overlap (or interference) introduced that is
resolved using the *SHRINK Abaqus command uses displacement control to
mimic the force that is introduced using torque to load up the connector.
4.5.2.2 Methods of Applying Preload
Preload added to a connector will introduce tensile/compressive mean stress
which, in turn, will reduce the alternating stresses and hence increase the
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fatigue life of the connector. In real-life applications, without preloading the
connector, there will be relative movement of the two parts (pin and box) that
make up the connector which will give rise to galling, fretting and excessive
wear in the tooth and shoulder area [4.27].cxxx
There are four (4) main methods of applying preload in the finite element
analysis of a bolted assembly. These methods are:

4.5.2.2.1 Direct Force on bolt and nut

Figure 4-16: Direct Load on the Shoulder of the NC46 Model
In the case where forces are applied directly to one of the two contact areas
(the shoulder, in this case) as shown in Figure 4-16 above. The forces, which
are equal and acting in opposite directions, are expected to induce a
compressive force that simulates preload on the two contacting surfaces.
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Figure 4-17: Stress Contours for Direct Load on Shoulder

It can be seen from Figure 4-17 above showing the Syy and the von Mises
stress contours that while appreciable stress is shown around the shoulder and
the pin LET (from Figure 4-18b - von Mises), the overriding effect is the high
compressive stresses (in blue) at the shoulder as can be seen from Figure 418a.
A closer examination of the effect of this type of preload application to the stress
distribution at the roots can be seen from Figure 4-18 below which shows the
SCF distribution in the root of the teeth of the model in the presence of a direct
preload applied on the shoulder. It can be seen that the effect of the preload
force when applied in this manner is restricted to the LET and the few (two or
three) teeth downstream from the LET.
This behaviour is not in concordance with the behaviour observed using either
theoretical or other analytical methods of applying preload. Neither is it
supported by any earlier work done.
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Figure 4-18: Preload SCF in NC46 Connector with Direct Load on Shoulder
4.5.2.2.2 Thermal Stress Method

Thermal loading can also be used to load up the structure at a location near the
abutment (shoulder) to create a thermal stress on the location which will, in turn,
exert a displacement. Depending on where and how the loading is applied
combined with knowledge of the elastic and thermal expansivity properties of
the material, a force of a given value can be applied at the shoulder to simulate
preload.

Using the developed 2-D axisymmetric model of the NC46 connector, a location
just below the shoulder was picked on the box as shown in Figure 4-19 (a) and
(b) below.
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Figure 4-19: Thermal Load on the NC46 Model Showing Thermal Strip (b)
An external tensile load of 20 MPa was applied to the top of the pin to simulate
an externally applied load while the Coefficient of Friction ( ) was set at 0.07.
In all other material parameters, such as Coefficient of Thermal Expansion ( =
1.2 x 10-5/oC), Modulus of Elasticity (E = 203 x 103 MPa) and Poisson Ration
( = 0.3) values for steel were used. Results for Syy values were analysed at the
pin LET to observe the effect of the application of preload using this method. As
can be seen from the stress contours in Figure 4-20 below, while there is
appreciable global effect to the Syy values, the most noticeable effect was
observed at the point of the application of the load.

Figure 4-20: Thermally Loaded Connector: Syy (a) and von Mises Stress (b)
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Baragetti, while discussing the effect of taper variation on the load distribution of
a NC50 connector, simulated preload through the application of thermal stress
on a strip of elements located in a position as to have the effect of loading up
the connector on the shoulder thereby obtaining a preload force in the abutment
[4.28].cxxxi
In order to obtain the optimum make-up torque value, various FE analyses on
the model were undertaken in which the input thermal stress (temperature) was
progressively increased to obtain the required preload value. With the
knowledge of the relationship between the induced axial load and preload and
also that of axial load and make-up torque, it was found to be possible to
simulate the application of make-up torque by varying the temperature.

Figure 4-21 below shows the values obtained from the experiment described
above. For validation, the values obtained for the NC46 connector are then
compared to those obtained by Baragetti.

Application of thermal load on connector shoulders remains a theory that can be
determined through numerical calculations or finite element simulation but
practical applications of it, within the limiting envelop of the materials’ physical
and elastic properties, remains impractical because temperatures far in excess
of the materials’ melting point have to be used in order to obtain any usable
result.
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Figure 4-21: Thermal Stress Plotted Against Preload Force on Shoulder

4.5.2.2.3 Pretension Surface Method

This preload method replicates actual preloading that occurs in practice when
the pin is screwed up tight into the box. Since the pin in the computer model
cannot be rotated in the box to apply make-up torque and tighten the
connection, the threads can be moved in relation to the abutment (shoulder)
faces. If the pretension force is too high the fasteners may yield or fail
catastrophically and if it is too low it may compromise the integrity of the
connection. An amount of load that will give the exact required preload must be
estimated either through iteration with different load values or through the use of
values used in an earlier similar work.
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Figure 4-22: Application of Preload Using Pre-Tension Section Method

The Abaqus code command for the application of load in this method is *PRETENSION SECTION. This is used in conjunction with pre-tension node and a
rigid element. The primary function of the rigid multi-point constraint (MPC)
element is to link the pre-tension node to the pre-tension surface and transmit
the single degree of freedom constraint to the pre-tension section. This keyword
defines the tension or torque in the bolt. As it states, the tension is applied on
an earlier defined cross-section at approximately the centre of the bolt shank.
As shown in Figure 4-22 above, a pre-tension node is then created and
connected to the identified section. The pre-tension node, which has only one
degree of freedom, is mainly used to apply preload across the pre-tension
section and maintain the tightening adjustment so that the load across the
fastener may increase or decrease upon loading of the structure. A point load
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applied in a direction normal to pre-tension section mimics the torque applied to
connection, and the total force transmitted across the pre-tension section is the
combination of the reaction force at the pre-tension node and any other
concentrated force at the node [4.23].
The pulling force that creates the pre-tension is applied on the pre-tension node
which has a single degree of freedom in the direction perpendicular to the pretension section. The pulling force on the node is transmitted to the pre-tension
section by use of the rigid element described above using a multi-point
constraint keyword, *MCP [4.29].cxxxii The basic process flow is shown in Figure
4-23 below.

Figure 4-23: Process Algorithm for the Pre-tension Section Method
A set is created in the Abaqus code that consists of the four areas of the model
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in contact, namely, the two shoulder surfaces and the two teeth area surfaces of
the pin and box.
This method for the application of preload was used to validate the functionality
of the 3-D model used in this work. An independent node was introduced into
the model and used to apply both axial pull for tensile load and, later, another
independent node was used to add rotational load to apply a bend on the model
to simulate a dogleg.

4.5.2.2.4 Interference Fit Method of Applying Preload

Because of effects related not only the to the tooth and connection stiffness of
the connector but also to its peculiar geometry, numerical and FEA modelling of
a threaded connection is complex and values for simulation input are not easily
quantifiable. Factors that may affect the construction of the model or the
application of modelling input parameters need to be handled carefully.
Geometry effects such as the presence of a helix, thread run-out, complex (and
often times, different) thread root geometry, the control of load transfer across
an abutment and the possible variation of coefficient of friction due to the
presence of a lubricant film, or thread dope, between the contacting surfaces all
contribute to the accuracy or not of simulation results obtained. Most
importantly, unlike in the physical model, the connection cannot be tightened in
the FEA model to a make-up torque value to obtain desired preload. The
interference fit method achieves this through the resolution of overclosure
(overlap) in the contacting parts of the model [4.30].cxxxiii
As such there is a need to formulate and use a preload method that take into
consideration most if not all of the factors that may affect the accuracy of the
simulation. The Interference Fit method takes into account the absence of both
the helix and thread run-out in the model geometry.
Preload application in the 2-D analyses undertaken in this work was executed
using the Interference Fit method. This preload method most closely replicates
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actual preloading that occurs in practice when the pin is screwed tight into the
box. Translating the threads of one of the connecting members (pin or box) in
the axial direction in the presence of a force (axial or preload) while disallowing
any movement in the abutment faces will result in the application of a preload
force in the connector. This is demonstrated in Figure 4-24 below.

Figure 4-24: Interference Fit Overlap Between Pin and Box Teeth

Translating a set in the model that consists of one set of the teeth (pin or box) is
akin to translating the teeth in the axial (Y) direction as one "walks" round the
physical connector and therefore loading up the connector through tooth contact
on the flanks. So moving the teeth in the model does not violate the sketch but
rather shows the effect of the axial movement of one flank against an opposing
flank in the presence of an axial force.	
  
This conversion of displacement into a preload force is only possible when a
second instruction is inserted in the FEA code to resolve any interference
between the contacting surfaces thereby resolving the applied displacement
into a contact force. This instruction, the *SHRINK command in Abaqus, will
automatically resolve the over-closure in the first step of the analysis and
convert the overlap into a pressure force on between the translated and
stationary set.
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The final model will take into account the contact areas, supports/restraints and
expected maximum allowable loads (normally between 50% to 75% of the
material’s yield strength). Values for the amount of overlap are varied for
successive iterations of the simulation until an acceptable amount of preload
force is obtained at the shoulder. After the first run is completed, the induced
preload in the connector is assessed, and with the knowledge of the materials
yield and tensile strength, the maximum allowable preload is determined and
the overlap of the FEA model adjusted to approach this preload value.
A step-by-step process to achieve the above is shown in shown in Figure 4-25
below.
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Figure 4-25: Steps for an Interference Fit Preload Simulation
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4.5.3 Application of Boundary Conditions to the Model
As mentioned in Section 4.2.2.2. above, the FEA codes understand that each
quadrilateral axisymmetric element face (CAX4) represent a complete ring that
extends 360o about a given axis. The model is only free to move in the axial (z)
direction. Attempt to move an element in the radial (r) direction will only and
induce hoop stresses in the model from that movement. The axial direction is
therefore the only direction of rigid body motion, which means the model is free
to move in the axial (z) direction but it is constrained in at the base by the
applied boundary conditions not to move.
Figure 4-26 below shows the stress and strain formulation of an axisymmetric
model and the applied boundary conditions of threaded connection.

Figure 4-26: Stress/Strain Formulation of Axisymmetric Elements
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4.5.4 Determination of Preload Stresses Induced in the Connector
To determine the amount of preload induced in the connector by a certain
overlap amount, a geometric line is positioned close to the loaded shoulder of
both the pin and box components to read preload stresses induced due to the
overlap on the pin and box teeth. The geometric line is a sensor that can be
used to read the stresses induced in the connection. This is achieved by
reading the nodal stresses in the YY direction along the line, which are then
used to calculate the forces on the element face between the two nodes on an
element lying along the line. The geometric line and the elements and nodes
lying along it are shown in Figure 4-27 below.

Figure 4-27: Line of Geometry for Calculating Preload Force in the Model
To arrive at the correct amount of overlap that will give the required preload, the
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nodal forces along the line of geometry are calculated as;

Where

is the force along the line,

components at nodes 1 and 2, and

and

and

are the nodal Syy stress

are the x-coordinate positions of

the nodes1 and 2 along the geometric line.
Therefore, for the connection to be in equilibrium, the force along the line of
geometry on the pin must be equal and opposite to the force along the line of
geometry on the box, or,

The amount of stress along the line of geometry will, therefore, be

From stress data generated by an Abaqus solution values for the NC46
connector, values for

and

were used to compute the value for

Full results of the computed force values on elements in the line of geometry
are shown all cases of preload force only and the preload + axial load scenarios
in Appendix E: Simulation Results.

4.5.4.1 Confirming Preload Forces are Equal and Opposite
Theoretically, in an equilibrium condition, from eq. (4.12) above, the preload
force in the pin are expected to be equal and opposite to the preload force in
the box. A series of simulations were undertaken on the NC46 connector for
various amount of overlap (from 0.05mm to 0.35mm) in order to calculate the
preload force in the pin and box using eq. (4.11) above. The result obtained
from the simulation is shown in Table 4-2 and Figure 4-28 below.
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Table 4-2 Equality in Preload Force Values in Pin (+ve) and Box (-ve)

Figure 4-28: Equality in Preload Force Values in Pin (+ve) and Box (-ve)

4.5.4.2 Model Validation with Previous Work Done
Extensive work has been done in the study of the effect and location of peak
stress in threaded connections in general and oilwell drillstring threaded
connections in particular. In all these studies, the Stress Concentration Factor
(SCF), and especially the location of the peak value of this dimensionless
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parameter, is used to predict the location for the onset of fatigue failure. The
SCF,

, is a dimensionless parameter that is the ratio between maximum

local stress and the nominal global stress in the body, or mathematically,

However, in Chapter Two, for the root stresses of a drillstring threaded
connection, SCF,
tooth , .
tooth ,

was defined as the local peak stress in component near

, divided by the local nominal stress in the component’s body at
, or,

Earlier work by Tafreshi & Dover [4.7], Macdonald & Deans [4.31],cxxxiv
Baha’I [4.32]cxxxv and Baragetti & Baryshnikov [4.33],cxxxvi while approaching
the problem from different investigative angles, all looked at the relationship of
fatigue and drillstring failure from the point of view of stress concentrations at
locations of geometric discontinuities such as the thread roots.
In Figure 4-28 below Tafreshi and Dover’s results from investigations carried
out on an NC46 connector were compared to the results obtained from the twodimensional FEA model of the NC46 connector developed and used in this
work. It should be noted here that just as was done in the earlier investigation
by Tafreshi-Dover, the model was tested with axial load only without a preload
force and then a preload force was added and tested again with the same axial
load.
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Figure 4-29: Validating the NC46 SCF Results with Tafreshi-Dover Results

The load values in the actual FEA model and in the actual drillstring are
obtained by loading up the connector with an external axial load. A reduction of
load carried by the first threads engaged limits both failures due to fatigue
caused by combined loading and failures induced by galling especially for
aluminum drillstring connections. Connections are subjected to stresses
induced by make-up torque and the superposition of alternate or pulsating axial
and bending stresses, the latter are present if the drill-string has to deviate and
follow non-rectilinear routes during actual drilling operations. Lower loads on the
first threads engaged mean lower contact pressures which, in turn, reduce
galling problems.
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4.6 Connection Working Limits and Failure Criteria
4.6.1 Connection Working Limits
API specifications limit only the minimum yield strength of RSCs thus allowing
the production of rotary-shouldered connections (RSCs) with a broad range of
mechanical characteristics [4.34].cxxxvii For conventional drillpipes, the minimum
yield strength can vary from a range of 515 MPa (E75 grade) to 930 MPa (S135
grade) and 830 MPa for tool joints. Any analysis must consider the aforesaid
figures in determining the working limits of the drillstring connection.
For different drilling situations, it is important to know the maximum allowable
combination of loads that can be applied to the drill string components. These
might include loads for make-up and tension or for torsion and tension at a
given make-up torque. The analyses must be carried out at loads not exceeding
50% to 75% of the component’s minimum yield strength [4.35].cxxxviii
The three points of concern as far as working limits are concerned in the
connection are;
1.) Yielding in the pin and box, when the combination of loads in the connection
exceeds the component’s minimum yield strength,
2.) Application of torsional load that will cause a permanent dimensional change
in the component, or torsional yield and, finally,
3.) Separation of the connection at the shoulder that will cancel out the shoulder
compressive load induced by the make-up torque.
All simulations undertaken in this work were done with the three concerns
mentioned above in mind. Baragetti and Baryshikov [4.33] proposed a method
for evaluation of the working limits of rotary shouldered connections under static
loading using a numerical procedure confirmed by full scale experimental tests.
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4.6.1.1 Yield Validation
The individual teeth and other areas of peak stress in the connection were
observed under two limiting conditions of shoulder separation and pin yielding.
All validations carried out in this work attempt to look at the stress concentration
factor, SCF, at these areas as an indicator of peak stress and possible location
of failure initiation. These observations were done under varying cases of two
loading criteria – axial tensile load and preload. In the next chapter the author
reports on the work that was undertaken comparing (and assessing the
suitability) of the various materials that are currently in use or can be used as
drillstring materials in deepwater and ERD applications. Failure analysis and
validation is undertaken here to investigate yielding of the pin and box materials
so as to identify their working limits as defined by the standard industry
specifications and the material’s properties.
Failure Criteria is defined and calculated for the purpose of determining the load
limit in any structure. This load limit relates to an estimate of the yield or failure
of the structure or component. The FEA model simulates loading on a structure
and reports the response of the structure to such a loading closely, within the
limits of the margins of error discussed in earlier chapters, approximates to the
expected response of the physical structure.
For Isotropic ductile materials, the most commonly used failure criteria are the
Maximum Shear Stress, or Tresca Criterion and the von Mises, (or Maximum
Distortion Energy Criterion). Both criteria use principal stresses in their
formulation [4.36].cxxxix
In the Tresca criterion any given point in the body is considered safe as long the
maximum shear stress at that point is under the yield shear stress obtained
from a uniaxial tensile test. For a two-dimensional stress field the maximum
shear stress is related to the difference in the two principal stresses. This
means that for the Tresca Criterion, the principal stress difference and the
principal stresses themselves must be less than the yield shear stress [4.36].
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This can be expressed mathematically as;

The von Mises Criterion is based on the determination of the distortion energy
in a given material, that is, the energy associated with the change of shape,
rather than a change in volume, of the material. According to the von Mises
Criterion, a structural material is safe as long the maximum value of the
distortion per unit volume in that material remains smaller than the distortion
energy per unit volume required to cause yield in a tensile test specified for that
material [4.37].cxlIn other words, failure occurs when the energy of distortion
reaches the same energy for yield in uniaxial tension. For a three-dimensional
stress field, this can be expressed mathematically as;

In case of a plane stress situation (where

) eq. (4.27a) reduces to

Because we are dealing with a principally linear-elastic problem in these FEA
analyses and knowing that the materials studied exhibit ductile behaviour, the
von Mises failure criterion is ideal in determining the stress level that must not
be exceeded for the mechanical behaviour of the material to remain in the
linear-elastic region.
A series of analyses were undertaken on the NC46 two-dimensional
axisymmetric model in both the preloaded only and the axial plus preloaded
cases to determine the maximum amount of load that can be applied without
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yielding either of the connection components. Understandably, the first of such
analyses undertaken was in the preloaded case. Knowing that the yield strength
of the material under analysis (AIS4145H) is 930 MPa, the target will be to
determine the amount of preload-inducing overlap that will give a von Mises
stress of between 50% and 75% of the yield strength value.
As shown in Table 4-3 below an acceptable value was obtained at an overlap
value of 0.2mm. A value below this (<0.2mm) will under-load the connection
while at a value above that (>0.2mm) the connection material risks yielding.
This is shown graphically in Figure 4-30 below.
The aim of this analysis is develop a benchmark case, using AISI 4145H steel
in this case, based on which the model can be fully validated and in the which
the benchmark elastic parameters can be substituted for the parameters of
other materials to be studied.

Table 4-3 Yield Analysis to Determine Overlap Value for NC46 Connector
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Figure 4-30: von Mises Stress Vs. Overlap Values for Preload

Having determined the amount of overlap required to apply the predetermined
preload the next step is to load the connector in tension so as to determine the
maximum amount of axial tensile load the connector can withstand before
yielding in the presence of preload. To achieve this, the connector was loaded
in tension and the von Mises stress was observed in relation to varying amount
of applied tensile load. The aim to is to observe what amount of axial load will
induce a tensile stress large enough to overcome the compressive stress
induced by the preload force and cause yielding in any of the components or a
separation at the shoulder.

In accordance with design standards such as the BS 11961:2008 [4.38]cxli the
lower value yield strength for a Grade ‘S’ drillpipe is 930 MPa. This grade of
pipe, commonly referred to S135 [4.39],cxlii as shown in Table 4-5 below, was
chosen for the benchmarking studies because it has the highest yield strength
of all conventional grades of steel drillpipes currently in common use in the field.
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Conventional
Drillpipe
Properties
Steel Grade
E75
X95
G105
S135
Tool Joints

Yield Strength
Minimum
Maximum
K Psi
75
95
105
135
120

MPa
515
655
725
930
830

K Psi
105
125
135
165

MPa

Minimum
Tensile
Strength
K Psi
100
105
115
145
140

MPa
690
725
790
1000
970

Table 4-4 Conventional Drillpipe Grade and Properties

In tensile loading, as depicted by the bolt and nut joint diagram in Section 2.2.3 of
Chapter Two, once the connection is optimally preloaded - a positive change in von
Mises stresses is only noticeable when the applied axial load is of a magnitude large

enough to overcome the preload compressive forces. Figure 4-31 and Figure 432 below show a preloaded connection reacting to an increase in external
tensile load. In Figure 4-31, the preload force can be seen inducing a maximum
von mises stress of 616.7 MPa on the model while in Figure 4-32 the tensile
load is seen to have no effect on the von Mises stress value until a certain value
(>500KN) is exceeded after which the magnitude of the von Mises stress is
seen to vary with the increase in tensile loading.

Figure 4-31: Stress Contour of von Mises Stress Value at 0.2mm Overlap
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A further observation that additionally validates the model is the increasing
inequality in the value of tensile force in the pin and the compressive force in
box. As can be seen from Table 4-2 and Figure 4-28 above, during the
application of the preload-only force in the connector the forces in the pin and
box are equal and opposite. However, upon the introduction of a tensile load on
the already preloaded connector, the equality is lost as is shown in Figure 4-33
below.

Figure 4-32: Tensile Load Vs von Mises Stress for Preload & Axial Load

Initially, a change is observed from the 20KN to 520KN range where the
application external tensile load causes a slight increase in stress in the pin and
a non-proportional increase in the compressive force in the box. Between
500KN and 1MN a reverse of the earlier phenomenon is observed whereby the
decrease in compressive force in the box levels out but a steep increase in the
tensile force in the pin is observed. This observed phenomenon confirms active
load ‘transfer’ between the box and pin and why, in the presence of preload and
external axial load, the most critical stress concentration factor is located in the
pin. This is shown clearly in Sections 1 and 2 of Appendix E under Benchmark
Analyses- AISI4145H Steel.
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Figure 4-33: Force in Pin and Box After Application of Tensile Load
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5 Simulations and Results
Non-Conventional Drillstring Materials: Simulations and
Results
5.1 Introduction
The economic demands form a substantial part of the operational demands
since drillstring materials are now expected to perform under very tough and
exacting standards as far as their physical properties are concerned. In ultradeep drilling (UDD), failure of the drillstring in a scenario where the material’s
safe operating envelop is exceeded will translate into substantial operating cost
for the operator not only because this has the potential for an undesirable
eventuality which may warrant the suspension drilling operations but also
because in this particular case, the drillstring failure occurs very deep. This is
bound to present a problem that will cost much more remedy than in the case of
normal or shallow depth drilling.
The depth at which current exploration campaigns are targeting using UDD and
ERD requires an increased number of tubulars to reach the zones of interest.
Other factors such as the high tensile hook loads expected to be experienced
by strings placed shallower up the wellbore, fatigue due to cyclic stresses in
rotating strings (especially if rotating in a dogleg) and increase in torque and
drag due to elevated loads require that physical factors such as reduced
drillstring weight, material strength and the durability of the drillstring material be
studied for various material types and compared with AISI 4145H steel, the
material currently in conventional drillstring use. Non-conventional materials
currently in use as drillstring materials include aluminium alloy (Al-Zn-Mg-II,
70,000 psi or 480 MPa yield strength) and titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4AV, 114,000
psi or 827 MPa yield strength). While both of these materials are lighter than the
steel type used in the manufacture of drillstring components, the latter comes
with a near-prohibitive cost disadvantage while the former is too light and has
much weaker elastic properties than steel and titanium alloy. Table 5.1 below
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shows the elastic and physical properties of the drillstring materials under study.
The applicability of all these materials as DP materials will be discussed in the
later part of this chapter.

DP Grade

Steel (S135)

Non-Conventional Drillpipe Properties
Yield
Young’s
Poisson
S/W
Strength
Modulus,
Ratio
Ratio
(MPa)
E(MPa)
930
200000
0.3
737.3

% S/W Ratio
Improvement
over S135
0%

Steel (Z-140)

965

200000

0.3

764.6

4%

Steel (V-150)

1034

200000

0.3

819.2

11%

Steel (UD-165)

1137

200000

0.3

901.2

22%

Aluminium Alloy

480

70000

0.35

823.1

12%

827

114000

0.3

1,012.7

37%

(Al-Zn-Mg II)
Titanium Alloy
(Ti-6Al-4V)

Table 5-1 Elastic Properties of Drillstring Materials [5.1]cxliii
As can be seen from Table 5-1 above, other materials considered are the
newly-developed steel alloys with higher yield strengths, at least one of which,
UD-165, was developed specifically with UDD in mind. These are the Z-140
(140,000 psi or 965 MPa yield strength), the V-150 (150,000 psi or 1,034 MPa
yield strength) and the UD-165 (165,000 psi or 1,137 MPa yield strength) steel
grades.
The benchmark studies of the model was undertaken in the previous chapter
used the elastic properties of the strongest grade of conventional drillstring
material, the S-135, made from AISI4145H steel. The study shows the stress
response of the material under conditions of varying magnitudes of applied
preload and external axial loads.
It should be noted here that, as shown in Figure 5-1 below, aluminium alloy and
titanium alloy drillpipes are sometimes manufactured with standard API steel
tooljoints which can be handled by already available tubular handling equipment
on the drill floor and allows for the deployment of hybrid steel/aluminium alloy
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drillstrings. The tool joints are connected to the aluminum alloy or titanium alloy
drill pipe using a thermal shrink fit technology, which is recognized for its longterm dependability.
In a certain proprietary case [5.2,],cxlivthe Aluminum Alloy Drill Pipe (ADP) is
machined with six modified Acme threads per inch on 3/8" taper per foot. The
end of the pipe is provided with a smooth concentric shoulder. Beyond this
point, the pipe is tapered through the transition zone. The inside of the pipe end
of the tool joint displays the threads, the end shoulder and the counterbore.

Figure 5-1: Aluminium Drillpipe with Steel Tooljoint [5.2]
Using the FEA model developed, an investigation was undertaken to study the
response of the model to other steel and non-steel drillstring materials. The
study involved determination of the working limits of the string in terms of the
applicable preload and external tensile load using the von Mises failure
criterion. The results obtained from the simulation are shown in the two tables
below and discussed in more detail in the subsequent sections. Table 5-2 below
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shows the amount of overlap that will generate the upper limit value of allowable
preload stress using the chosen failure criterion. Table 5-3 below, on the other
hand, shows the same value for an axial load limit. The data from which these
results are generated is attached as Appendix E: Simulation Results.

Table 5-2 Preload Limit of Drillstring Materials under Investigation

Table 5-3 Axial Load Limit of Drillstring Materials under Investigation
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5.2 Non-Conventional Drillpipe Materials
5.2.1 High-Strength Steels
High-strength steels drillpipes are developed with extended-reach drilling (ERD)
in mind [5.3].cxlvThey represent a mid- to long-term solution to the problem of
strength requirement of drillstrings in such an application. Current high-strength
grades available on the market today are Z-140 and V-150. These grades
provide 4% and 11% improvement in strength-to-weight ratio respectively when
compared to S-135 drill pipe and carry only a relatively small cost premium over
S-135 drill pipe, moreover, they exhibit the same elastic and physical properties
as conventional steel drillpipes as such no special tables, charts and data is
required to arrive at their operational parameters such as string weight,
buoyancy and pipe wear over time [5.3]. Another advantage the high-strength
steel drillpipes have, especially, over aluminium drillpipes, is that there is no
requirement for the modification of the drill floor pipe handling equipment to
prevent crushing or plastically damaging the pipe due low stiffness values.
The substantial improvement in obtaining high toughness in high-strength steels
has led drill pipe manufacturers towards the development of ultra high-strength
steels such as UD-165. The development of the UD-165 grade with 165,000
pounds per square inch yield strength tubes would provide a 22% improvement
in strength-to-weight ratio when compared to S-135 drill pipe. This would be
second only to Titanium drillpipes in strength-to-weight ratio (SWR). The cost of
the UD-165 drillpipe is also substantially less than that of titanium alloy
drillpipes.
5.2.2 Steel Drillpipes: Preload Yield Stress Analysis Results (S, V &
Z Grades)
As stated in Table 5-2 and Table 5.3 above and shown Figure 5-2 below, at an
external tensile load range of >500KN and <600KN for a steel drillstring with
0.2mm overlap and using the von Mises failure criterion, the highest nodal
stress was seen to be 611.6 MPa for the conventional drillstring steel material
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and 754.9 MPa for the same amount of overlap and an external load limit of
550KN for the UD-165 drillstring.

Figure 5-2: von Mises Failure Determination (Steel)

Figure 5-3: von Mises Failure Determination (UD165 Steel)

Figure 5-4 below shows a graphical representation of the results obtained in the
preload simulation where the red lines represent the variation of induced
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preload force with the amount of overlap at the teeth, the yield strength of steel
(upper horizontal red line) and the stress induced in the string at an overlap
value that will produce a preload force that is between 50-75 percent of the yield
strength value (the lower horizontal line). The other three lines are for the yield
strength values of Z-140 (green), V-150 (purple) and UD-165 (green) steels. All
the steel grades were simulated using the same elastic properties.

Figure 5-4: Induced Preload Stress Vs Overlap Amount (Steel DPs)
It can be seen from Fig. 5.4 above that the induced preload value for 0.2mm
overlap falls within the 50-75% of the yield stress value for all the steel grades.
While it is possible to go beyond the 0.2mm overlap in the of UD-165 steel, the
simulation will be focusing instead on extending applied external tensile loading
in the case of this grade of steel. This is because the grade was developed
primarily for ultra-deep drilling applications, hence the name. From Table 5.3
above it can be seen that while the other steel grades (S, Z and V) are limited to
tensile load range of 500KN to 550KN, the UD-165 grade will still be within its
working limit at a tensile load range of 550KN to 600KN.
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5.2.3 Aluminium Alloy Drillpipes
Aluminium Drill Pipes (ADP) technology is one way of applying an existing
material to an existing technology to tap into the unique benefits of such a
material. The key characteristics of an ADP are specified in the ISO-15546:
“Aluminium Alloy Drillpipe for the Oil and Gas Industry” standard. Because the
standard calls for the ADP to be handled in a similar manner as steel drillpipes,
the ADPs are fitted with steel tooljoints [5.4]cxlvi to avoid expensive retrofitting
of the drillpipe handling tools on the drill floor.
Use of aluminium alloy (Al-Zn-Mg II) drillpipes is not a new concept in oil well
drilling as it has been in existence for over half a century in the oilfields of the
USSR, and

later, Russia. By the beginning of the 1990s, aluminium alloy

drillpipes were involved in drilling 70% to 80% of the all oil and gas wells in the
Soviet Union. Over a million metres of aluminium alloy drillpipes is currently in
operation in Russia [5.5].cxlvii
The demands of ERD well construction calls for various qualities in a drillstring
which may or may not be present in a conventional drillstring built for a
directional or horizontal well. In light of this aluminium alloy drillpipes comes
with some inherent characteristics that make them ideally suited for ERD
applications. These include:
1. Light weight;
2. Impact resistance;
3. Good corrosion resistance;
4. Lower Modulus of Elasticity
5. Non-magnetic (no interference with downhole electronics);
6. Increased rig capacity
7. Reduction in off-bottom torque;
8. Improved over-pull margin;
One of the few disadvantages of aluminium alloy drill pipes is that they
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generally require greater wall thickness than steel drill pipes. The other
disadvantage is tendency of the yield strength of aluminium alloy drillstrings to
fall dramatically at elevated temperatures.

5.2.3.1 Aluminium Alloy: Preload and Tensile Yield Stress Analysis
Results
Aluminium alloy drillpipes are made from the Al-Mg-Zn-II alloy. As shown in
Table 5-2 and Table 4-3 above and Figure 5-5 below, at an external tensile load
range of >300KN and <350KN in an aluminium alloy drillstring with 0.3mm
overlap and using the von Mises failure criterion, the highest nodal stress was
seen to be 355 MPa. This constitutes about 74% of the yield strength of 480
MPa for this particular alloy.

Figure 5-5: von Mises Failure Determination (Aluminium Alloy)
Figure 5-6 below shows a graphical representation of the results obtained in the
preload simulation where the green lines represent the variation of induced
preload force with the amount of overlap at the teeth, the yield strength of
aluminium alloy (upper horizontal line) and the stress induced in the string at an
overlap value that will produce a preload force that is between 50-75 percent of
the yield strength value (the lower horizontal line). The low stiffness
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(compliance) of aluminium alloy accounts for the high overlap value as
compared to steel.

Figure 5-6: Induced Preload Stress Vs Overlap Amount (ADPs)

5.2.4 Titanium Alloy Drillpipes
Titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V) drillpipes are made from the Ti-Al-Zn alloy. Titanium
alloy drillpipes combine the durability of steel and the flexibility of composite
materials. Because of these features, they have found wide applicability in short
radius extended reach drilling where high cyclic stresses are encountered, In a
typical short radius re-entry programme drillpipes can be expected to have a
radius of curvature of less than 60 feet [5.6].cxlviiiAs such titanium alloy drillpipes
are mostly employed to take advantage of what is possible when flexible pipes
are used in small diameter holes in slimhole drilling such as re-entries of
existing wells. Because, globally, there are thousands of straight vertical wells
on many existing producing fields that are candidates for re-entry and
conversion into horizontal and multilateral wells, titanium drillpipes will continue
to be deployed in more and more projects.
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However, apart from the aforementioned advantages, the use of Titanium alloy
drillpipes in ERD offers significant advantages over conventional steel drillpipe
where high cyclic stresses are encountered.
One of the few setbacks for the use Titanium alloy as drillpipe material is its
significant wear rates. Thus, mid-body wear of Titanium alloy drillpipe joints is a
significant risk that may require development of advanced wear “knots” or other
techniques to maximize the usable life of such drillstrings [5.7].cxlixOther
disadvantages of Titanium alloy as a drillstring material include the material’s
near prohibitive cost. The cost to manufacture Titanium alloy drillpipes is
approximately seven to ten times more expensive than that of a conventional
steel drill pipe [5.7].
The physical properties worth noting in Titanium when compared to steel
include:
1. Lower Elastic Modulus: Titanium’s Modulus of Elasticity of 114,000 MPa is
57% of that of steel at 200,000 MPa. This means titanium is 57% as stiff as
steel.
2. High Yield Strength: Titanium alloy’s yield strength of 827 MPa is almost
equal to that of the strongest of the steel used for the manufacture of the
S135 grade of drillpipes. This translates into a Strength-to-Weight (SWR) of
37% over the S135 steel grade.
3. Low Weight: This means for the same hoisting capacity a rig can handle a
titanium drillpipe that is almost double the length the same size steel
drillpipe.
4. Good fatigue resistance; Lab tests have shown that for cyclic stresses
between 200 MPa and 275 MPa, titanium has a fatigue life almost ten times
that of steel.
5. Lower susceptibility to corrosion fatigue; It has also been shown that the
fatigue performance in air of titanium alloy drillstrings is sustained in the
drilling environment. Titanium is generally unaffected by corrosive elements
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such as brine, carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulfide that are encountered
while drilling.
5.2.4.1 Titanium Drillpipes: Preload and Tensile Yield Stress Analysis
As stated in Table 5-2 and Table 5-3 above and shown Figure 5-7 below, at an
external tensile load range of >500KN and <550KN in a titanium alloy drillstring
with 0.35mm overlap and using the von Mises failure criterion, the highest nodal
stress was seen to be 659 MPa. This constitutes about 75% of the yield
strength of 880 MPa for this particular alloy.

Figure 5-7: von Mises Failure Determination (Titanium Alloy)

Figure 5-8 below shows a graphical representation of the results obtained in the
preload simulation where the blue lines represent the variation of induced
preload force with the amount of overlap at the teeth, the yield strength of
titanium alloy (upper horizontal line) and the stress induced in the string at an
overlap value that will produce a preload force that is between 50-75 percent of
the yield strength value (the lower horizontal line).
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Figure 5-8: Preload Stress Vs Overlap Amount (Titanium Alloy DPs)
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5.3 Stress Performance Analyses for the Various Drillstring
Materials
From all the three analyses results shown above, the preload stress
performance of the materials is plotted below. Because of a combination of high
tensile strength and low stiffness, the maximum amount of overlap seen so far,
0.35mm, and thus preload force, can be seen in titanium alloy. This is followed
by aluminium alloy with 3.0mm. The lowest value is in steel at 0.2mm. These
results are shown in Figure 5-9 below.
Preload stress values are important in ERD applications because of the
tendency of a rotating string to gall if its maximum make-up torque limit is
exceeded. From the results obtained, coupled with its known property of
toughness, it can be deduced that the best performance in this regard is
titanium alloy. This makes a good case for titanium alloy tooljoints in
equimodulus and hybrid drillstring applications.
The influence of induced preload from overlap lies in the introduction of an
internal compressive load in the connection that an external tensile force has to
overcome before a net positive tensile stress can be observed in the
connection. This brings about a net reduction in the induced stresses in the
connection.
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Figure 5-9: Induced Preload Stress Comparison for All Materials

From Figure 5-9 above, which is a superimposition of the observed stress
response in preload situation for the materials investigated, the preload
performance of the materials under investigation can be seen. The major
observation here is that by a combination of lower elastic modulus and
toughness, titanium alloy can withstand the highest overlap-induced preload.
The practical implication of this is that titanium alloy makes a better material for
ERD wells not only because of its inherent toughness but also because of the
tendency of contact with the drilled formation to further ‘over-tighten’ the
connections in a rotating string. As it shall be seen later in the discussion on
hybrid strings, an ideal combination will be that of a titanium alloy string with
aluminium alloy tooljoints that will further reduce the stress concentration factor
at the critical root. However, there are currently no aluminium alloy tooljoints
manufactured for use with steel or titanium alloy tubulars.
From the results obtained it is observed that in terms of applied axial load, the
best performance was observed in the high strength UD-165 steel. While
preloaded drillstrings made from other steel grades and titanium alloy are within
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their elastic limits for an applied external tensile load of up to 550KN, UD-165
grade of steel is workable up to 600KN. This translates into an ability to support
higher hook loads when drilling deeper wells. If this, and cost, are the only
criterion then, the UD-165 presents itself as the better alternative in all the
strings analysed.

Figure 5-10: Yield Stress Due to Application of Axial Load

Aluminium alloy presents the lowest hook load capacity at 355KN. However, the
main reason why aluminium alloy, despite this shortcoming, has remained a
good drillstring material is its light weight. A maximum allowable hook load of
355KN for aluminium alloy means strength to weight ratio advantage over steel
of 12% (from Table 5-1 above). This, in turn, means rigs can drill to depths with
aluminium alloy strings within the same hook load limit that cannot be reached
with steel drillstrings.
Aluminium alloy’s beneficial buoyancy characteristics, which have not been
covered in this work, also point to additional advantages in using aluminium
alloy tubulars in actual drilling operation.
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When compliance is factored in there is additional advantage of using
aluminium alloys as their comparative softness when used in a hybrid string
arrangement with either steel or titanium alloy components results in a reduce
stress concentration factor (SCF). This is discussed further in the next section.
However, a major disadvantage of aluminium alloys in drillstring application is
their low fatigue limit. This means, because fatigue is a major cause of drillstring
failure, whatever advantage is exhibited by the material is this application, care
must be taken in deploying it in oilwell drilling.
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5.4 Reduction in SCF in Hybrid Strings
A lot of research has gone into the various methods of reducing stress
concentration at the thread roots, especially the critical root at the last engaged
tooth (LET), from which fatigue failure is likely to be initiated. Earlier works
have shown that in 65% of the cases failure in threaded connections occur at
the LET. To mitigate this type of failure, most investigations propose methods of
reducing peak stress values at this location by smoothing out the load
distribution across the teeth which will reduce the concentration of the load at
the critical location [5.8],

cl

[5.9].cliVarious methods of achieving this effect in

loads/stresses have found wide application in fastener technology. Prominent
amongst these methods have been discussed earlier in this work.
One of the many proposals suggested by researchers for achieving a reduction
in the peak stresses concentration is the use of less stiff materials for the nut in
a bolt-nut arrangement, or as in the case of this work, the pin and box of a
drillstring threaded connection. Dragoni [5.9] has shown the beneficial effect of
varying the bolt and nut material to load and stress distribution in a connection.
Starting with the early works on thread load distribution, primarily the work of
Sopwith [5.10]cliiand Stoeckly and Macke [5.11]cliiiand other investigations that
estimated a possible 20% reduction in the thread load concentration factor in an
engagement between a steel bolt and titanium alloy nut as compared to an
equimodulus connection, he varied the Young’s Modulus of the nut to achieve
an even further reduction of the peak stresses in the connection.
So far all the finite element analysis investigations carried out in this work were
undertaken on equimodulus connections with an overlap-induced preload value
and axial tension that is commensurate with the elastic properties of the said
materials. In order to extend the work done by Dragoni and present it with the
added validation of a finite element study, it was decided to use the already
developed NC46 connection model to investigate the effect(s) of varying the
material types in a hybrid pin/box arrangement.
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A lesser percentage of failures is associated with thread run-out and can be
mitigated by decreasing the shank diameter. When the benefits of the a softer
box material is combined with a reduction in the shank diameter of the tooljoint,
simulated here using the gauge diameters of three different connection
geometries, NC40, NC46 and NC50, where the NC50 connection has the
smallest shank diameter, then it can be seen that a much greater benefit is
derived. The phenomenon of lower SCF in hybrid strings with softer materials
is not unconnected with the mechanical compliance of the soft material when in
contact with a hard material. In this situation the soft material undergoes greater
strain and, if working within its elastic limits, will undergo greater deflections
than in an equimodulus situation.
The three different tooljoint geometries (NC40, NC46 and NC50) have the same
thread profile (V 0.038R). The loading scenario used in these simulations
considers the working limits of the materials of the two connections thus the
load input used in the simulation is the lower of the two materials in the hybrid
string while the coefficient of friction is maintained at the value used in the
previous equimodulus simulations.
For each of the hybrid configurations, six (6) different simulations were
undertaken; two each for the three different geometries. The two simulations
mimic two scenarios, one a hard box/soft pin and the other a hard pin/soft box.
Stress values at the LET thread roots were observed and from these readings a
stress concentration factor (SCF) was calculated and compared to the values
obtained for an equimodulus string and since the critical LET SCF being
observed is in the pin and not the box component of the connection, in both the
hard box/soft pin and hard pin/soft box scenarios, it is the critical LET SCF of
the pin that is taken as the benchmark. A percentage difference in reduction of
SCF was then obtained in each case and presented.
The results obtained from the simulations indicate that a beneficial improvement
in SCF is obtained in each case as the string geometry gets smaller. The
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significance of this observation is that the benefits of the application of Titanium
alloy and Aluminium alloy drillstrings in slimhole drilling can now be viewed from
the point of reduced SCF string SCF instead of the only light-weight strings. It
was also seen that, as theorised by Dragoni, a more compliant nut, or in our
case, a soft box, reduces the peak SCF in the connection when compared to a
similar equimodulus connection.
It is important here to mention that the classification of the materials as soft and
hard are, in the case of this investigation, a comparison of the stiffness of the
materials as depicted by the materials elastic properties and not mechanical
hardness as depicted by the material’s resistance to plastic deformation as
measure in Vicker’s and Brinnel hardness tests. All investigations in this work
were undertaken within the elastic range. Full finite element analysis simulation
results reported here are attached as Appendix E: Simulation Results.

5.4.1 Steel/Titanium Alloy Hybrid String

Figure 5-11: SCF Reduction in a Steel/Titanium Alloy Hybrid String
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The first hybrid drillstring combination simulated is made up of steel with a
Young’s Modulus,

, of 200,000 MPa and a Poisson Ratio,

titanium alloy with a Young’s Modulus,

, of 0.3 and

, of 114,000 MPa and Poisson Ratio,

, of 0.3. In this particular simulation the soft material is titanium alloy while the
hard material is steel. To operate within their elastic limits, steel requires an
overlap of not greater than 0.2mm while titanium will still be within its safe
working limits at an overlap of 0.35mm. Both steel and titanium can support up
to 600 KN axial tensile load. In view of this, the simulation was undertaken
using an overlap of 0.2mm and an axial load of 600KN.
With a nodal LET stress of 612 MPa was observed in the NC40 connection of
steel/titanium hybrid string as against a 791 MPa for an equimodulus steel
string. As shown in Figure 5-11 above, the peak SCF value for the equimodulus
string is 3.75 while that of the hybrid string with a soft box is 3.37. This
difference translates into a beneficial reduction of SCF of about 10% in favour of
the hybrid string. For a hybrid string of the same configuration but with a soft pin
the reduction in SCF is only 8.4%. There is a further reduction in SCF in both
the soft box (11.0%) and soft pin (8.7%) in the case of the NC46 connection and
in both the soft box (11.6) and soft pin (9.3%) in the NC50 connection.
In the steel/titanium alloy hybrid string, it can be seen that the largest reduction
is SCF (11.6%) is in the NC50 connector where the simulation was undertaken
with the box modelled with the elastic properties of the soft material (titanium
alloy) and the pin modelled with the elastic properties of the hard material
(steel).
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5.4.2 Steel/Aluminum Alloy Hybrid String

Figure 5-12: SCF Reduction in a Steel/Aluminium Alloy Hybrid String

The model was then used to simulate a preload and axial loading on a hybrid

drillstring made up of steel with a Young’s Modulus,

, of 200,000 MPa and

Poisson Ratio, n, of 0.3 and aluminium alloy with a Young’s Modulus,

, of

70,000 MPa and Poisson Ratio, , of 0.35. In this particular simulation the soft
material is aluminium alloy while the hard material is steel. To operate within
their elastic limits, steel requires an overlap of not greater than 0.2mm while
aluminium alloy will still be within its safe working limits at an overlap of 0.3mm.
While steel can support up to 600 KN axial tensile load, aluminium alloy will
yield at tensile loads in excess of 300KN. In view of this, the simulation was
undertaken using an overlap of 0.2mm and an axial load of 300KN in order to
stay within the working limits of the softer material.
A peak nodal LET stress of 449.1 MPa was observed in the NC40 connection of
steel/titanium hybrid string as against a 392 MPa for an equimodulus steel
string. As shown in Fig. 5.12 above, the peak SCF value for the equimodulus
string is 3.75 while that of the hybrid string with a soft box is 3.06. This
difference translates into a beneficial reduction of SCF of 20.1% in favour of the
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hybrid string. For a hybrid string of the same configuration but with a soft pin the
reduction in SCF is only 10%. There is a reduction in SCF in both the soft box
(23.3%) and soft pin (10.2%) in the case of the NC46 connection and in both
the soft box (27.3) and soft pin (10.5%) in the NC50 connection.
In the steel/aluminium alloy hybrid string, it can be seen that the largest
reduction is SCF (27.3%) is in the NC50 connector where the simulation was
undertaken with the box modelled with the elastic properties of the soft material
(aluminium alloy) and the pin modelled with the elastic properties of the hard
material (steel). There is a greater amount of compliance between aluminium
alloy and steel than between titanium alloy and steel.

5.4.3 Titanium/Aluminium Alloy Hybrid String

Figure 5-13: SCF Reduction in Titanium/Aluminium Alloy(s) Hybrid String

The last simulation for preload and axial load was undertaken on a hybrid
drillstring made up of titanium alloy with a Young’s Modulus,
and Poisson Ratio,

, of 114,000 MPa

, of 0.3 and aluminium alloy with a Young’s Modulus,

of 70,000 MPa and Poisson Ratio,

,

, of 0.35. In this simulation the soft material
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is aluminium alloy while the hard material is titanium alloy. To operate within
their elastic limits, titanium alloy requires an overlap of not greater than 0.3mm
while aluminium alloy will still be within its safe working limits at an overlap of
0.35mm. While titanium alloy can support up to 600 KN axial tensile load,
aluminium alloy can withstand safely support only 300KN to remain within its
working limits. In view of this, the simulation was undertaken using an overlap of
0.3mm and an axial load of 300KN.
A peak nodal LET stress of 449.1 MPa was observed in the NC40 connection of
steel/titanium hybrid string as against a 719 MPa for an equimodulus titanium
alloy string. As shown in Figure 5-13 above, the peak SCF value for the
equimodulus string is 3.20 while that of the hybrid string with a soft box is 2.82.
This difference translates into a beneficial reduction of SCF of 11.9% in favour
of the hybrid string. For a hybrid string of the same configuration but with a soft
pin the reduction in SCF is only 6%. There is a reduction in SCF in both the soft
box (14.1%) and soft pin (8.5%) in the case of the NC46 connection and in both
the soft box (15.0) and soft pin (11.1%) in the NC50 connection.
In the titanium alloy/aluminium alloy hybrid string, it can be seen that the largest
reduction is SCF (15.0%) is in the NC50 connector where the simulation was
undertaken with the box modelled with the elastic properties of the soft material
(aluminium alloy) and the pin modelled with the elastic properties of the hard
material (titanium alloy). This shows compliance that is greater than the one
seen between steel and titanium alloy but less than the one between steel and
aluminium alloy.
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5.5 Conclusion
In total, over eighty (80) simulations runs were undertaken to generate the data
used in the analysis. Some of the simulations are for the purpose of studying
the robustness of the model and the consistency of the results obtained. Others
were undertaken to see if other alloys of the the titanium alloy and aluminium
alloy materials will perform any better or any differently from Ti—6AL- 4V and
Al-Zn-Mg II respectively. Same was undertaken for different alloys of steel and
of varying carbon content. The S, Z, V and UD steels were considered in the
case of the hybrid string study as being the same because they share the same
elastic properties, which are the primary material inputs in the simulation.
What is with It is noteworthy that in the simulations undertaken care was taken
not exceed the operating parametrs of the various materials used in the
simulation, especially in terms of the materials’ elastic properties and the
expected operational parameters in the field. In the case of hybrid strings,
particularly, care was taken to use the limiting envelop of the weaker of the two
materials in the hybrid in terms of both the tensile axial load and the preload
stresses.
The results of the hybrid simulation show the SCF is affected by the compliance
of the material, the materials, stiffness (E value) and the geometry of the string.
When the geometry of the connection is studied in isolation it is seen that the
connections with the smallest diameter give the highest SCF reduction. This
makes the case for the application of hybrid strings in slimhole drilling. These
observation are further discussed in the next chapter.
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6 Discussion
The need to drill deeper and longer has brought about many new innovations in
oil well drilling. New and non-conventional drillstring materials have been
introduced and the use of these materials is gaining wide acceptance in the
industry [6.1].clivThere are, however, as presented here, additional optimisations
that can be applied to non-conventional strings to reduce the risk of early
catastrophic drillstring failure.
The drillstring analysis FE model developed has been used to extend Dragoni’s
earlier theoretical model about nut compliance. It has now been shown using a
validated finite element analysis model that there are great benefits in using
softer and more compliant drillstring materials as box connections or tooljoints
in the reduction of the load concentration factor which in turn will reduce the
stress concentration factor at the critical thread root. This reduction in SCF
translates into a much better S-N curve, which means longer service life for the
connection under the same stress amplitude.
The current industry convention with hybrid strings is to fit on them steel
tooljoints. This, as was explained in previous sections, is to ensure seamless
handling of both the titanium and aluminum drill pipes on the drill floor where the
pipe handling equipment are those designed for steel drillpipes. In that case, for
the industry to fully benefit from the findings in this work it has to come up with
ways in which tongs, slips and other drill pipe handling gear can be used on
softer materials with damaging the tooljoints. This may require the retro-fitting of
the entire pipe handling and hoisting system to accommodate softer drillstring
materials. Alternatively, the industry may consider introducing, as was the done
in the case tooljoint hard-banding, a way to make the joints stronger and more
wear resistant enough to be used on normal drill floors without a need for the
replacement of handling equipment. Or alternatively locate strings made from
the softer materials in deeper or high-angle sections of the well where they will
not be supporting much of the string’s hook load.
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6.1 Induced Stress in the Connection

Figure 6-1: Stress Distribution on AISI 4145H Steel Connection
Figure 6-1 above shows the distribution of stresses due to both preload and
axial tensile load on nodal points along the geometric lines on the pin and box
components of the AISI 4145H material used in the benchmark study. The
geometric lines act as sensors located near the loaded of the connection to
read the stress in the connection. See Section 4.5.3 in Chapter Four above.
The stresses are plotted from the internal diameter surface of the pin to the
outer surface of the box. The blue line shows the stresses due to overlapinduced preload stress at 0.2mm overlap in the pin and box while the red line
shows the stresses due to the applied external axial load of 500KN. Stress
distribution plots for all the materials simulated and can be seen in Appendix E:
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Simulation Results.
In all the simulations undertaken, it was observed that in the presence of
preload, applied axial tensile load leads to a reduction in the compressive stress
in the box while the limiting factor for applied axial load remains the amount
calculated or observed to maintain the integrity of the connection, i.e., an
amount that shall not be larger than the axial stress induced in the pin due to
only the preload induced compressive stress in the box.
In this particular instance, from the above figure, it is observed that no parting is
experienced at the shoulder of the connection because the applied axial tensile
load of 500KN does not overcome the axial stress in the pin due to the induced
preload compressive stress at 2mm overlap.
It was also observed that the excessive preload-induced compressive stress in
the box is greatly reduced from >-300MPa to - 50MPa by the introduction of the
external axial load. While failure the connection is more likely to come from
tensile rather than compressive stresses, the reduction axial load optimizes the
integrity of the connection.
The reason why most failures in the roots of the thread, especially in the LET,
occur in the pin - and in the presence of external tensile load, could be
explained from the fact that at no point is the box in tension in the teeth region.
It can also be noted that in the presence of a more compliant box material in a
hybrid connection, the peak tensile stress in the pin will further relieved thereby
creating a reduction in the SCF in the pin.
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6.2 Fatigue Properties of Drillstring Materials
The observations made in this work were primarily undertaken to study the
load/stress response in static loading scenarios of an oilwell drillstring
connection. Important as this may be in understanding the expected behaviour
of tubular materials under loading, it is essential to keep in mind that most
drillstring failures are as a result of fatigue, static loading then becomes the
reason why a connection of compromised integrity, due to fatigue crack
initiation, fails. Other important causes of failure initiation are impact and
torsional loads. Fatigue, or progressive fracture, plays the most important part in
the initiation and propagation of drillstring failure mechanism. By some
estimation over 73% of the failure of drillstring connections is attributable to
phenomenon [6.2].clvSince it was recognised as a major structural issue in the
1840s, engineers have been having a running battle with fatigue as most
engineering components fail by fatigue than by any other failure phenomenon
[6.3].clvi
As a result various methods have been proposed to assess the susceptibility of
materials to fatigue failure. Most of these are through the determination of the
materials fatigue life or its resistance to failure due to cyclic loading. Some of
the engineering models for the prediction of fatigue failure in materials are
discussed in Appendix B5: Fatigue Failure in Drillstrings.

6.2.1 Fatigue Life Models
Several empirical models exist for the determination of fatigue life and fatigue
crack growth. Rankine’s observations [6.4]clvii established the influence of
dynamic loads in the sudden failure of components. Then a few years later
Wohler’s work on failure of components when subjected to cyclic stress
repetitions documented the existence of an endurance limit in materials and led
to the introduction of the S-N curve concept as the first scientific method of
investigating the fatigue life of materials [6.5].clviii Several other models were
proffered but the most widely accepted are those by Gerber in 1874
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[6.6],clixGoodman in 1899 [6.7]clxSoderberg in 1930 [6.8]clxi and Morrow in
1960 [6.9].clxii
Three main fatigue-failure models are in common use. These are the StressLife (S-N), the Strain-Life (e-N) and the Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics
(LEFM) models.

6.2.2 Fatigue Life Comparison of the Connections Studied
Since one of the primary factors that influence fatigue life or failure is a sufficient
tensile stress, then it follows that the stronger and tougher materials will resist
fatigue more robustly than weaker and softer materials. Conversely, materials
with greater modulus of elasticity such as steel are expected to be stiffer and
will, going by the discussion in Appendix B5: Fatigue Failure in Drillstrings, have
larger lower permissible DLS (C) values, as proffered by Lubinski [6.10].clxiii It
is worth noting here that while the C values are dependent a material’s modulus
of elasticity, the fatigue-life behaviour of materials is not dependent on modulus
of elasticity values.
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Figure 6-2: S-N Comparison for Steel and Ti and Al Alloys [6.11]clxiv
While from an engineering perspective, of the three materials analysed in this
work, the best fatigue properties from the S-N curve point of view is obtained
from titanium alloy, the prohibitive cost of this material is a major disadvantage.
The next best choice in this regard is steel but, as will be seen later in the
chapter, hybrid string of steel and aluminium alloy gives a very good reduction
in SCF at the LET which will have a positive effect as far as resistance to crack
initiation is concerned.
From the foregoing, it can be seen that the fatigue argument makes aluminium
alloy less desirable because even though it provides the lowest reduction in
SCF when combined with any of the other two materials in a hybrid string
scenario, it will fail much sooner due to its low fatigue resistance. But if a ‘softer’
steel is used in place of Aluminium alloy as the soft component of a steel-onsteel hybrid string, there will, in effect, be an steel-based equimodulus string
with the beneficial fatigue resistance of steel - because the modulus of elasticity
remains unchanged - and the added benefit of low SCF which is good for
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resisting fatigue crack initiation and propagation – a phenomenon observed in
all hard/soft material combinations. But, since most carbon steels have nearidentical modulus of elasticity of about +/-200 GPa, and the E value is what has
been defined as the governing factor as to which material is soft or hard, then
other properties, such as fatigue resistance and yield strength shall be the basis
upon which the various steels are compared.
In Figure 6-2 above, a comparison is shown of the fatigue resistance of three
different steel types; 1.2% carbon steel, Chromium-Nickel steel and 0.5%
carbon steel. All three exhibit different levels of fatigue resistance. We can see
from the table that the SCF benefits of using ‘soft’ aluminium alloy can be
approached without the prohibitive cost of titanium alloy. This means that these
steel types can be used in place of the more common AISI 4145H steel for the
manufacture of drillstring components or, at the very least, be used in the
manufacture of tooljoints to used on AISI 4145H steel or on aluminium alloy
drillpipes as both exhibit lower fatigue resistance than both the 1.2% carbon
steel and the Chromium-Molybdenum steel.
The steel grade most commonly used for the manufacture of drillstring
materials, the AISI4145H, is a chromium-molybdenum (Chromoly) high carbon
steel with 0.42% - 0.49% by weight of carbon. The ‘H’ at the end signifies the
added property of ‘hardenability’ to the material - which means that the steel
can be hardened by heat treatment.
Amount of carbon by weight in a steel composition is used to manipulate and
obtain some desired properties in steel. Carbon steels which can successfully
undergo heat-treatment have a carbon content in the range of 0.30–1.70% by
weight. Trace impurities of various other elements can have a significant effect
on the quality of the resulting steel. Medium carbon steel can have
approximately 0.30–0.59% carbon content. It balances ductility and strength
and has good wear resistance. It is used for large parts, forging and automotive
components. AISI4145H steel used in the manufacture of drillstring components
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fall within this classification. High carbon steels on the other hand can have
approximately 0.6–0.99% carbon content.
Ultra-high carbon steel has approximately 1.0–2.0% carbon content. This class
of steels can be tempered to great hardness. They are used in special
applications where strength is required such as knives, axles or punches. As is
shown in Figure 6-2, steels with higher carbon content of over 1% have been
shown to have higher fatigue resistance properties [6.11].
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6.3 Analysis of Hybrid String Configurations
Appendix E reports the simulation results undertaken on the equimodulus
connections of AISI 4145H steel, aluminium alloy and titanium alloy. Hybrid
strings were simulated in a similar way but the elastic modulus of one of the two
components (pin or box) that make up the connection was switched to that of a
different material.

To effectively study and compare the performance of hybrid strings, three
loading scenarios were considered, namely, P1, P2 and P3. P1 considers what
has been defined as the minimum depth of an ultra-deep well, which is 25,000 ft
or 7600 m. P2 is the depth of the record deepest well, the Knotty Head well
drilled in the Grand Canyon in the Gulf of Mexico, which was drilled up to a
depth of 34,000ft or 10,420 m. P3 is the margin of overpull that can be exerted
on the string in case of stuck pipe or other similar hole problems. This value is
the difference between the tensile strength of the string and the hook load.

The hybrid string configurations subjected to these loading scenarios are;

a. Steel/Titanium Alloy
b. Steel/Aluminium Alloy
c. Titanium Alloy/Aluminium Alloy
d. UD-165 Steel/AISI 4145H Steel

Data was collected for both a soft box, where the box material has a lower
modulus of elasticity, and a soft pin, where the pin material has a lower modulus
of elasticity, scenarios. Using the calculated load limits corresponding to the
tensile strength on the material under study, a corresponding maximum
allowable stress on the connector was calculated and the peak stress on the
LET observed. This was in turn looked at in relation to the materials fatigue
strength and the stress concentration factor in the root of the LET.
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The results obtained for both the soft pin and the soft box scenarios are shown
in Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3 below. From the results obtained it can be seen
that in the P1 and P2 loading scenarios aluminium alloy exhibits the lowest peak
stress. This is expected in line with its elastic properties and low yield strength.
It can also be seen that all hybrid configurations, apart from the UD-165/Steel
hybrid, are too weak to withstand the stress exerted in the overpull (P3) loading
scenario. Even in the case of the UD-165/Steel hybrid configuration, the
induced stress of 878.8 MPa is 94.4% of the yield strength of the S-135 steel,
which at 930 MPa has the lower yield strength of the two materials in the
configuration.

Figure 6-3: Stress and Fatigue Life of Hybrid Strings (Soft Box)
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Figure 6-4: Stress and Fatigue Life of Hybrid Strings (Soft Pin)

6.3.1 Elastic Response of Hybrid Strings to Loading Scenarios
It has been shown earlier in Section 5.4 of Chapter Five how Dargoni’s
investigations in the reduction of SCF in hybrid nut and bolt situations due to
material compliance was validated in this work. However, that is but a
benchmark study that highlights the beneficial reduction in SCF obtainable visà-vis the physical size of the tooljoint (NC40, NC46 and NC50) and the
materials that form the hybrid (Steel/Titanium Alloy, Steel/Aluminium Alloy and
Titanium Alloy/Aluminium Alloy). Unlike what is being discussed in this section,
the benchmark study in Chapter Five does not relate the loading or the elastic
response of the connection to actual drilling situations.
Therefore the results presented in Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3 above tend to be
both more practical and realistic as they are obtained with the UDD loading
scenarios factored into the simulation. Furthermore, it relates the elastic
performance of each hybrid configuration to the fatigue performance of the
materials that make up the string.
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6.3.1.1 Fatigue and Cost Penalties of Hybrid String Configurations
Looking at the simulation results in isolation as was presented in Chapter Five,
a larger reduction in SCF is observed in hybrid configurations that include
aluminium alloy. However, when fatigue is factored into the expected
performance of the connection, as is shown here, it can be clearly seen that
such a large reduction in SCF does not compensate for the low fatigue life
obtainable from aluminium. Aluminium alloy exhibits a fatigue life of only 105
cycles at a maximum allowable stress of about 400 MPa.
Advisably, hybrid strings that include aluminium alloy drillpipes should only be
run deeper in the well where they support a small fraction of the entire string
hookload. They should also be run in drilling situations where the rotation of the
bit is provided by a positive displacement mud motor and not the rotary or top
drive. When the string is rotated using a positive displacement mud motor the
part of the sting upstream from the motor does not rotate, in which case the
string is not required to rotate in doglegs that are shallow up the borehole.
The next best SCF reduction scenario is where titanium alloy is used in the
hybrid configuration. But even with this and the advantages of titanium
discussed earlier in this work the prohibitive cost of titanium makes it
economically unfeasible for consideration as drillstring material in deep and
ultra-deep drilling. With a lower yield strength than both conventional and UD165 steels, it is also advisable that, like aluminium alloy, it should be run deeper
in the well but unlike aluminium alloy it can be used in both rotary and sliding
(mud motor) drilling modes as it has much higher fatigue strength and can thus
be employed more readily in areas of high cyclic stress such as doglegs.

6.3.1.2 Overpull Margin in the UD-165 steel connection
Analysing the results shown in Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3 above, it can be seen
that, as expected, the peak SCF in the connection does not change in the UD165/Steel hybrid string irrespective of which of the two steel types is the box (or
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pin). This is expected as they have the same elastic properties. However, as
shown in Table 5-1 in Chapter Five, UD-165 has superior yield strength of 1137
MPa thus making the material ideal for ultra-deep drilling. This also means that
the material has a more generous margin of overpull in case it is ever required,
for example in the event of a stuckpipe situation. Also, as was shown in Figure
4-11 in Chapter Four the SCF value of 3.75 obtained from this hybrid
configuration in both the soft box and soft pin scenarios agrees with the FEA
results obtained when a simulation was undertaken to validate the model
against Tafreshi-Dover’s results.
6.3.1.3 More Compliant Steel in a UD-165/Steel Hybrid Configuration
As it has been shown by Dragoni [6.12]clxvand validated in this work, a
hybrid connection consisting of more pliant material(s) tends to have a reduced
SCF than a similar equimodulus steel connection. It has also been seen that
because the elastic properties of UD-165 and conventional steel (

and

) are

the same, no reduction in SCF will be observed.
For most materials, especially steel alloys, it is common knowledge that the
method of manufacture, rather than the thread form dominates a connection’s
fatigue strength.
However, the fact that a reduction in SCF has been shown to be possible in the
case of a hybrid string of two different moduli of elasticity whereby the box is
made from softer material means that the compliance of the material used in the
manufacture of the connection is a function of its elastic properties. As has been
shown in the hybrid string analyses undertaken above, the ‘soft’ and ‘hard’
terminologies were attached to materials not to denote their hardness
(resistance to indentation or scratching) but to their stiffness as exhibited in
accordance to their elastic properties.
To see a marked variation in fatigue resistance (as can be registered on an s-n
diagram) in a given connection, the variation in elastic moduli across different
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steel alloys becomes more important as gains can be shown to be obtained at
both ends; namely due to the combination of a ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ materials and
the selective transfer of peak SCF in the pin.
Because of the cantilever action that takes place on each thread flank, the axial,
bending and torsional loads are likely to induce stresses in the connection that
are beyond surface and which may, at higher intensities be through thickness.
Nonetheless, to further enhance the fatigue resistance of the connection; a
manufacturing method that introduces compressive residual stresses, such as
thread cold rolling and shot/laser peening can be used that further increases the
fatigue performance of the connection [6.13].clxvi

Figure 6-5: Heat and Surface Treatment of Thread Materials [6.13]
It has been shown experimentally that heat-treating threads before rolling
increases the fatigue strength of the threads [6.14].clxviiOf the methods shown,
method ‘E’ where the material is fully heat-treated and surface ground before
rolling the threads results in better fatigue resistance than if the material simply
heat-treated before rolling the thread (method ‘D’) or the threads are rolled
before the material is heat-treated (method ‘C’). It can be observed here that
both the AISI4145H and the 1.2%C steel shown in the S-N diagram above have
the ability of being heat treated and surface treated to obtain desired
performance properties.
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6.3.1.4 Titanium alloy as a Tooljoint Material
A tooljoint made form a different material can be used at the hybrid interface for
various reasons. Where aluminium alloy drillpipes are used in place of, or in a
hybrid arrangement with, conventional steel drillpipess, most operators are
reluctant in retrofitting the drill floor with pipe handling equipment suited for the
softer aluminium alloy drillpipe. As such, the aluminium alloy pipes come with
friction-welded steel tooljoints.
However, since it is desirable to have a material of reduced stiffness at the
hybrid interface as a box material to reduce the SCF in the connection, a steel
drillpipe can be made with a box made from either titanium alloy or aluminium
alloy. But, again, since aluminium alloy has low fatigue resitance and low tensile
strength, titanium alloy would be more ideal for this application.
Due to its prohibitive cost, titanium alloy is not readily used as drillstring
material. However, from the results seen in this work, titanium alloy, which is
lighter but almost as strong as steel, is ideal as a tooljoint material because its
stiffness is higher than that of aluminium alloy but lower than that of steel and
much lighter than steel. A light and ultra-slim drillstring made from steel but with
titanium alloy tooljoints will have a 15% lower SCF values at the critical thread
root than the same string with steel tooljoints. This is in addition to the reduced
string weight occasioned by using titanium alloy tooljoints instead of the heavier
steel tooljoints. Additionally, when titanium alloy is anodized and coated with dry
film lubricants, its metal-to-metal wear resistance properties can be greatly
improved [6.15].clxviii
6.3.1.5 Lighter Drillstring to Increase Rig Rating
Drilling rigs are rated in accordance to their loading and hoisting capacity. For
reasons of safety and stability, the capacity rating of a rig is directly dependent
on how much load it can hold on deck and how much weight it can hoist. The
latter is directly related to the depth that can be drilled by the rig while the
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former is related to logistic costs, depth rating and the stability of the drilling unit
as an offshore floating vessel.
Without looking at factors such as the reduction of the hook load due to
buoyancy and increase of string weight due to the weight of the bottom hole
assembly (BHA), a 5”, 19.5 pounds per inch S-135 drill pipe with NC50
connection required to drill 25,000 ft will have a weight in air of (19.5 x
25000=487,500 lbs) or 221,130 kg. The investigations undertaken on titanium
alloy drillstrings with the FEA model considered only preload and axial loading.
While these contribute to the greater amount of stress the string will experience,
bending loads and impact loads will also contribute to such stress.
With a SWR ratio advantage of 37% percent for titanium alloy over steel this
means an identical drillstring made from only titanium alloy material will drill up
to 34,250 feet before it exerts the same hook load as 25,000 ft of a S-135 steel
drillstring. Moreover, in the Steel/Titanium alloy hybrid FEA simulation, by
limiting the loading on the string to the capacity of the weaker member in a
hybrid configuration, the working safety limit in respect of the stronger (stiffer)
member is improved. This in itself is good but when viewed in relation to the
expected location of peak stress, which is the LET on the pin, then the benefits
become even more pronounced.
The advantage of a lighter string, titanium alloy in this case, is even further
improved when it is considered that within the working limits of an aluminium
alloy string, the same titanium alloy string run with the softer aluminium alloy
tooljoint at the hybrid interface will further reduce the SCF at that point.
Titanium’s prohibitive cost must be considered before suggesting its use in a
drillstring of whichever style or configuration.
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6.4 Conclusion
Three different types of drillstring materials were analysed to establish their
working limits and to establish their performance in hybrid string configuration.
The analyses were limited to stress response due to applied internal (preload)
and external (tensile) loads. While the investigations have confirmed the
expected physical and mechanical response of these materials, it has also
shown areas of possible modification to current drillstring applications to
increase the depths that can be reached by the strings and to reduce fatigue
failure through the reduction of peak stress concentration at the critical thread
root, the pin LET.
The use of a hybrid string has been found to reduce the peak SCF in the LET in
the tooljoints especially in the case of softer box material. This is in addition to
the reduced string weight when titanium or aluminium alloys are used as string
material in place of steel. This investigation has proven the benefits of a ‘soft’
material tooljoint on the entire string to reduce the SCF and decrease the string
weight.
The findings were applied to simulate the expected behaviour of a hybrid string
in a ‘real-life’ oilfield drilling situation where the expected hookload of three
different wells, a well of a normal deep well, an ultra-deep well and a drilling
overpull margin, was used used to see the advantage of the hybrid string over a
similar equimodulus string.
Advantages were shown to be not only in the reduced string weight in terms of
the use of lighter materials in the hybrid make-up but also in the reduced stress
concentration factor (SCF) when a more compliant (softer) material is used as
part of a hybrid string.
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7 Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
This work has succeeded in presenting an analysis of the state of knowledge of
stresses induced in threaded connections and applying such knowledge to the
novel scenario of an oilwell drillstring. This was achieved through a detailed
literature review of the theories and of thread stress and the tools of
computational mechanics employed in the analysis carried out in the work.
This work hereby presents a novel way of applying internal stress, also known
as preload, in a threaded connection. The method is validated using results of
similar theoretical, practical and simulated works carried out in the past by
earlier researchers in the field. The method involves using the thread geometry
profile which is broken down into sets and also an Abaqus keyword command
and keyword to simulate the mechanical response of a threaded connection in
the presence of a preload force, Abaqus is the finite element analysis software
package used the work. This is termed Interference Fit Method.
Using this method an axisymmetric model of the drillstring threaded connection
using the linear elastic properties of the benchmark AISI 4145H steel grade is
then developed for the eventual simulations carried out in the work. A total of
over sixty simulations were undertaken from which the model was validated with
earlier work. The simulations also help to build a pattern of stress response to
both axial loading and preload in response to applied load. It is against this
pattern of behaviour that the model’s response was compared when other type
of materials were simulated either in a standalone equimodulus connection or
in a hybrid connection.
Three different types of drillstring materials were analysed to establish their
working limits and to establish their performance in hybrid string configuration.
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The analyses were limited to stress response due to applied internal (preload)
and external (tensile) loads. While the investigations have confirmed the
expected physical and mechanical response of these materials, it has also
shown areas of possible modification to current drillstring applications to
increase the depths that can be reached by the strings and to reduce fatigue
failure through the reduction of peak stress concentration at the critical thread
root, the pin LET.
The use of a hybrid string was found to reduce the peak SCF in the LET in the
tooljoints especially in the case of softer box material. This is in addition to the
reduced string weight when titanium or aluminium alloys are used as drillstring
material in place of the heavier steel. This investigation has proven the benefits
of a ‘soft’ material tooljoint on the entire string to reduce the SCF and decrease
the string weight.
Because of the positive results to be expected in the deployment lighter
equimodulus strings and reduced SCF at the connections in hybrid strings as
highlighted in the findings and validations in this research work, every branch of
industry in which threaded connections are employed as fastening mechanisms
in general but the results of the research will be found especially useful to the
global oil and gas industry in which the viability of projects can be directly linked
to the assessment of the possibility of getting that bit at the end of thousands of
threaded connections to strike that reservoir buried tens of thousands of
kilometres in the subsurface.
In this work, a new method of undertaking FEA analysis of drillstring has been
developed and is hereby proposed. The old method works on simulating an
applied external tensile load to simulate string weight and overpull, a preload
force is then introduced at the teeth and abutment to see by how much the
tensile stress in the string are reduced due to the compressive preload stress.
In practical applications, threaded connections must have an internal load
(preload) that locks in the connection’s integrity before an axial force is applied.
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Doing it any other way will cause the connection to rattle and be devoid of
structural integrity. Furthermore, with the proposed model, a trend prediction
system can be developed that will compliment drillstring design calculations by
going beyond hook load, overpull, tubular collapse/burst ratings to predict likely
failure scenarios based on the expected increase or decrease in stress
concentration factors at the critical thread roots occasioned by the use of hybrid
strings.
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7.2 Suggested Future Work
From the results observed in this work, the following areas of further
investigation and future work are hereby proposed:

7.2.1 Three-dimensional FEA to Investigate Bending Stresses
A 3-D FEA model was created by revolving the current model into a 180o
geometry thereby converting the CAX4 axisymmetric elements in the 2-D model
into C3D8 brick elements. The 3D model was then employed in the study of the
stress response of the model to axial and bending loads.
The generated 3-D model has a mesh of 257616 elements made from 286679
nodes. The size of the input file, which has 582192 lines, is 33.8 MB. The 2-D
model it was revolved from, on the other hand has a mesh of 4092 elements
made from 5848 nodes. The size of the input file, which has 9433 lines, is
1.3MB. It was found to computationally very expensive to run comparative
analyses on the 3-D model die to its sheer size. As such only two simulations
were run with it; one to test its response to axial loading and the other to test its
response to bending.
While the 2-D model was designed to be preloaded using a given amount
overlap using the interference-fit method, the 3-D was preloaded using the pretension surface method by adding load to a single independent node and the
load is then transmitted to a pre-tension surface on the model using multi-point
constraint (*MPC) command. The same method was used to add rotation to the
model to simulate a dogleg in the bending case.
As part of the validation process in this work, 3-D model was developed and run
successfully. Two investigations were undertaken to test the response of the
model to axial load and bending force. In the preload and axial load cases, the
following codes were used to generate the results shown in Figure 7-1 and
Figure 7-2 below.
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*NODE
***NODE 999000 FOR MAIN PRE-LOAD SECTION.
999000, 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000
***NODE 999101 for constraint on top of pin SENA –yes.
***NODE 999102 for constraint at bottom of box SEX0 – yes
*** NODES 999101 AND 999102 ARE USED TO CONSTRAIN THE PIN AND
BOX IN THE Y-Y DIRECTION WITH PRESCRIBED LOADS.
999101,

0.0,

750.0, 0.0

999102,

0.0,

-550.0, 0.0

*PRE-TENSION SECTION, NODE=999000, SURFACE=SCPT
*NSET, NSET=PPSET
999000
***DECLARATION OF THE MULTI-POINT CONSTRAINT COMMAND TO
TRANSFER LOADING ON NODES 999001 AND TO 999102 TO MODEL
*MPC
BEAM,SENA, 999101
*MPC
BEAM, SEX0, 999102
*STEP, NLGEOM=YES, INC=300, UNSYMM=NO
*********** STEP 1 ***************
***STEP FOR THE APPLICATION OF PRE-LOAD
*STATIC
0.01,1.0, 1E-06, 1.0
*CLOAD, OP=NEW
***APPLICATION OF AXIAL PULL ON THE MODEL ON NODE 999000 IN
THE Y-Y DIRECTION TO APPLY PRE-LOAD
999000, 1, 1000000.0
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Figure 7-1: Apply Preload in a 3-D Model using Pre-tension Surface
TO APPLY BENDING IN A SEPARATE SIMULATION
*********** STEP 2 ***************
*STEP, NLGEOM=YES, INC=300, UNSYMM=NO
TENSION
***********************************
*STATIC
0.01, 1.0,1E-06, 1.0
*BOUNDARY,FIXED,OP=NEW
**** FIX THE APPLIED PRE-LOAD FROM PREVIOUS STEP******
999000, 1, 1
**=============**
*BOUNDARY, OP=NEW
**=============**
SEZ0, 3
**** NODE 999101:999101, 1,6
*************
***ADD ROTATIONAL LOAD ON NODE 999102 TO INDUCE BENDING LOAD
AT BOTTOM OF BOX
*****NODE 999102:**** DEGREES OF FREEDOM 1 AND 2 ON NODE 999102 ARE FREE
999102, 3,5
o
***APPLY ROTATION OF 1 ABOUT THE Z- AXIS (6,6) ON NODE 999102 TO
BEND HE MODEL
999102, 6,6, 0.017453
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Figure 7-2: Apply Preload in a 3-D Model using Pre-tension Surface

The writer suggests that future researchers should consider using the methods
of applying preload used in this work to build models that can be used in
different well configurations with varying amount of dogleg severity to test the
response of the various materials to bending stresses.

7.2.2 Comaprison of the Materials’ Response to Impact Loading
Investigating and comparing response to impact loading of the conventional
drillstring (steel), an aluminium alloy string, a titanium alloy string and hybrid
strings of all the three materials. Some downhole failures are caused by impact
loads especially when drilling through hard or vugular formations. A
comparative study of the response of various materials can be undertaken to
study areas of string optimisation to mitigate failure due to impact loads. The
response of a drillstring components to impact loads can be used to optimise
strings designed to work in hard and highly compacted lithologies and also in
the design of jarring operations.
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7.2.3 Modeling and Analysis of Composite Drillpipe
Many of today’s engineering components are manufacture from composites to
take advantage of the light weight and strength of composite fibres. Composite
drillpipes are employed in short radius horizontal drilling. In one reported case
[7.1],clxixthe pipe shaft of the composite drillpipe is filament wound 12K carbon
fibre combined with glass fibres in eposy resin over an elastomeric liner.
Standard API rotary shouldered tool joints overwrapped with the composite
materials form the end of the connections.
Chandler, et al. [7.2]

clxx

reported that while composite drillpipe could cost up

triple the cost of conventional drillpipe, its advantages over conventional steel
drillpipes include:
a.

Lower weight

b.

Higher strength-to-weight ratio

c.

Superior corrosion resistance

d.

Enhanced fatigue resistance, and,

e.

They are non-magnetic.

In a study prepared by Dr. James C. Leslie of Advanced Composite Products
and Technology, Inc. on behalf of the United States Department of Energy
[7.3] he reported of a composite drillpipe developed by his company that
clxxi

has the structural and strength properties comparable to, while weighing only
50% of, its steel counterpart. Among other advantages, he reported that such a
superior flexibility and strength to weight (SWR) ratio the composite drillpipe will
find wide applications in low curvature ERD and UDD.
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Figure 7-3: Demonstrating the Flexibility of a Composite Drillpipe [7.3]

Figure 7-4: Demonstrating the Lightness of Composite Drillpipe [7.3]

Numerical, FEA and full scale analyses of composite drill pipes will go along
way further investigate the operational limit of composite drillpipes and to
suggest how best they could be used in a hybrid string scenario because of
their high cost.
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7.2.4 Validation with Full Scale Three-Dimensional Model
Validation of the model with a full scale model tests using a tensile loading rig
and a rotating bend rig will achieve increased confidence in the data generated.
To the best of the author’s knowledge there has not been a full scale
experiment undertaken to validate the stress response of hybrid strings to
applied internal preloads and and external axial or compressive loads. Tafreshi
&

Dover

[7.4],clxxiiMacdonald

[7.6],clxxiv Knight

&

Brennan,

&

Deans [7.5],clxxiiiBaragetti & Baryshnikov

Kristoffersen [7.7]

clxxv

and

a

host

of other

investigators all undertook their analysis with comparison and validation with
full-scale models.
Using a rotating bend rig and fatigue test rig it is possible to replicate the FEA
investigations undertaken in this work with full scale model tests.
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8 Appendices
8.1 Appendix A: Simulation Workflow
Codes used in the generation of input files and visualising results are Abaqus version
6.7.1 and Roshaz
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8.1.1 Appendix B3 – Theory of Torque and Preload
Let us consider what takes place when preload is applied to a bolted connection before
and after the application of an external axial force.

8.2 Appendix B: Theoretical Background
8.2.1 Appendix B1 – Theory of Torque and Preload
Let us consider what takes place when preload is applied to a bolted connection before
and after the application of an external axial force.
Consider a power screw on which a torque is applied to overcome a force F as shown
in Figure 2-12, above. The threads on the screw have a pitch, p, a lead angle,

and a

mean diameter, dm. To find the torque required to apply a force, P, equal to the load,
F, lets imagine one turn of the thread unrolled on a flat surface such that it forms a
right-angled triangle whose hypotenuse is the edge of the thread, the base is the mean
diameter, dm, of the thread and the height is the lead as shown in Figure 0-1 below.

Figure 8-1: Forces Acting on One Turn of Thread
To achieve equilibrium in the system when supporting the load and the force exerted
by the screw the vertical and horizontal components of the force are:
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∑F

= P − NSinλ − µ NCosλ = 0................B1.1a

H

∑F

V

= P − µSinλ − NCosλ = 0................B1.1b

Since the normal force, N, is not important in this case, we can eliminate it and solve
for P, this gives;

P=

Since

F( µSinλ − NCosλ )
..............B1.2
Cosλ + Sinλ

and

then by dividing the numerator and

denominator of eq. (B1.2) by

, we obtain

( )
( )

⎡
⎤
F ⎢ 1d + µ ⎥
m
⎦ ..............B1.3
P= ⎣
1− 1 d
m

Also, knowing that torque, T, is a product of force, P, and mean radius,

eq. (B1.3)

can be rewritten to express the torque required to exert force, P.

T=

Fdm ⎛ l + πµdm ⎞
..............B1.4
2 ⎜⎝ µdm − µl ⎟⎠

Eq. (B1.4) expresses the torque required to overcome the friction of the thread and to
exert the force, P. The above eqs. (B1.1-B1.8) are developed based on the power
screw, which has square threads. But unlike power screw, most threads in use today
have a thread angle,

, which means the load is not parallel to the axis of the screw

but inclined to the axis because of the lead angle,

, and the thread angle

. The

thread angle’s main effect on the thread system is to increase the frictional force by the
wedging action on the thread flanks.
To take into account of this effect, the frictional terms in eq. (B3.4) will be divided by the
cosine of half the thread angle. This yields;
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T=

Fdm ⎛ l + πµdm Secα ⎞
..............B1.5
2 ⎜⎝ µdm − µlSecα ⎟⎠

Figure 8-2: Loaded Collar on Power Screw
When a collar or abutment is introduced into the thread system as shown in Figure 0-2 above,
an additional component of torque must be added to take into account the force exerted at
collar.

If the mean diameter of the collar is
interface is

and the coefficient of friction at the collar

, then torque, T, required to produce the force, P becomes

T=

Fdm ⎛ l + πµdm Secα ⎞ F µc dc
+
..............B1.6
2 ⎜⎝ µdm − µlSecα ⎟⎠
2

Because eq. (B1.6) does not take into account the lead angle, it remains an
approximation of the torque required to produce a force, P across the threads and the
shoulder.

8.2.2 Appendix B2: Governing Equation for Stress Modelling:
As an example, it can be considered that the governing equations for the analysis of
stress in a system be taken from the theory of elasticity. In a two-dimensional problem
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of a bar in tension, the equations are rendered as;

− f( x ) =

− f( y ) =

Where

,

,

∂τ xy
∂σ x
+
..............B2.1a
∂σ
∂y

∂τ xy
∂x

+

∂σ y

+ ..............B2.1b

∂y

, are components of the induced stress and

and

are loads

acting on every point in the bar. And to describe the elastic response of the material to
applied stress;

σx =

E
Eυ
ε ..............B2.2a
2 εx +
1−υ
1−υ 2 y

σy =

Eυ
Eυ
ε ..............B2.2b
2 εx +
1−υ
1−υ 2 y

τ xy =

Where

,

and

Poisson Ratio,

E
γ
2(1−υ )

xy

..............B2.2c

are components of strain and the Modulus of Elasticity, E and

are experimentally measured physical properties of the material.

As the bar deforms, strain-displacement relations can be made to describe the purely
geometric aspects of the deformation.

εx =

∂u
..............B2.3a
∂x

εy =

∂v
..............B2.3b
∂y
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γ xy =

Where

and

∂u
∂v
+
..............B2.3c
∂y
∂x

are displacements of a material point in the bar in the

and

directions respectively.

Substituting eqs. (B2.3a), (B2.3b) and (B2.3c) into eqs. (B2.1a) and (B2.1b) will give,

E ∂2 u
E
∂2 υ
E
∂2 u
− fx =
+
+
..............B2.4 a
2(1−υ ) ∂ x ∂ y
2(1−υ ) ∂ y 2
1−υ 2 ∂ x 2

− fx =

E ∂2 υ
E
∂2 υ
E
∂2 υ
+
+
..............B2.4b
2(1−υ ) ∂ x ∂ y
2(1−υ ) ∂ x 2
1−υ 2 ∂ y 2

Eqs. (B2.4a) and (B2.4b) above are the governing equation that describes the
response of the bar to the external applied load. These are a partial differential
equations containing two unknown functions u(x,y) and v(x,y). The applied load at the
end of the bar can be seen as boundaries of the domain and can be represented as
boundary conditions

σx

=

P
..............B2.5
A

applied to both ends of the bar where A is the surface area at ends of the bar and P is
the applied load.
Therefore the numerical equations we seek are for the unknown functions
and

(the functions

and

are in three dimensions;

and

) which

satisfy both the governing equations (B2.4) and the boundary conditions in eq. (B2.5).
The solutions found can then be substituted into the strain-displacement eq. (B2.3) to
determine the strains in the bar and then the strains substituted into equations (B2.2) to
determine the stress.
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Having determined the governing equations and the boundary conditions of the
system, the FEA analysis now discretizes the system into elements and attempts to
numerically evaluate, for each element in the bar, the element equations, which are
algebraic equations, derived from (and approximate to) the governing eq. (B2.4) above.
To develop the element equations that approximate to the governing (exact) solution to
the problem, we need to construct a trial solution that renders the differential equation
in equation (B2.4) to an algebraic equation that can be solved more easily through
computation.
Consider the governing equation of a one-dimensional boundary value problem for
strain-stress 3-d bar . The equation will be

d
dx

(

x

dU ( x )
dx

)=

2
..............B2.6
x2

Expanding eq. (B2.6) using chain rule of differentiation we have,

x

dU ( x ) dU ( x )
+
dx
dx 2

=

2
..............B2.7
x2

This is a special case for a general second-order differential equation,
d 2U ( x )
dU ( x )
C2 ( x )
+ C1 ( x )
+ C 0 ( x )U ( x )
dx
dx 2

Where
and

,

,

= f (x)..............B2.8

and

satisfy the condition,

C1 ( x ) +

dC2 ( x )
..............B2.9
dx

Then eq. (B2.8) can be written as,
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. When the coefficients

(

d
d U (x)
C2 ( x )
dx
dx 2

)

+ C 0 ( x )U ( x )

In equations (B2.6 to B2.10) ) above,
the problem is
points

and

= f (x)..............B2.10

is the independent variable and the domain of

on the x-axis, therefore the boundary of the domain is the two
In which case the boundary conditions (BCs) are

U(1) = 2..............B2.11a
and,

(
If

−x

)

dU
dx x=2

=

1
..............B2.11b
2

, then

U(1) = 2..............B2.12a
and

ρ (2) =

1
..............B2.12a
2

FEA will then aim to find an expression for

in terms of known functions that

approximately satisfies eq. (B2.10) in the domain of the problem and eqs. ((B2.12a and
B2.12b) in the boundary of the problem. Because it is an approximate solution of the
problem it is denoted with

. As has been mentioned in eq. (B2.12) above, the Error,

, of the solution is the difference between the exact solution,
approximate solution,

.
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, and the

8.2.3 Appendix B3 – Fatigue Failure in Drillstrings.
8.2.3.1 Crack Initiation Models
In the S-N model, in which the load amplitudes are consistent and predictable over the life of the
component, stresses are applied to determine the fatigue life of the component. The cycle
stress used in the investigation is kept below the endurance limit of the material. In the e-N
model, which is a bit more complicated to use, a reasonably accurate picture of the crackinitiation stage can be obtained. This method can be used to account for cumulative damage
due to variations in cyclic load. Low cycle fatigue (LCF) and finite-life scenarios where the
stresses are high enough to cause local yielding are better modeled with this method. A
combination of fatigue loading and high temperature is also better handled through the e-N
approach. The LEFM approach is the best model for the crack propagation stage and can be
used to predict the remaining service life of a component that already has an identified crack.
This approach, which can be applied to both finite life and LCF situations, relies on the accuracy
of the accuracy of the estimate of the initial crack size and and the stress intensity (geometry)
factor.
Fatigue failure in drillstrings, like in other engineering components, is influenced by three
factors. These are; a tensile stress of a sufficiently high value, a large enough fluctuation in
applied stress and sufficiently large number of cycles of the applied stress. Since in a typical
fatigue failure a microscopic defect forms at a point of high stress, such as areas of stress
concentration, and gradually enlarges as the cyclic loads are applied repeatedly, our
examination of the stress at play at the LET will help us and future designers and analysts to
relate this study made in static conditions to the expected behaviour of a connection’s high
stress location when subjected to cyclic dynamic loads as experienced in the drilling situation.
Figure 6-1 below show the alternating, mean and range values of three types of cyclic stress
encountered.

Figure 8-3: Reversed (a), Repeated (b) and Fluctuating (c) Stresses
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In order to determine a component’s fatigue strength at any point the maximum and minimum
stress values at that point are calculated then used to obtain the average stress and the stress
amplitude.
Where average stress is;

σ Ave =

σ Max + σ Min
.............B 3.1
2

and the stress amplitude

σ Amp =

σ Max + σ Min
.............B 3.2
2

Since drillstring components are more likely to fail under high cycle fatigue (HCF) situations
where the service life is likely to be dominated by fatigue crack initiation then progressive
enlargement of the crack until failure, it is common to use stress-life (S-N) model and empirical
fits to the data for the determination of the joint’s fatigue strength. The most common methods
of plotting the S-N curve is by using Basquin’s “Law” which states:

σ a N b = C .............B 3.3

Where

= stress amplitude,

determined constants of which

= number of cycles to failure,
is a function of the mean stress and

,

are empirically
is between 0.05 and

0.15. Basquin’s law can be used for tests undertaken in HCF regime with any fixed value of
mean stress.
Goodman’s rule, which uses linear interpolation and is expressed as:

⎛ σ ⎞
σ a N b = C0 ⎜ 1− m ⎟ .............B 3.4
⎝ σm ⎠

Where

is the constant in Basquin’s law above but determined by testing at zero (0) mean

stress.
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Goodman’s diagram is a plot of

vs

. This plot of values picked at a particular location

on the component determines whether that component will have infinite life or fail at that
location.

8.2.3.2 Crack Growth Model
In cases where crack growth occupies a significant fraction of the lifetime we can use models
for crack growth. It is usually observed that crack growth rate

depends on the stress

intensity factor;

ΔK = Δσ π a .............B 3.5
Paris law, which states,

da
= CΔK m .............B 3.6
dN

is then used to determine the remaining life of the component.
where

and

are material constants and

is the stress intensity factor range.

It is noteworthy here that applying the LEFM model is best done in experimental situations as
operators will very likely not run a drillstring components that is known to have defect.
In earlier discussions on dog-leg severity (DLS) and its effect on the fatigue life of materials, it
was discussed how Lubinski’s use of a modified Goodman diagram to propose, depending on
the tensile load and pipe’s characteristics, means of determining a permissible DLS below
which the connection will not fail due to fatigue. For the three materials investigated here,
undertaking fatigue tests or using already available fatigue test data will help in the
determination of the endurance limit of each of the three materials will help us in assessing the
benefits derivable from using one over the other vis-à-vis their fatigue endurance properties.
As stated above the most common type of fatigue test conducted focuses on the nominal stress
required to cause a fatigue failure in some number of cycles. The data is obtained by cycling
smooth or notched specimens until failure. The usual procedure is to test the first specimen at a
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high peak stress where failure is expected in a fairly short number of cycles. The test stress is
decreased for each succeeding specimen until one or two specimens do not fail in the specified
7

numbers of cycles, which is usually at least 10 cycles. The highest stress at which a “run-out”
(non-failure) occurs is taken as the fatigue threshold. Not all materials have a fatigue threshold
(most nonferrous metallic alloys do not) and for these materials the test is usually terminated
8

after about 10 cycles.
It should be noted that there are several shortcomings of S-N fatigue data. First, the conditions
of the test specimens do not always represent actual service conditions. For example,
components with surface conditions, such as pitting from corrosion, which differs from the
condition of the test specimens will have significantly different fatigue performance.
Furthermore, there is often a considerable amount of scatter in fatigue data even when carefully
machined standard specimens out of the same lot of material are used. Since there is
considerable scatter in the data, a reduction factor is often applied to S-N curves to provide
conservative values for the design of components.
The most common type of drill pipe failure is fatigue wear. It generally occurs in dog legs where
the pipe goes through cyclic bending stresses. These stresses occur because the outer wall of
the pipe in a dog leg is stretched and creates a greater tension load. As the pipe rotates a half
cycle, the stresses change to the other side of the pipe, For example, the stress may change
from 350 MPa to - 150 MPa and again to 350 MPa in the course of one cycle or rotation of the
pipe.

	
  
	
  

8.2.3.3 Fatigue and Drillstring Stress
Fatigue damage from rotation in doglegs is a significant problem if the angle is greater than
some critical value. Lubinski has published several works that describe this value. Rotation in
angles below this value does not cause appreciable fatigue. The maximum permissible dogleg
severity for fatigue damage consideration can be calculate with the following equations:

C=

430,000σ bTanhKL
.............B 3.7
µ EKDL
K=

T
.............B 3.8
EI
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Where
C= maximum permisible dogleg severity,
E = Young' s modulus in psi (30 X 106 psi for steel, 10.5 X 106 psi for aluminium alloy and 16.5 X 106
psi for titanium alloy)

D = drill pipe outer diameter, in.
L = half the distance between tool joints, 180 in. for Range 2 pipe, in.
T= tension below the dog leg, lb
= maximum permissible bending stress, psi
I = drill pipe moment of inertia =
The maximum permissible bending stress,

, is calculated from the buoyant tensile stress,

(psi), inthe dogleg with the following equations:

2

Where A is the cross-sectional area of the pipe body in in .
For the Grade S-135 we have looked at earlier in the chapter:

σt ⎞
⎛
σ b = 20000 ⎜ 1−
.............B 3.9
⎝ 145000 ⎟⎠

This equation holds true for values of

up to 133,400 psi or 920MPa which is about the yield

strength value of the steel material.
Severe pipe damage occurs when dogleg severity is greater than the value computed for C
above. The damage depends on the type of material the drillpipe is made from (steel, aluminium
or titanium), corrosion level in the drilling environment, stress, and the dogleg angle. S-N
diagrams that can be used, in this situation, to determine the approximate number of cycles, or
rotations, before pipe failure occurs have been established.
The fraction (f) of drill pipe life expended in an interval of a dogleg can thus be calculated as
follows:
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Figure 8-4: Drillpipe in a Dogleg Interval

f=

B
.............B 3.10
N

where
f = fraction of life expended
B = number of drill pipe revolution to drill interval
N = number of revolutions to failure of joint of drill pipe
It can be shown that:

B=

60RD
.............B 3.11
V

where
R = rotary speed, rpm
d = length of dogleg interval, ft
V = drilling rate ft / hr.
In order to determine (N) the number of revolution to failure of the joint of drill pipe we need to
know the actual bending stress (

). This value can be computed as follows:
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σb =

EDC0
.............B 3.12
2

where
D = outside diameter of the pipe, in.
E = Young' s modulus, lb / in
co = maximum pipe curvature, radians / in.
The relationship between the hole curvature (c) and the Maximum pipe curvature (

) is:

C0 = cKL .............B 3.13

where
c = hole curvature, radians / in.
L = one half the length of a drill pipe joint, in.
The effect of bending stress on fatigue cycles before failure for a steel drillpipe is well
documented, in the presence for tension, however, the fatigue effect of bending becomes more
severe. To make the proper allowances for this, the actual bending stress, (
multiplied by a correction factor,

), must be

, as follows:

τ=

T
T −σt

.............B 3.14

The vertical axis of the S-N curve should be entered with the product of

and

or just

.

Determine the number of cycles, N, to failure then enter N into the first equation to determine
the fraction of the pipe life expended in drilling the section.
It is noteworthy here that, since drillstring components operate in corrosive environments, the
standard S-N curve obtained in controlled laboratory tests can only act as a guide to the actual
behaviour of these materials in service. However, of the three materials under investigation,
Titanium has been seen to have superior corrosion resistance properties.
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8.3 Appendix C: Summary of Drillstring Investigations
Undertaken at the UCL-NDE Centre
8.3.1 Fatigue Analysis of Drillsstrings - FADS (1990)
Sponsored by AGIP, BP and Norsk Hydro, Fatigue Analysis of Drillstrings (FADS) was
initiated in 1988 and completed in 1990. The principal aim of the project was the study
of the causes of drillstring failure during drilling operations and the prevention of such
failure through the development of operational and mathematical parametric models.
The main deliverable of FADS was the development of a computer program to be used
in the prediction of fatigue life of drillstring components. This was done through the
development and analysis of loading models to be used in the prediction of the root or
notch stress at the thread roots (SCF determination), crack propagation (SIF
determination), material behaviour and environmental variables in a variety of
connections. This was done to facilitate fatigue life study and the prediction of fatigue
crack growth rates and thus the expected remaining service life of drillstem
components.
FADS provided an analysis of two thread geometries, NC50 and API 6-5/8” REG both
made from the AISI 4145H steel. Tests were conducted for axial loading of the
connection with investigations for bending, torsion and effect of preload. At the end of
the study a computer program for calculating the remaining fatigue life based on
parametric stress equations, fatigue and fracture mechanics analysis and material data
was presented. The computer analysis package presented is a user-friendly software
written in Fortran77.
The FADS study, as a means of developing input parameters of the software,
undertook a survey of information on failure modes held by the industrial sponsors of
the project, thereby generating a materials database. The study also looked at fatigue
analysis (both the crack initiation and propagation stages) and a full stress analysis of
the loaded connection.
In looking at the drillstring failure records from the industry, the investigators assessed
that;
1) The box and pin are both vulnerable to failure, with the box being slightly more
vulnerable than the pin,
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2) That the failure, which induces both washouts and fractures, has fatigue as its main
mechanism with some evidence of brittle fracture in substandard materials,
3) Most incidences of failure occur within 0-300ft of the bit, i.e., the bottom hole
assembly (BHA) area, and,
4) That at the tooljoint, the critical location for failure is the last engaged thread of the
box or the first engaged thread of the pin.
The foregoing failure survey was used to establish the likely failure mechanisms for
drillstrings in service and to confirm the specific areas to be addressed by the FADS
project.
A hybrid FEA and Analogue model was used in the study. The FEA part of this hybrid
model was done using three axisymmetric thread teeth. The analogue model was
shown to be a mechanical system composed of rigid levers joined by springs. Using
the analogue model together with an input from the FEA model, a relationship was
developed that calculates the SCF values for each tooth.
The results of the hybrid model were compared with those of full scale FEA of the
entire connection in a test that models for axial loading and bending. The axial case
looked at axial load only, axial load with preload and preload only. The average error of
the hybrid model was an overestimation of the local stress by 8%. The range of errors
in all cases was -1 to +18%. Bend stress data was also generated using the full FE
meshes. The results were similar to those in the axial loading case. Also, photoelastic
analysis was further used to provide additional confidence in the hybrid model.
As part of the study the stress concentration factor (SCF) or
local peak stress in component near tooth ,
the component’s body at tooth ,

, divided by the local nominal stress in

.

K ti =

σi
.............C1.1
Si

Where,

Si =

∑P

i

Ai
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was defined as the

.............C1.2

It can be seen from studying different connection types with varying bore and outside
diameters that the local nominal stress is influenced by the local net section of the pipe
and local force carried by that section, so to compare the peak local stresses of a
connection there is a need to redefine the SCF and obtain a nominal stress remote
from the location of peak stress and thus uninfluenced by the local load and geometry.
So results using the definition of SCF from eq. (C1.1) above were re-analysed with
nominal stresses remote from the location of loading. The nominal stresses in this
reanalysis are taken for a range of bore diameters and outside diameters using the
equation

σ nom =

4P
.............C1.3
π (OD 2 − ID 2 )

As a result of this reanalysis, parametric equations such as eq. (C1.5) below were
developed to determine the percentage of the load carried by the critical tooth in the
connection. This was then used as the basis to allow calculation of local and nominal
stresses in the connection using eq. (C1.4) below.

σ=

P
.............C1.4
LC

Where P is the externally applied load and LC is the Load Capacity or % of the applied
load on the tooth.

LC = a(OD 2 − dc 2 )α (dc 2 − ID 2 )β .............C1.5
Where,

,

and

are the parameters to be fitted.

To complete the study, knowledge of the monotonic, cyclic and fatigue properties of the
materials used in the making of the drillstem component were required. Pertinent
characteristics of materials such as the cyclic stress-strain curve, fatigue strain-life
curve, fatigue crack growth equation and the materials S-N curves were included in the
software program. Further tests were carried out on the material in different
environmental conditions that aim to simulate in-service conditions of the string. These
included tests in air, water-based mud, oil-based mud, oil-based mud with copper
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containing dope and with zinc containing dope. The tests were carried out under
various cyclic frequencies and mud temperatures.
Crack initiation and propagation analysis models were then developed and included as
part of FADS. In the case of crack initiation, studies undertaken as part of the FADS
project such as local notch tip stress-strain behaviour, response to variable amplitude
loading, response to cyclic loading and the material’s fatigue properties were used to
develop the analysis.
In the case of the crack propagation analysis, fracture mechanics estimates of fatigue
life and stress intensity factor (SIF) estimates for drillstring components were used.
The final result of the project was the production of FADS, an interactive computer
application for the fatigue analysis of threaded connections. The program allows
estimates of initiation life, crack growth curves, S/N curves and stresses to be obtained
for a range of drillstring connections studied within the project.

8.3.2 Prevention of Downhole Failure - PDF (1992)
Prevention of Downhole Failure (PDF) was a continuation of the FADS study. PDF
extended the original work done in FADS to include all the main connector types
beyond the two analysed under FADS, namely NC50 and API 6-5/8” REG. The
connectors analysed in PDF are NC46, NC50, 6-5/8”REG and 7-5/8”REG, all in both
standard form and with bore back and stress relief groove. The studies were
undertaken under axial, bending and torsional loading.
The PDF investigation of axial loading showed clear advantages for the use of bore
back and stress relief groove, showing a 9% reduction in the SCF of the last engaged
thread of the pin (14% in the case of a shorter stress relief length) and 13% in the first
engaged thread of the box due to the bore back.
FE analysis confirmed earlier studies undertaken in FADS and gives further confidence
to the extended parametric equations developed. 3D FEA under bending and torsion
also confirmed the photoelastic and 2D FEA studies which reported lower SCFs in
these cases.
Fatigue life and remaining life predictions in FADS were further validated in PDF by
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conducting full scale tests under axial and bending loads on AISI 4145H and nonmagnetic steels. Other new features incorporated in the FADS software are the
consideration of partial preload mean stress and residual stress on fatigue crack
growth and fatigue analysis. Others are crack aspect ratio and failure criteria.

8.3.3 Reliable Operation of Downhole Systems - RODS (2002) 1
Like the FADS and PDF projects before it, RODS was also an industry-sponsored
undertaking of the NDE Centre of the University College London (UCL). It was funded
by Shell, Statoil and Saga to build on the gains of FADS and PDF. And like FADS, the
main project deliverable is a suite of computer programs that will aid in the prevention
of downhole failure.
By combining advanced testing and inspection regimes with materials technology,
progressive stress, fatigue/fracture mechanics and failure analysis, RODS proposed a
new design philosophy for oilfield downhole components.
The RODS project undertook the study of thread and connection/tooljoint geometry as
an addition to earlier work done in FADS and PDF. An analysis of bore eccentricity and
its effect on the fatigue life of the connection was also undertaken.	
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8.4 Appendix C: Overlap and Yield Simulation Results
8.4.1 Benchmark Analyses – AISI4145H Steel
8.4.1.1 Simulation Results Summary
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8.4.1.2 Induced Stress in Pin and Box Due to Preload and Axial Load
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8.4.2 Aluminium Alloy – AL-ZN-MG-II Simulation Results
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8.4.3 Titanium Alloy – TI-6AL-4V Simulation Results
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8.5 Appendix D: FORTRAN77 Mesh Generator and Input Files
8.5.1 FORTRAN77 Mesh Generator
----- FORTRAN77 MESH GENERATOR ELECTRONICALLY ATTACHED -------

8.5.2 FORTRAN77 Mesh-Generated Input File (Abridged)
----- FULL NPUT FILE ELECTRONICALLY ATTACHED ------*HEADING
Default
****---------------------------------------------------------------------** Outer diameter = 165.000 mm
** Inner diameter = 75.000 mm
** Bevel dia. of shoulder = 165.000 mm
** Length of the assembly = 412.500 mm
**
** Axial Loading Only
** Total Axial Load = 169714.282NEWTONS
**
*PREPRINT, ECHO = NO, MODEL = NO, HISTORY=NO
*RESTART,WRITE,FREQUENCY = 20
*NODE, NSET = BOX
1 , 0.63081592E+02, -0.22225000E+02
2 , 0.63425536E+02, -0.23888879E+02
3 , 0.63769479E+02, -0.25552757E+02
131 , 0.57304119E+02, -0.22225000E+02
.
.
.
4953 , 0.82500000E+02, -0.12475620E+02
4954 , 0.61086456E+02, -0.13665780E+02
4955 , 0.65503769E+02, -0.13665780E+02
*NODE, NSET = PIN
134 , 0.56468714E+02, -0.22474812E+02
135 , 0.56565138E+02, -0.22707600E+02
256 , 0.54505426E+02, -0.22225000E+02
.
.
.
5749 , 0.69642857E+02, 0.25477047E+02
5750 , 0.76071429E+02, 0.25477047E+02
5751 , 0.82500000E+02, 0.25477047E+02
*NSET , NSET = BOXEND
4306 ,
4307 ,
4308 ,
4309 ,
4310 ,
4311 ,
4312 ,
4313 ,
4314 ,
4315 ,
4316 ,
4317 ,
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4318 ,
4319 , 4320
*NSET , NSET = PINEND
5499 ,
5500 ,
5501 ,
5502 ,
5503 ,
5504 ,
5505 ,
5506 ,
5507 ,
5508 ,
5509 ,
5510 ,
5511 ,
5512 , 5513
***Alternating BOXT and PINT elements
*ELEMENT , TYPE = CAX8, ELSET e= BOXT1 ***
1, 133, 21, 60, 131, 20, 47, 85, 132
2, 21, 23, 62, 60, 22, 48, 61, 47
3, 23, 25, 64, 62, 24, 49, 63, 48
4, 25, 27, 66, 64, 26, 50, 65, 49
.
.
.
1784, 5735, 5490, 5492, 5737, 5747, 5491, 5748,
1785, 5737, 5492, 5494, 5739, 5748, 5493, 5749,
1786, 5739, 5494, 5496, 5741, 5749, 5495, 5750,
1787, 5741, 5496, 5498, 5743, 5750, 5497, 5751,

5736
5738
5740
5742

*ELSET , ELSET = BOXEND
1457 ,
1456 ,
1455 ,
1454 ,
1453 ,
1452 , 1451
*ELSET , ELSET = PINEND
1787 ,
1786 ,
1785 ,
1784 ,
1783 ,
1781 , 1780
*ELSET, ELSET = TRBOX
BOXT1 ,
BOXT2 ,
BOXT3 ,
BOXT4 ,
BOXT5 ,
BOXT6 ,
BOXT7 ,
BOXT8 ,
BOXT9 ,
BOXT10 ,
BOXT11 ,
BOXT12 , BOXT13
*ELSET, ELSET = TRPIN
PINT1 ,
PINT2 ,
PINT3 ,
PINT4 ,
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PINT5 ,
PINT6 ,
PINT7 ,
PINT8 ,
PINT9 ,
PINT10 ,
PINT11 ,
PINT12 , PINT13
*ELSET , ELSET = BOX
UNBOX1, UNBOX2
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFBX 1
893 ,
894 ,
895 ,
896 ,
897 ,
898
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFBX 2
819 ,
820 ,
821 ,
822 ,
823 ,
824
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFBX 3
745 ,
746 ,
747 ,
748 ,
749 ,
750
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFBX 4
671 ,
672 ,
673 ,
674 ,
675 ,
676
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFBX 5
597 ,
598 ,
599 ,
600 ,
601 ,
602
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFBX 6
523 ,
524 ,
525 ,
526 ,
527 ,
528
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFBX 7
449 ,
450 ,
451 ,
452 ,
453 ,
454
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFBX 8
375 ,
376 ,
377 ,
378 ,
379 ,
380
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFBX 9
301 ,
302 ,
303 ,
304 ,
305 ,
306
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*ELSET , ELSET = SCFBX10
227 ,
228 ,
229 ,
230 ,
231 ,
232
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFBX11
153 ,
154 ,
155 ,
156 ,
157 ,
158
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFBX12
79 ,
80 ,
81 ,
82 ,
83 ,
84
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFBX13
5,
6,
7,
8,
9,
10
*ELSET , ELSET = SCUBX0
1502 ,
1503 ,
1504 ,
1505 ,
1506 , 1507
*ELSET , ELSET = SCUBX1
1227 ,
1228 ,
1229 ,
1230 ,
1231 ,
1232 ,
1231 , 1232
*ELSET , ELSET = SCUBX2
1261 ,
1262 ,
1263 ,
1264 ,
1265 , 1266
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFPN 1
35 ,
36 ,
37 ,
1548 , 1549, 1550
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFPN 2
109 ,
110 ,
111 ,
46 , 47,
48
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFPN 3
183 ,
184 ,
185 ,
120 , 121, 122
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFPN 4
257 ,
258 ,
259 ,
194 , 195, 196
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*ELSET , ELSET = SCFPN 5
331 ,
332 ,
333 ,
268 , 269, 270
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFPN 6
405 ,
406 ,
407 ,
342 , 343, 344
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFPN 7
479 ,
480 ,
481 ,
416 , 417, 418
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFPN 8
553 ,
554 ,
555 ,
490 , 491, 492
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFPN 9
627 ,
628 ,
629 ,
564 , 565, 566
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFPN10
701 ,
702 ,
703 ,
638 , 639, 640
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFPN11
775 ,
776 ,
777 ,
712 , 713, 714
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFPN12
849 ,
850 ,
851 ,
786 , 787, 788
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFPN13
923 ,
924 ,
925 ,
860 , 861, 862
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFPN14
934 ,
935 ,
936 ,
1459 , 1460, 1461
*ELSET, ELSET = SCUPN1
1559 ,
1560 ,
1561 ,
1562 ,
1563 , 1564
*ELSET, ELSET = ROOTP
1650 , 1651
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFBOX
SCFBX 1,
SCFBX 2,
SCFBX 3,
SCFBX 4,
SCFBX 5,
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SCFBX 6,
SCFBX 7,
SCFBX 8,
SCFBX 9,
SCFBX10,
SCFBX11,
SCFBX12,
SCFBX13,
SCUBX1, SCUBX2, SCUBX0
*ELSET , ELSET = SCFPIN
SCFPN 1,
SCFPN 2,
SCFPN 3,
SCFPN 4,
SCFPN 5,
SCFPN 6,
SCFPN 7,
SCFPN 8,
SCFPN 9,
SCFPN10,
SCFPN11,
SCFPN12,
SCFPN13,
SCFPN14,
SCUPN1, ROOTP
*SOLID SECTION, ELSET = BOX , MATERIAL = STEEL
*SOLID SECTION, ELSET = PIN , MATERIAL = STEEL
*SOLID SECTION, ELSET = TRBOX ,MATERIAL = STEEL
*SOLID SECTION, ELSET = TRPIN ,MATERIAL = STEEL
*MATERIAL , NAME = STEEL
*ELASTIC
203.E+03, 0.3
***PLOT
***DRAW
*STEP, INC=20
*STATIC
0.2, 1.0, 0.2
*BOUNDARY
BOXEND, 2
4306, 1
*CLOAD
5513 , 2, 0.40408162E+04
5500 , 2, 0.16163265E+05
5502 , 2, 0.16163265E+05
5504 , 2, 0.16163265E+05
5506 , 2, 0.16163265E+05
5508 , 2, 0.16163265E+05
5510 , 2, 0.16163265E+05
5512 , 2, 0.16163265E+05
5500 , 2, 0.80816325E+04
5502 , 2, 0.80816325E+04
5504 , 2, 0.80816325E+04
5506 , 2, 0.80816325E+04
5508 , 2, 0.80816325E+04
5510 , 2, 0.80816325E+04
5499 , 2, 0.40408162E+04
*ELPRINT, ELSET = SCFBOX, FREQUENCY=20,
POSITION= AVERAGED AT NODES , SUMMARY = YES
S , MISES, SP
*PRINT, CONTACT = YES
*ELPRINT, ELSET = SCFPIN, FREQUENCY=20,
POSITION= AVERAGED AT NODES , SUMMARY = YES
S, MISES , SP
*ENDSTEP
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8.5.3 Developed 2-D Model Input File - Preload (Abridged)
-----------Full Input Files of All Developed Models Attached Electronically-------------Models Developed With King Assistance of Mr. Bob Johnson of DAMT Ltd---

*HEADING
Model: Model_2D_Final Date: 29/04/2010 13:04:25
**
** COORDINATES
*NODE, NSET=NALL
1, 150.00000

, 59.965270

, 0.0000000

2, 168.92883

, 92.334180

, 0.0000000

3, 170.46879

, 92.862620

, 0.0000000

.
.
.
12684, 188.24437

, -458.13861

, 0.16364378E-20

12685, 188.24437

, -463.16153

, 0.16563944E-20

12686, 188.24437

, -468.18446

, 0.16763509E-20

**
** ELEMENT TOPOLOGY
*Solid Section, elset=E1 , material=M1
*ELEMENT, TYPE=CAX4 ,ELSET=E1
1,

72,

732,

2160,

676

2,

1,

691,

2161,

739

3,

74,

752,

2162,

712

.
.
.
10338, 10868, 11321, 11320, 11185
10339, 11211, 11260, 11315, 11210
10340, 11315, 11260, 11192, 11212
*
*Solid Section, elset=E1 , material=M1
*ELEMENT, TYPE=CAX4 ,ELSET=E1
10341,

73,

2054, 11322,

690

10342,

2054,

2055, 11323, 11322

10343,

2055,

2056, 11324, 11323

.
.
.
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11810, 12611, 12612, 12605, 12606
11811, 12610, 12611, 12606, 12607
11812, 12609, 12610, 12607, 12608
**
** MATERIAL PROPERTIES
** M1
*MATERIAL, NAME=M1
*ELASTIC, TYPE=ISOTROPIC
70000.

, 0.35000

*DENSITY
0.270600E-08,
*EXPANSION, TYPE=ISO
2.310000E-05,
**
** M2
*MATERIAL, NAME=M2
*ELASTIC, TYPE=ISOTROPIC
70000.

, 0.35000

*DENSITY
0.270600E-08,
*EXPANSION, TYPE=ISO
2.310000E-05,
**
** SLIDELINES
** Slideline part = Set SC11 (MASTER)
*SURFACE, NAME= surf_SC11 , TYPE=ELEMENT
852, S1
852, S4
853, S1
853, S4
.
.
.
1537, S1
1538, S1
1539, S2
**
** Slideline part = Set SC21 (SLAVE)
*SURFACE, NAME= surf_SC21 , TYPE=ELEMENT
7118, S4
7120, S1
7120, S4
.
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.
.
7793, S4
7794, S4
7795, S3
**
** Slideline part = Set SC12 (MASTER)
*SURFACE, NAME= surf_SC12 , TYPE=ELEMENT
353, S1
354, S4
355, S1
355, S4
359, S1
360, S2
361, S1
362, S1
363, S1
364, S1
365, S1
366, S2
403, S1
404, S1
404, S4
405, S4
412, S1
413, S2
414, S1
415, S2
**
** Slideline part = Set SC22 (SLAVE)
*SURFACE, NAME= surf_SC22 , TYPE=ELEMENT
6214, S4
6215, S1
6215, S4
6236, S4
6237, S4
6238, S4
6239, S3
6240, S4
6241, S4
6242, S4
6243, S4
6244, S4
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6245, S4
6246, S4
6247, S4
6248, S4
6276, S4
6277, S4
**
** contact definition C1
** Master part = Set SC11
** Slave part = Set SC21
**
*CONTACT PAIR, INTERACTION=SMOOTH1
surf_SC21,

surf_SC11

*SURFACE INTERACTION, NAME=SMOOTH1
*FRICTION
0.0800,
**
** contact definition C2
** Master part = Set SC12
** Slave part = Set SC22
**
*CONTACT PAIR, INTERACTION=SMOOTH2
surf_SC22,

surf_SC12

*SURFACE INTERACTION, NAME=SMOOTH2
*FRICTION
0.0800,
**
** EARTH SPRINGS
**
** FIXED FREEDOMS
**
*BOUNDARY
162, 2
163, 2
2145, 2
2146, 2
2147, 2
2148, 2
2149, 2
2150, 2
2151, 2
2152, 2
2153, 2
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2154, 2
2155, 2
2156, 2
2157, 2
2158, 2
2159, 2
*INITIAL CONDITIONS,TYPE=TEMPERATURE
Nall, 0.0
**
** LOADING
**
*Step, INC=100, NLGEOM=YES
Case

1 STEP1 (RESOLVE OVERLAP)

*Static
0.10000,

1.00000, 1e-05, 1.0

*CONTROLS,PARAMETERS=TIME INCREMENTATION
, , , , , , 25, , ,
**
*contact interference, shrink
surf_SC21, surf_SC11
surf_SC22, surf_SC12
**
** LOADS
**
**
** OUTPUT REQUESTS
**
*Restart, write, frequency=

1

*Output, field, op=NEW, frequency=

1

*Node Output
U, RF, CF
*Element Output
S, E, NFORC
*Output, history, op=NEW, frequency=
*El Print, frequency=

1

1

*NODE PRINT, totals=yes, frequency=

1

cf,
rf,
*File format, ascii
*NODE FILE, FREQUENCY=

1

U
*EL FILE, POSITION=NODES, FREQUENCY=

1

S, E
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NFORC
*End Step
*Step, INC=100, NLGEOM=YES
Case

2 STEP2 (NO AXIAL LOAD)

*Static
0.10000,

1.00000, 1e-05, 1.0

*CONTROLS,PARAMETERS=TIME INCREMENTATION
, , , , , , 25, , ,
**
** LOADS
**
** Load Case
**

1 2 Line SLOD , traction

0.0 , Pressure

0.0

**
*Cload,OP=NEW
**
*End Step

8.5.4 Developed 2-D Model Input File – Axial + Preload (Abridged)
*HEADING
Model: MODEL_2D_FINAL Date: 07/03/2011 00:44:56
**
** COORDINATES
**
*NODE, NSET=NALL
1, 150.00000

, 59.965270

, 0.0000000

2, 168.92883

, 92.234180

, 0.0000000

3, 170.46879

, 92.762620

, 0.0000000

.
.
.
12706, 188.24437

, -458.17122

, 0.0000000

12707, 188.24437

, -463.19088

, 0.0000000

12708, 188.24436

, -468.21055

, 0.0000000

**
** ELEMENT TOPOLOGY
**
*Solid Section, elset=E1 , material=M1
*ELEMENT, TYPE=CAX4 ,ELSET=E1
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1,

72,

732,

2160,

676

2,

1,

691,

2161,

739

74,

752,

2162,

712

3,
.
.
.
4759,

992,

993,

5992,

6316

4760,

5992,

6207,

6307,

6316

4761,

6307,

5991,

992,

6316

*Solid Section, elset=E2 , material=M2
*ELEMENT, TYPE=CAX4 ,ELSET=E2
4762,

157,

1739,

6317,

1759

4763,

1759,

6317,

6318,

1758

4764,

1758,

6318,

6319,

1757

.
.
.
10360, 10890, 11343, 11342, 11207
10361, 11233, 11282, 11337, 11232
10362, 11337, 11282, 11214, 11234
*
*Solid Section, elset=E1 , material=M1
*ELEMENT, TYPE=CAX4 ,ELSET=E1
10363,

73,

2054, 11344,

690

10364,

2054,

2055, 11345, 11344

10365,

2055,

2056, 11346, 11345

.
.
.
11832, 12633, 12634, 12627, 12628
11833, 12632, 12633, 12628, 12629
11834, 12631, 12632, 12629, 12630
**
** MATERIAL PROPERTIES
**
** M1
*MATERIAL, NAME=M1
*ELASTIC, TYPE=ISOTROPIC
70000.

, 0.35000

*DENSITY
0.270600E-08,
*EXPANSION, TYPE=ISO
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2.310000E-05,
**
** M2
*MATERIAL, NAME=M2
*ELASTIC, TYPE=ISOTROPIC
70000.

, 0.35000

*DENSITY
0.270600E-08,
*EXPANSION, TYPE=ISO
2.310000E-05,
**
**
** SLIDELINES
**
** Slideline part = Set SC11 (MASTER)
**
*SURFACE, NAME= surf_SC11 , TYPE=ELEMENT
847, S1
847, S4
848, S1
848, S4
.
.
.
1532, S1
1533, S1
1534, S2
**
** Slideline part = Set SC21 (SLAVE)
**
*SURFACE, NAME= surf_SC21 , TYPE=ELEMENT
7140, S4
7142, S1
7142, S4
.
.
.
7814, S4
7815, S4
7816, S4
7817, S3
**
** Slideline part = Set SC12 (MASTER)
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**
*SURFACE, NAME= surf_SC12 , TYPE=ELEMENT
353, S1
354, S4
355, S1
355, S4
359, S1
360, S2
361, S1
362, S1
363, S1
364, S1
365, S1
366, S2
408, S1
409, S1
409, S4
410, S4
417, S1
418, S2
419, S1
420, S2
**
** Slideline part = Set SC22 (SLAVE)
**
*SURFACE, NAME= surf_SC22 , TYPE=ELEMENT
6236, S4
6237, S1
6237, S4
6258, S4
6259, S4
6260, S4
6261, S3
6262, S4
6263, S4
6264, S4
6265, S4
6266, S4
6267, S4
6268, S4
6269, S4
6270, S4
6298, S4
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6299, S4
**
** contact definition C1
** Master part = Set SC11
** Slave part = Set SC21
**
*CONTACT PAIR, INTERACTION=SMOOTH1
surf_SC21,

surf_SC11

*SURFACE INTERACTION, NAME=SMOOTH1
*FRICTION
0.0500,
**
** contact definition C2
** Master part = Set SC12
** Slave part = Set SC22
**
*CONTACT PAIR, INTERACTION=SMOOTH2
surf_SC22,

surf_SC12

*SURFACE INTERACTION, NAME=SMOOTH2
*FRICTION
0.0500,
**
** EARTH SPRINGS
**
** FIXED FREEDOMS
**
*BOUNDARY
162, 2
163, 2
2145, 2
2146, 2
2147, 2
2148, 2
2149, 2
2150, 2
2151, 2
2152, 2
2153, 2
2154, 2
2155, 2
2156, 2
2157, 2
2158, 2
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2159, 2
*INITIAL CONDITIONS,TYPE=TEMPERATURE
Nall, 0.0
**
** LOADING
**
*Step, INC=100, NLGEOM=YES
Case

1 STEP1 (RESOLVE OVERLAP)

*Static
0.10000,

1.00000, 1e-05, 1.0

*CONTROLS,PARAMETERS=TIME INCREMENTATION
, , , , , , 25, , ,
**
*contact interference, shrink
surf_SC21, surf_SC11
surf_SC22, surf_SC12
**
** LOADS
**
** OUTPUT REQUESTS
**
*Restart, write, frequency=

1

*Output, field, op=NEW, frequency=

1

*Node Output
U, RF, CF
*Element Output
S, E, NFORC
*Output, history, op=NEW, frequency=
*El Print, frequency=

1

1

*NODE PRINT, totals=yes, frequency=

1

cf,
rf,
*File format, ascii
*NODE FILE, FREQUENCY=

1

U
*EL FILE, POSITION=NODES, FREQUENCY=

1

S, E
NFORC
*End Step
*Step, INC=100, NLGEOM=YES
Case

2 STEP2 (1MN END LOAD)

*Static
0.10000,

1.00000, 1e-05, 1.0
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*CONTROLS,PARAMETERS=TIME INCREMENTATION
, , , , , , 25, , ,
**
** LOADS
**
** Load Case
**

1 2 Line SLOD , traction

0.0 , Pressure -69.2178

**
*Cload,OP=NEW
99,1, 0.31222409E-08
99,2, 232392.99
100,1, 0.20970936E-08
100,2, 156874.50
1139,1, 0.42948242E-08
1139,2, 320315.82
1140,1, 0.44268971E-08
1140,2, 330166.06
1141,1, 0.45589700E-08
1141,2, 340016.30
1142,1, 0.46910429E-08
1142,2, 349866.54
1143,1, 0.48231158E-08
1143,2, 359716.78
1144,1, 0.49551887E-08
1144,2, 369567.02
1145,1, 0.50872616E-08
1145,2, 379417.25
1146,1, 0.52193345E-08
1146,2, 389267.49
1147,1, 0.53514075E-08
1147,2, 399117.73
1148,1, 0.54834804E-08
1148,2, 408967.97
1149,1, 0.56155533E-08
1149,2, 418818.21
1150,1, 0.57476262E-08
1150,2, 428668.45
1151,1, 0.58796991E-08
1151,2, 438518.69
1152,1, 0.60117720E-08
1152,2, 448368.92
1153,1, 0.61438449E-08
1153,2, 458219.16
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**
*End Step

8.5.5 Developed 3-D Model Input File - Preload (Abridged)
*HEADING
**
**
** IMPOSED DISPLACEMENT ***
** ************************
** STEP1: PRE-LOAD THE CONNECTOR
** STEP2: APPLY EXTENSION
**
*NODE, NSET=SN01, NSET=SN02
19705, -167.469772, 97.669983, -0.000060
19745, -165.858582, 97.669983, -0.000059
19781, -164.247406, 97.669983, -0.000059
19832, -162.636215, 97.669983, -0.000058
.
.
.
257180, 173.126038, 214.255005, 145.270020
257181, 145.269989, 214.255005, 173.126068
257226, 159.806122, 214.255005, 159.806152
***
*ELEMENT, TYPE=C3D8, ELSET=SET01
119521, 223959, 224401, 224692, 224065, 224969, 225384, 225693, 225089,
119522, 224401, 224755, 225269, 224692, 225384, 225768, 226291, 225693,
119523, 224755, 225052, 225778, 225269, 225768, 226090, 226786, 226291,
.
.
.
257614, 225260, 225151, 226594, 226664, 224124, 223996, 225471, 225535,
257615, 225151, 225025, 226543, 226594, 223996, 223881, 225392, 225471,
257616, 225025, 224905, 226450, 226543, 223881, 223770, 225318, 225392,
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***
*ELEMENT, TYPE=C3D8, ELSET=SET02
1, 215972, 214898, 215402, 216201, 217126, 216024, 216505, 217329,
2, 214898, 213800, 214571, 215402, 216024, 214954, 215697, 216505,
3, 213800, 212687, 213745, 214571, 214954, 213857, 214890, 215697,
.
.
.
286652, 286653, 286654, 286655, 286656, 286657, 286658, 286659
286660, 286661, 286662, 286663, 286664, 286665, 286666, 286667
286668, 286669, 286670, 286671, 286672, 286673, 286674, 286675
286676,
**
*SURFACE, TYPE=ELEMENT, NAME=SCAA
*********************************
119521, S3
119522, S3
119523, S3
.
.
.
257423, S5
257424, S4
257424, S5
**
**
*SURFACE, TYPE=ELEMENT, NAME=SCAB
*********************************
135436, S4
135440, S4
135444, S4
.
.
.
253570, S3
253571, S3
253572, S3
**
**
*SURFACE, TYPE=ELEMENT, NAME=SCBA
*********************************
1, S6
5, S6
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9, S6
.
.
.
117568, S3
117569, S3
117570, S3
**
**
*SURFACE, TYPE=ELEMENT, NAME=SCBB
*********************************
14497, S6
14501, S6
14505, S6
.
.
.
115054, S5
115055, S5
115056, S5
**
**
*SURFACE, TYPE=ELEMENT, NAME=SCPT
*********************************
135337, S3
135338, S3
135339, S3
.
.
.
252808, S4
252812, S4
252816, S4
**
**
*SURFACE, TYPE=ELEMENT, NAME=SLOD
*********************************
14209, S3
14210, S3
14211, S3
.
.
.
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257313, S6
257317, S6
257321, S6
257325, S6
****
*MATERIAL, NAME=PAR01
*ELASTIC, TYPE=ISO
208000.0, 0.30,
*PLASTIC
600.0, 0.0
900.0, 0.2
***********
****
****
*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=SET01, MATERIAL=PAR01
****
****
****
*MATERIAL, NAME=PAR02
*ELASTIC, TYPE=ISO
208000.0, 0.30,
*PLASTIC
600.0, 0.0
900.0, 0.2
***********
****
****
*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=SET02, MATERIAL=PAR02
****
****
****
*ORIENTATION, SYS=RECT, NAME=CARTG
1.0, 0.0, 0.0,

0.0, 1.0, 0.0,

0.0, 0.0, 0.0

**SECOND LINE DEFAULT (1,0.0)**
**
**
****
****
****
****
*CONTACT PAIR, INTERACT=FRIC81, SMALL SLIDING, TYPE=NODE TO SURFACE
******************
***SLAVE, MASTER**
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******************
SCBA, SCAA
SCBB, SCAB
****
****
****
*SURFACE INTERACTION, NAME=FRIC81
*FRICTION
0.08
**
****
*NODE
***NODE 999000 FOR MAIN PRE-LOAD SECTION
999000, 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000
***
***NODE 999101 for constraint on top of pin SENA -yes
***NODE 999102 for constraint at bottom of box SEX0 - yes
999101,

0.0,

750.0, 0.0

999102,

0.0,

-550.0, 0.0

**
****
*PRE-TENSION SECTION, NODE=999000, SURFACE=SCPT
***********************************************
***
*NSET, NSET=PPSET
999000
*******
*MPC
BEAM,SENA, 999101
*MPC
BEAM, SEX0, 999102
*******************
*STEP, NLGEOM=YES, INC=300, UNSYMM=NO
************************************
*********** STEP 1 ***************
************************************
**
STEP FOR PRE-LOAD
*****************
*STATIC
0.01,1.0, 1E-06, 1.0
**
**
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*CLOAD, OP=NEW
**============**
999000, 1, 1000000.0
***
*BOUNDARY, OP=NEW
**=============**
SEZ0, 3
999101, 1,6
****
****
*CONTACT INTERFERENCE, SHRINK
*****************************
SCBA, SCAA
SCBB, SCAB
****
*EL PRINT, FREQ=0, POSITION=AVERAGED AT NODES
**
*NODE PRINT, FREQ=1, NSET=PPSET
U
RF
**
*NODE FILE, FREQ=1
U
**
*EL FILE, POSITION=AVERAGED AT NODES, FREQ=1
S
PE
*File format, ascii
*END STEP
**

8.5.6 Developed 3-D Model Input File – Preload + Bend (Abridged)

*HEADING
**
**
** IMPOSED DISPLACEMENT ***
** ************************
** STEP1: PRE-LOAD THE CONNECTOR
** STEP2: APPLY EXTENSION
**
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**
*NODE, NSET=SN01, NSET=SN02
19705, -167.469772, 97.669983, -0.000060
19745, -165.858582, 97.669983, -0.000059
19781, -164.247406, 97.669983, -0.000059
19832, -162.636215, 97.669983, -0.000058
.
.
.
257180, 173.126038, 214.255005, 145.270020
257181, 145.269989, 214.255005, 173.126068
257226, 159.806122, 214.255005, 159.806152
***
*ELEMENT, TYPE=C3D8, ELSET=SET01
119521, 223959, 224401, 224692, 224065, 224969, 225384, 225693, 225089,
119522, 224401, 224755, 225269, 224692, 225384, 225768, 226291, 225693,
119523, 224755, 225052, 225778, 225269, 225768, 226090, 226786, 226291,
.
.
.
257614, 225260, 225151, 226594, 226664, 224124, 223996, 225471, 225535,
257615, 225151, 225025, 226543, 226594, 223996, 223881, 225392, 225471,
257616, 225025, 224905, 226450, 226543, 223881, 223770, 225318, 225392,
***
*ELEMENT, TYPE=C3D8, ELSET=SET02
1, 215972, 214898, 215402, 216201, 217126, 216024, 216505, 217329,
2, 214898, 213800, 214571, 215402, 216024, 214954, 215697, 216505,
3, 213800, 212687, 213745, 214571, 214954, 213857, 214890, 215697,
.
.
.
286652, 286653, 286654, 286655, 286656, 286657, 286658, 286659
286660, 286661, 286662, 286663, 286664, 286665, 286666, 286667
286668, 286669, 286670, 286671, 286672, 286673, 286674, 286675
286676,
**
**
*SURFACE, TYPE=ELEMENT, NAME=SCAA
*********************************
119521, S3
119522, S3
119523, S3
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.
.
.
257423, S5
257424, S4
257424, S5
**
**
*SURFACE, TYPE=ELEMENT, NAME=SCAB
*********************************
135436, S4
135440, S4
135444, S4
.
.
.
253570, S3
253571, S3
253572, S3
**
**
*SURFACE, TYPE=ELEMENT, NAME=SCBA
*********************************
1, S6
5, S6
9, S6
.
.
.
117568, S3
117569, S3
117570, S3
**
**
*SURFACE, TYPE=ELEMENT, NAME=SCBB
*********************************
14497, S6
14501, S6
14505, S6
.
.
.
115054, S5
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115055, S5
115056, S5
**
**
*SURFACE, TYPE=ELEMENT, NAME=SCPT
*********************************
135337, S3
135338, S3
135339, S3
.
.
.
252808, S4
252812, S4
252816, S4
**
**
*SURFACE, TYPE=ELEMENT, NAME=SLOD
*********************************
14209, S3
14210, S3
14211, S3
.
.
.
257313, S6
257317, S6
257321, S6
257325, S6
****
****
*MATERIAL, NAME=PAR01
*ELASTIC, TYPE=ISO
208000.0, 0.30,
*PLASTIC
600.0, 0.0
900.0, 0.2
***********
*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=SET01, MATERIAL=PAR01
****
*MATERIAL, NAME=PAR02
*ELASTIC, TYPE=ISO
208000.0, 0.30,
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*PLASTIC
600.0, 0.0
900.0, 0.2
***********
****
****
*SOLID SECTION, ELSET=SET02, MATERIAL=PAR02
****
*ORIENTATION, SYS=RECT, NAME=CARTG
1.0, 0.0, 0.0,

0.0, 1.0, 0.0,

0.0, 0.0, 0.0

**SECOND LINE DEFAULT (1,0.0)**
**
**
*CONTACT PAIR, INTERACT=FRIC81, SMALL SLIDING, TYPE=NODE TO SURFACE
******************
***SLAVE, MASTER**
******************
SCBA, SCAA
SCBB, SCAB
****
*SURFACE INTERACTION, NAME=FRIC81
*FRICTION
0.08
**
**
*****
*NODE
***NODE 999000 FOR MAIN PRE-LOAD SECTION
999000, 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000
***
***NODE 999101 for constraint on top of pin SENA -yes
***NODE 999102 for constraint at bottom of box SEX0 - yes
999101,

0.0,

750.0, 0.0

999102,

0.0,

-550.0, 0.0

**
****
*PRE-TENSION SECTION, NODE=999000, SURFACE=SCPT
***********************************************
*NSET, NSET=PPSET
999000
*******
**
**
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****
****
*MPC
BEAM,SENA, 999101
*MPC
BEAM, SEX0, 999102
*******************
*STEP, NLGEOM=YES, INC=300, UNSYMM=NO
************************************
*********** STEP 1 ***************
************************************
**
STEP FOR PRE-LOAD
*****************
*STATIC
0.01,1.0, 1E-06, 1.0
**
**
*CLOAD, OP=NEW
**============**
999000, 1, 5000000.0
***
*BOUNDARY, OP=NEW
**=============**
SEZ0, 3
999101, 1,6
****
*CONTACT INTERFERENCE, SHRINK
*****************************
SCBA, SCAA
SCBB, SCAB
****
**
*EL PRINT, FREQ=0, POSITION=AVERAGED AT NODES
**
*NODE PRINT, FREQ=1, NSET=PPSET
U
RF
**
*NODE FILE, FREQ=1
U
**
*EL FILE, POSITION=AVERAGED AT NODES, FREQ=1
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S
PE
*END STEP
**
*STEP, NLGEOM=YES, INC=300, UNSYMM=NO
*************************************
*********** STEP 2 ******************
*************************************
**
TENSION
*****************
*STATIC
0.01,1.0, 1E-06, 1.0
**
*BOUNDARY,FIXED,OP=NEW
**** FIX THE PRE-LOAD ******
999000, 1, 1
**=============**
*BOUNDARY, OP=NEW
**=============**
SEZ0, 3
**** NODE 999101:999101, 1,6
*************
*****NODE 999102:***** FREEDOMS 1 AND 2 ARE FREE
999102, 3,5
999102, 6,6, 0.016453
****
**
*EL PRINT, FREQ=0, POSITION=AVERAGED AT NODES
**
*NODE PRINT, FREQ=1, NSET=PPSET
U
RF
**
*NODE FILE, FREQ=1
U
**
*EL FILE, POSITION=AVERAGED AT NODES, FREQ=1
S
PE
*END STEP
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